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Chapter 1.
Introduction

One of the biggest science experiments world wide, the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) \cite{Eva08}, located at the “Centre Européenne pour la Recherche Nucléaire” (CERN), Geneva, Switzerland, leads the world of particle physics to a new frontier. It is designed to collide protons at a center of mass energy of 14 TeV. It pushes the limit of energy concentrated in a single particle collision far beyond of what was previously achieved. This opens many new possibilities to search for elementary particles, not observed so far, and to find new physics beyond the standard model.

The LHC is a synchrotron particle accelerator with 27 km circumference. Most of the time, two counter rotating proton beams are accelerated and brought into collision at four different interaction points, where the four main LHC experiments are located: ALICE, ATLAS, CMS and LHCb. In addition, there are two independent smaller experiments: TOTEM, located at the same interaction point as CMS, and LHCf, located at the same interaction point as ATLAS. For several weeks at the end of a one year operation, the LHC switches to the collision of heavy ion particles, or heavy ions with protons. In 2010 and 2011, lead ions were brought into collision, and in 2013, protons were collided with lead ions.

The LHC has completed a very successful operational Run 1, starting in 2010, until mid 2013. In 2010 and 2011, the LHC operated at 7 TeV center of mass energy, where an amount of 6.3 fb\(^{-1}\) of integrated luminosity was delivered. In 2012, the beam energy was increased to 8 TeV center of mass energy, where about 25 fb\(^{-1}\) of integrated luminosity was delivered. This gave sufficient accumulated data for the two multi purpose experiments, ATLAS and CMS, to independently discover the Higgs boson, which was announced on the 4th of July, 2012 \cite{Cha12}. Although this marks the exciting highlight of the past years, many other fascinating discoveries and interesting measurements were made by all of the LHC experiments. CMS, for example, was also able to discover a new composite particle, the \(\Xi_{b}^{*}\) \cite{Cha12a}, and CMS and LHCb were able to discover and measure the branching fraction of the decay of the \(B_{S}^{0}\) to \(\mu^{+}\mu^{-}\) \cite{Cha13, Aai13}.

Each LHC beam stores an energy of 350 MJ under nominal conditions. This amount of highly focused energy has a huge damage potential. If the beam hits solid material, a hole would be burned into the structure. Figure 1.1 shows the result of a test, where a 450 GeV LHC proton beam was shot on a copper target \cite{Kai05}. Above a beam intensity of about \(5 \times 10^{12}\) protons, a hole was burned into the material. This is even a fairly low intensity, as the LHC normally operates at beam currents of \(O(10^{14})\) protons.

The beam directly hitting the vacuum chamber would of course be a catastrophic event. Although this is extremely unlikely, there are other scenarios where the high intensity beam is of great danger. In a beam loss event, where only a certain fraction of the beam particles interact with matter, like collimators, the vacuum chamber, or gas particles, high energetic particle showers can create damage to any system along the beam line. For the LHC, a beam loss monitor (BLM) system is in place, which automatically deactivates (dumps) the
beam if high rates are measured [Deh02]. Its main purpose is to protect the superconducting magnets of the LHC from intense heat dissipation due to beam loss events, which would lead to a quench of the superconductivity.

The BLM system of the LHC does not cover the parts of the beam line inside the experimental caverns, as it is the responsibility of the experiments to monitor for beam losses produced there. In CMS, the Beam Condition Monitor 2 (BCM2) was developed to fulfill this purpose, with a major contribution from the Institute of Experimental Nuclear Physics at the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology [Mull]. Additionally, the BCM1L detector is operated for redundancy, forming together with BCM2 the BCML system, where the L stands for “leakage” due to the operational configuration as a leakage current detector. The system is designed to protect the silicon tracking detector of CMS from catastrophic beam loss events. The current generated in silicon detectors could be so intense that the electronics would get damaged. This happens only at intense levels of particle rates that would not occur in typical LHC operational conditions, but only in extreme cases of machine induced background. The BCML system is in place to deactivate the LHC beam before dangerous levels of particle rates can build up.

The BCM2 detector utilizes the same electronics as the LHC BLM system, but due to the confined space inside CMS the 1 m long ionization chambers could not be used. Instead artificially grown chemical vapor deposition (CVD) diamonds are used as detectors, aligned in rings around the beam pipe. Figure 1.2 shows the picture of one of the BCM2 diamond detector modules.

Diamond material studies go back several decades, mostly performed on natural diamond. Only since the development of the CVD process to artificially grow diamond in the early 1980s, diamond has been considered a reasonable material for particle detection. As an insulator, diamond has almost no free charge carriers, however the mobility of the charge carriers for electrons and holes, is very good. This makes diamond an excellent choice where very fast detectors are required. Diamond is commonly considered as solid state ionization chamber. Typically, the diamond is equipped with metal electrodes on both surfaces, and an electric field is applied over the diamond bulk. An ionizing particle passing through the
detector creates electron hole pairs. These charge carriers drift along the electric field, which can be measured as detector current.

Diamond detectors have several advantages and disadvantages compared to silicon detectors, which are the usual alternative. Diamond has a very low dark current due to its wide band gap. During irradiation, the dark current does not increase, as it is the case for a silicon detector. Therefore, a diamond detector does not require cooling and represents a niche in applications where cooling cannot be provided. Diamond is also considered to be more radiation hard than silicon. One of the main arguments in favor of diamond is the higher displacement energy. Also, in silicon, heavy nuclear fragments are created during irradiation, which are very damaging. In diamond, this is not the case. The apparent disadvantage of diamond is its price. Due to the high cost of CVD diamonds, it is not a financially viable option to build a full tracking detector with diamond sensors. Single-crystalline diamond sample can only be produced in sizes smaller than 1 × 1 cm$^2$, making it difficult to cover a big surface. Poly-crystalline diamonds are grown in wafers, making it possible to manufacture bigger diamond plates. Unfortunately, due to their poly-crystalline nature, they are inhomogeneous, with regions of reduced sensitivity. This is not ideal for pixel or strip tracking detectors, where a uniform response is desired.

The radiation hardness of diamond detectors has been widely studied by various research groups. The RD42 collaboration focuses on the development of diamond tracking devices and analyzes the radiation damage to diamond. Test beam irradiations were performed with various types of particle beams at different energies. Both types of available CVD diamonds, single-crystalline and poly-crystalline, were studied. The change in charge collection was measured in laboratory measurement to benchmark the performance of the irradiated diamonds. A general high radiation hardness and a good agreement between single-crystalline and poly-crystalline diamonds was found. Other studies, e.g. by M. Pomorski, show that the diamond can polarize due to irradiation, leading to a deformation of the electric field and by that to a potential decrease in charge collection.

This thesis focuses on the measurements following the initial BCM2 commissioning and covers these three major parts:

- The operation of the BCML detector system: Since the start of the LHC, and with it
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the start of the operation of BCM2, several modifications were done to the detector system. Certain features of the system were studied. This is summarized in chapter 4. During the LHC Run 1 operation (from 2010 until 2013), a lot of data was taken while the beams were in collisions. Several interesting beam loss events were investigated. These events are shown and analyzed in chapter 5.

- FLUKA Monte Carlo simulations of the CMS detector: The first study of the radiation environment in CMS was done in 1995 [Huh95] and constantly updated since then. The latest major improvement was done during the design of BCM2, where FLUKA was an important tool to predict the performance of the detector [Müll11]. All these studies were focused on nominal LHC parameters. For this work, simulations were performed at the operational condition of 2011 (3.5 TeV beam energy) and 2012 (4.0 TeV beam energy). These simulations are not only of great interest for the whole CMS community, but also give important parameters for the data analysis. The results are presented in chapter 6.

- The most important part of this thesis deals with radiation damage effects on diamond. Many studies with test beam irradiations of diamond detectors were performed in the past, but the BCML detector is one of the first using diamond sensors in an extremely strong hadronic radiation environment. Predictions of the survivability of the BCM2 detectors were based on the RD42 irradiation results [Müll11]. For the work presented in this thesis, the radiation damage was studied with data obtained during normal operation, showing a strong decrease in signal efficiency already at relatively low particle fluences. Test beam irradiations of diamond detector samples were performed using the same readout electronics as used in BCML. The signal decrease measured in BCML operation was compared to the test beam irradiation. Also, a laboratory analysis was performed on diamond samples removed from the system. The charge collection distance of the irradiated detectors was measured. Measurements using the transient current technique (TCT) gave interesting insights into the electric field effects in irradiated diamonds. The findings about the performance of BCML detectors under irradiation and an analysis of the radiation damage to diamond as detector is presented in chapter 7.
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The LHC and the CMS Detectors

2.1. The Large Hadron Collider and the CERN accelerator complex

The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) is a synchrotron particle accelerator with a circumference of about 27 km located at CERN, Geneva, Switzerland \cite{Eva08}. Two hadron beams are accelerated in two separate rings and brought into collision in four interaction points (IP). Protons are accelerated to a maximum energy of 7 TeV per particle, or alternatively, lead ions up to 2.76 TeV per nucleon. In order to bend the particle beam on its circular orbit, 1232 superconducting dipole magnets with a maximum magnetic field of 8.33 T at top energy are used. Magnets with higher multipole fields are installed to focus the beam and perform higher order corrections. In total over 8000 superconducting magnets are used to operate the LHC.

Under nominal conditions 2808 bunches per beam are circulating, where each bunch contains \(1.15 \times 10^{11}\) protons. At 7 TeV this corresponds to 362 MJ stored in each of the two beams. To ensure a safe operation with beam storage times of over 10 hours, various devices to monitor the beam condition are installed in the tunnel. For the scope of this thesis the instruments related to beam losses and machine protection are of importance, therefore only those will be introduced in the following chapter, after a general introduction of the injector chain and the LHC.

2.1.1. LHC injector chain

The performance of the LHC is highly depending on the pre-accelerators. All pre-accelerators have to perform well enough, not to deteriorate the beam properties like the bunch charge or the emittance. The bunch charge is a limiting factor mostly at low energies and hence a problem in the injectors, however it is important to keep the bunch intensity as high as possible, since it is crucial for the later luminosity performance.

The accelerator complex of CERN is shown in figure 2.1. Protons are sourced at LINAC2, accelerated to an energy of 50 MeV and injected into the Proton Synchrotron Booster (PSB), which consists of four independent synchrotron rings. In the PBS the particles are accelerated to an energy of 1.4 GeV and all four lines are injected to the Proton Synchrotron (PS). In the PS the particles are ramped up to 26 GeV. Afterwards they are injected to the Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS) which brings the particles up to their LHC injection energy of 450 GeV. When using heavy ions LINAC3 and LEIR, as first synchrotron, are used before injection to the PS, from where they follow the same chain as the protons.
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2.1.2. LHC Layout

The LHC is shaped as octagon with eight arc sections and eight long straight sections (LSS). The arcs contain the main dipole magnets and define the bending radius of the machine. Each LSS is dedicated to one purpose as schematically shown in figure 2.2. Beam 1 circulates clockwise and beam 2 circulates counter clockwise. The four main experiments are located in IP1 (ATLAS), IP2 (ALICE), IP5 (CMS) and IP8 (LHCb). Whereas ATLAS and CMS are the two multipurpose high energy experiments which are designed to take a peak luminosity of \( L = 1 \times 10^{34}\text{cm}^{-2}\text{s}^{-1} \). LHCb is specialized in B-physics and ALICE is the dedicated heavy ion experiment. The interaction region (IR) four hosts the RF cavities, responsible for the particle acceleration, and other beam instrumentation of the LHC. In IR3 and IR7 the collimation system is installed. This system absorbs particles in the beam halo, which would otherwise impact in the superconducting magnets due to a too large momentum or position offset with respect to the core of the beam. After several hours of data taking in collisions, the luminosity has decayed so much that the beams have to be renewed. The beams have to be disposed in a controlled way into the so-called beam dump, which is located in IR6. The beam dump is a 7 m long steel coated graphite block with \( \sim 900 \text{t} \) radiation shielding blocs, into which the circulating beam is deflected in case of a beam abort signal. The trigger signal to dump the beam can either be sent form the operator at the end of a successful fill or by a protection system (e.g. the BLM system of the LHC or BCML system of CMS) measuring a potential threat for the machine or the experiments.
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2.1.3. Beam parameters from 2010 to 2013

During the LHC Run 1 from 2010 until 2013, the full potential of the LHC could not yet be exploited. The beam parameters were different from the design values. Table 2.1 compares the nominal design values with the parameters used during normal operations. Values achieved during machine development periods are excluded. Only every second bunch slot was filled and the bunch spacing was twice the nominal value. Therefore the machine could only be filled with half the number of bunches. On the other hand, the bunch current was higher than the nominal value, thus about 70% of the nominal peak luminosity was reached in 2012.

2.1.4. The LHC Beam Loss Monitoring System.

The loss of even a small fraction of the beam particles could create a particle shower strong enough to quench one of the superconducting LHC magnets. A beam loss monitoring (BLM) system is in place to detect secondary shower particles, originating from high beam losses. Above a pre-defined threshold, the LHC beams are automatically dumped to prevent magnet quenches. Moreover, the data readings from the BLM detectors allow the observation of local aperture limitations and various other effects involving beam particle losses. It is used to observe beam losses created in collimator scans and aperture scans during machine commissioning.

Mainly, 1 m long gaseous ionization chambers are used as detectors. Figure 2.3 shows a picture of such a BLM tube attached to a dipole magnet. About 3700 BLM tubes are in use around the LHC ring. Additionally, about 280 secondary emission monitors are used.

In the experimental caverns of the LHC experiments no BLM detectors are installed. Here
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>design</th>
<th>2010</th>
<th>2011</th>
<th>2012</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Proton energy [TeV]</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of bunches</td>
<td>2808</td>
<td>368</td>
<td>1380</td>
<td>1374</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bunch spacing [ns]</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protons per bunch [10^{11}]</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>~1.2</td>
<td>~1.4</td>
<td>~1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak luminosity (IP1 &amp; IP5) [cm^{-2}s^{-1}]</td>
<td>10^{34}</td>
<td>~2 × 10^{32}</td>
<td>~3.5 × 10^{33}</td>
<td>~7 × 10^{33}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>β* [m]</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>1.5 / 1</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Events per bunch crossing</td>
<td>19.02</td>
<td>~3</td>
<td>~15</td>
<td>~30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full crossing angle [µrad]</td>
<td>285</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beam current [A]</td>
<td>0.584</td>
<td>~0.08</td>
<td>~0.348</td>
<td>~0.371</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stored beam energy [MJ]</td>
<td>362</td>
<td>~24.8</td>
<td>~108</td>
<td>~132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF frequency [MHz]</td>
<td>400.8</td>
<td>400.8</td>
<td>400.8</td>
<td>400.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revolution frequency [kHz]</td>
<td>11.245</td>
<td>11.245</td>
<td>11.245</td>
<td>11.245</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.1.: A selection of the LHC beam parameters comparing nominal parameters with operational values of Run 1. The design values are taken from [LHC04]. Values for 2010 - 2013 are typical values achieved in normal operation (excluding machine development periods).

It is the responsibility of the experiments to monitor the beam losses. In CMS the BCML system is in use as transparent extension of the LHC BLM system. More details about the working principle of the BLM system can be found in chapter 4.

2.2. The Compact Muon Solenoid

The Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS) experiment is one of the two multi-purpose experiments at the LHC. CMS is designed as a barrel, symmetrically around the interaction point (IP), with both ends closed by disk shaped end-cap detectors. Figure 2.4 shows the layout of CMS. For an optimal particle identification, CMS is built in the typical sub-detector layout with tracking and calorimetry inside a high solenoidal magnetic field and muon detection outside the magnet.

**Magnet** The solenoid magnet is the heart of CMS. It has a superconducting NbTi coil with a diameter of 7 m over a length of 13 m. The design magnetic field 4 T, however it is operated at 3.8 T. The high magnetic field is needed to achieve a good resolution in the tracker measurement of the particle momentum. The magnet covers not only the tracker, but also the calorimeters, as placing the solenoid in front of the calorimeters would massively decrease the energy resolution.

**Tracker** The CMS tracking system consists of two parts, the pixel and the strip tracker. It measures the trajectories of all charged particles generated in the collisions. It covers the pseudo-rapidity region up to \( \eta = 2.4 \).

The vertex detector, a silicon pixel detector with three barrel layers at radii between 4.4 cm and 10.2 cm and two end-cap discs per end, is responsible for tracing the origin of every charged particle. A high spatial resolution is needed to separate particle originating from different primary collisions, and to recreate the travel path of short lived particles, by
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Figure 2.3.: A beam loss monitor tube installed at a dipole magnet.

Figure 2.4.: The CMS experiment and its subdetectors [Cha08]. A coordinate system (in CMS convention) and the beam directions were added.
reconstructing the origin of the secondary particles. The measures resolution in $x$ is $12.7 \mu m$ and in $z$ is $32.4 \mu m$ [Kha10].

The strip tracker is divided in four parts: the tracker inner barrel (TIB) with four detection layers, the tracker inner disk (TID) with three discs per end, the tracker outer barrel (TOB) with six detection layers and the tracker end cap (TEC) with nine discs per end. The strong magnetic field of 3.8 T enables the tracker to measure the particle charge and momentum. The resolution for the transverse momentum at $p_T = 1 \text{ GeV}$ is about 0.7%.

Being the inner most detector, the tracker is the most exposed detector towards beam loss particles. The tracker is only switched on, if the LHC has declared “stable beams” and if the beam monitoring systems show no signs of increased beam background.

**Electromagnetic Calorimeter** The electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL) is made of PbWO$_4$ scintillating crystals with an avalanche photo diode (APD) readout. The ECAL covers a pseudo-rapidity region up to $\eta = 3$. It measures the energy of electrons and photons with high precision. This is especially important for the analysis of different decay channels of the Higgs boson, like $H \rightarrow \gamma \gamma$, $H \rightarrow ZZ$ or $H \rightarrow WW$.

A part of the ECAL is the preshower detector, installed in front of the calorimeter end-caps. It consists of two layers of lead absorber with high resolution silicon strip detectors. Its main function is to detect photons with high spatial resolution in order to identify $\pi^0$ decays [Bar07].

**Hadronic Calorimeter** The hadronic calorimeter (HCAL) is a sampling calorimeter designed to measure the energy of hadronic jets and neutral hadrons. It is constructed of layers of brass absorbers and plastic scintillators. It is also composed of a barrel and an end-cap detector. The end-cap calorimeters reach up to $\eta = 3$. Additionally, the very-forward calorimeter (HF) is installed at about $Z = \pm 11.15 \text{ m}$, covering up to $\eta = 5$. In the quartz fibers are used as detectors, which placed inside copper absorbers.

**CASTOR** CASTOR is a 1.5 m long cylindrical shaped quartz tungsten calorimeter located at $Z = -14.3 \text{ m}$. It covers the $\eta$ range from 5.1 to 6.6. The layers are aligned under $45^\circ$ with respect to the beam. Photomultiplier tubes detect Cherenkov light created in the quartz layers. CASTOR was only installed on the -Z end. It was removed after the 2011 run, since it cannot handle the high rates at the operational luminosity in 2012 and would have only created a highly damaging radiation field. It was reinstalled after the 2012 proton operation to be available for the heavy ion run.

**Muon systems** The muon systems play a very important role in the physics program of CMS. One decay channel of the Higgs boson is into two Z bosons, which decay into four leptons. A four muon decay is a very clear event with basically no background. The muon chambers are placed outside the CMS main magnet and therefore in the return field of the solenoid. Detection layers are stacked with iron yoke, which accommodates the return field of the solenoid.

There are three independent muon systems: The Drift Tubes (DT), which form the barrel part of the muon detectors, has four layers with yoke iron in between covering up to $\eta = 1.2$. In the muon end-caps a different system, the Cathode Strip Chambers (CSC), is used, covering up to $\eta = 2.4$. The third muon system uses Resistive Plate Chambers (RPC), which are installed additionally to the DTs and the CSCs in the barrel and in the end-cap regions. It
has a better timing resolution and segmentation compared to the CSC or the DT systems. The RPCs provide complementary information and provide a trigger on events involving muons.

**Trigger systems**  At nominal LHC conditions, the bunch crossing frequency is 40 MHz, with 19 primary proton-proton collisions per bunch crossing. The number of detector channels in CMS is far too numerous to be recorded every occurring collision. For measuring physics processes that occur with a very low cross-section, the high number of collisions is needed to gain enough statistics. A triggering system is set up to initiate a readout of the CMS sub-detectors, if certain trigger criteria are met.

The level-1 trigger is the first stage to reduce the data rate from the initial 40 MHz to approximately 30 kHz. Different sub-systems can send a level-1 trigger event, these are in particular the calorimeter trigger, the muon trigger and different technical triggers. If the global trigger system accepts the trigger condition, a readout signal is sent to all CMS sub-detectors. The sub-detectors store events in a 3.2 \( \mu \)s pipeline, and if the event is accepted, the data is sent to the high level trigger system. The high level trigger performs a preliminary analysis on every event accepted by the level-1 trigger. The events are further filtered by applying various cuts and the event frequency is reduced to roughly 100 Hz. One event in CMS has a file size of about 1 MB, leading to a final data rate of about 100 MB/s, which is stored for the full physics analysis.

**2.3. The Beam Monitoring Systems of CMS**

Several independent systems are used to monitor the beam properties in CMS. The main purposes are the measurement of the instantaneous luminosity and the machine induced background, as well as the active protection from dangerous beam loss events. The beam monitoring systems of CMS are described below.

**BPTX**  The beam pickup for timing experiment (BPTX) is technically the same as a beam position monitor at the LHC, where four measurement buttons collect the induced charge created by passing bunches. The signals of all four measurement buttons are added to give a combined signal. No x/y position information is given, but the signal is used to measure the precise moment in time, when the incoming bunches arrive at CMS. One of these pickup measurements per beam is placed upstream of CMS at 175 m distance from the interaction point. The signals are measured and processed by a 5 giga samples oscilloscope. The signal information is used in various parts of CMS. Simple checks, like the number of bunches filled in the LHC, are performed. The time difference between two colliding bunches is calculated and used to predict the Z position of the collisions before stable beams are declared. This is an important feedback to the LHC control room, as a high time difference would suggest problems with the beam and a refill of the beams could be considered. The BPTX signals are also used to provide gating for the background and luminosity measurements performed by the BHC and the BCM1F detectors.

**BSC/BHC**  The Beam Scintillating Counters (BSC), later upgraded to the Beam Halo Counters (BHC), is a monitoring and triggering device for CMS. It uses scintillating tiles placed on the front face of the HF detector at \( Z = \pm 10.9 \) m, with almost full \( \phi \) coverage. The original detector, the BSC, was composed from parts of the OPAL end-cap calorimeters. Details of
the construction can be found in [Bel07]. In the early running period of the LHC, it was used as minimum bias trigger, beam background monitor and for luminosity measurement. In 2011 the particle rates were too high and the detector saturated, leading to false measurements at high luminosities. The BSC was still used in low luminosity phases and during the heavy ion runs. In 2012 the detector was upgraded to the BHC by replacing the scintillator tiles with smaller $10 \times 10 \text{ cm}^2$ scintillators to reduce the number of particles per channel. More detector channels were used to compensate for the reduced sensitivity. Unfortunately, the dynamic range of this detector is not suitable for post long shutdown 1 operation and the system is now replaced with a new Cherenkov based directional detector for measuring the machine induced muon halo background.

**BCM1F** The Beam Condition Monitor “Fast” system is a fast particle counter, equipped with single-crystal diamond detectors placed at $Z = \pm 1.8 \text{ m}$ away from the interaction point. Four detector packages per end are aligned around the beam pipe at a radius of about 5 cm. A detector package includes, next to the diamond sensor, a preamplifier and an analog optohybrid to transmit the measured signals optically to the back-end electronics, placed in the service cavern. The signals are usually discriminated and counted with a scalar module. Also available is a time to digital converter to analyze the timing distribution of the particles hitting the detector, and an analog to digital converter to sample the raw data and analyze the signal shapes. Details can be found in [Bel10].

**BCML** The Beam Condition Monitor “Leakage” is the beam protection system at the LHC. The system was originally designed to consist only of the Beam Condition Monitor 2 (BCM2), which uses poly-crystalline diamonds in a leakage current readout, placed at $Z = \pm 14.4 \text{ m}$ away from the interaction point. The sensors of the BCM1L system, which are also poly-crystalline diamonds placed at $Z = \pm 1.8 \text{ m}$ at a radius of about 4.5 cm, were included in to the BCM2 readout electronics after the BCM1L electronics were abandoned due to high noise. The overall system was then called BCML. The readout electronics is a current measurement device identical to the LHC beam loss monitor electronics (see section 2.1.4). The BCML system is therefore a transparent extension of the LHC BLM system. This is the main detector system used in the analysis of this thesis, and is thoroughly explained in chapter 4.
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Particle Detection

3.1. Particle interactions with matter

High energetic particles interact with matter in different ways. Charged particles, hadrons and leptons, interact almost entirely via ionization. Neutral hadrons only interact with nuclei. Photons interact via various interaction processes with the atomic shells or the nuclei. A quick introduction to the physics of the different types of interactions is given, where the main focus lies on the interactions relevant for the work of this thesis.

3.1.1. Charged particle interactions

Only charge particles create ionization. When passing through any kind of material electrons are kicked out of their shell and the material gets ionized. The high energetic particles loses a small amount its energy. The amount of energy lost \(dE\) per unit length \(dx\) is described by the Bethe equation [Dem05]:

\[
-\frac{dE}{dx} = \frac{n_e z^2 e^4}{4\pi\epsilon_0 m_e c^2 \beta^2} \cdot \left[ \ln \left( \frac{2m_e c^2 \beta^2}{\langle E_b \rangle \cdot (1 - \beta^2)} \right) - \beta^2 \right],
\]

(3.1)

where \(n_e\) is the electron density, \(z\) is the charge number of the ionizing particle, \(e\) the elementary charge, \(\epsilon_0\) the vacuum permittivity, \(c\) the speed of light in vacuum, \(\langle E_b \rangle\) the mean excitation energy and \(\beta = v/c\), where \(v\) is the speed of the particle.

The Bethe equation is incorrect for electrons, as they get scattered significantly, which is neglected in the Bethe equation. Additionally radiative effects are more significant, which are described in the following.

The second effect for charged particles is the energy loss due to bremsstrahlung. Especially light charged particles like electrons get scattered while traveling through matter and thereby receive a negative acceleration. The energy loss due to this radiative effect increases with particle energy. Above energies of \(O(100 \text{ MeV})\) it becomes more relevant than ionizing effects. The energy loss of an electron in material due to radiative effects is given by [Dem05]:

\[
\left(\frac{dE}{dx}\right)_{\text{rad}} = \frac{4n_a Z^2 \alpha^3 (hc)^2 E_e}{m_e^2 c^4} \cdot \ln \frac{a(E)}{Z^{1/3}},
\]

(3.2)

where \(E_e\) is the kinetic energy of the impinging electron, \(n_a\) the atom density of the material, \(Z\) the charge of the nuclei of the material, \(\alpha\) the fine structure constant and \(a(E)\) a numerical factor governing at which maximum impact parameter the electron is sufficiently scattered to produce radiative energy losses.

Figure 3.1 shows the ionization and radiative energy loss of an electron in diamond and silicon as function of electron energy [Kuz06]. At about 1 MeV the energy loss is minimal. Hence a particle of roughly this energy is called “minimal ionizing particle” (MIP).
Figure 3.1.: Energy loss of an electron in diamond and silicon due to ionization and radiative losses [Kuz06]

Figure 3.2.: FLUKA monte carlo simulation of the energy deposition of a 5.5 MeV α particle in diamond.

The mean energy losses of an electron in diamond (red curves) and silicon (blue curves) versus its kinetic energy.

The solid curves show the total energy loss, the dashed ones correspond to the ionization loss and the dotted correspond to the radiative energy loss. The plot is obtained using the ESTAR database, after [Kuz06]. The minimum energy loss of an electron in diamond is about 1.6 MeV and in silicon about 1.3 MeV.

Restricted energy loss

A part of the energy loss by a fast charged particle in matter is converted in fast secondary electrons or high energy photons, which leave the volume of the track. For thin films, the created secondary particles carry out a part of the deposited energy, thus the measured energy deposition within the detector material is smaller than the real energy lost by a primary particle. The restricted energy loss can be expressed in:

\[
- \left( \frac{dE}{dx} \right) = K_2 \frac{Z}{A} \beta ^2 \left[ \frac{1}{2} \ln \left( \frac{2 mc^2 \beta^2 \gamma^2}{T_{\text{upper}}} \right) - \beta^2 \frac{T_{\text{cut}}}{T_{\text{max}}} \right. \\
\left. - \delta \left( \beta \gamma \right) \right]
\]

with \( T_{\text{upper}} = \min(T_{\text{cut}}, T_{\text{max}}) \), and \( T_{\text{cut}} \) the cut-off energy above which the secondary particles escape the material. When \( T_{\text{cut}} > T_{\text{max}} \) the equation 3.12 meets the normal Bethe-Bloch function 3.1.

For standard-diamond thin films of 300-500 µm thick, often a value \( T_{\text{cut}} = 7.5 \) keV is assumed [Zha94], which is the energy at which the photons absorption length amounts to \( \lambda \approx 500 \) µm. Using this value the ionization yield for MIPs \( Q_{T_{\text{cut}} = 7.5 \text{keV}} \) can be calculated for diamond:

\[
Q_{T_{\text{cut}} = 7.5 \text{keV}} = \rho_{\text{diam}} \frac{1}{\epsilon_{\text{avg}}} \frac{dE}{dx} \approx 36.7 e^{-h} \mu m (3.13)
\]

where \( \rho_{\text{diam}} = 3.52 \) g/cm³ is the density of diamond, \( \epsilon_{\text{avg}} \approx 12.86 eV/e \) is the average energy needed for e-h pair creation in diamond.
α particles have a low range because they lose their energy fast. A FLUKA simulation was performed to show the energy deposition of an α particle with energy of 5.5 MeV in a piece of diamond. Figure 3.2 shows the deposited energy as function of depth. The highest deposition of energy is in a depth of about 13 µm, shortly before the particle is stopped, since the amount of ionization increases with reduced particle energy.

3.1.2. Neutrons interactions

Neutrons interact only with nuclei, since they cannot interact with the electrons in the shell via Coulomb interaction. The probability for an interaction is much lower than for charge particles.

Most interactions of neutrons with nuclei are elastic. They lead to a transfer of momentum to the nucleus. The neutron loses energy and gets scattered. Neutrons lose their energy in multiple elastic scatterings and eventually thermalize. The amount of energy transferred to the nucleus $E'_N$ depends on the mass of the scattering nucleus $m_N$, the neutron mass $m_n$ the initial energy of the neutron $E_n$ and the angle $\theta$ under which the nucleus is scattered with respect to the direction of the incoming neutron. The energy transfer is given by equation 3.3 [Dem05].

$$E'_N = \frac{4m_N \cdot m_n}{(m_N + m_n)^2} E_n \cos^2 \theta \quad (3.3)$$

Ideal for neutron thermalization is hydrogen, as it has the nucleus with the lowest mass and the transfer of energy is maximized. If the neutron hits a proton directly ($\theta = 0$), all the energy of the neutron is transferred to the proton. Materials used for neutron thermalization are hydrogen rich materials, such as water, concrete (contains water) or organic materials like polyethylene or paraffin.

With lower neutron energies the cross-section for neutron absorption increases, at thermal energies it is most significant. Some materials have an especially high neutron capture cross-section. The binding energy excites the nucleus and a photon is emitted, when the nucleus falls back into ground state. Heavy nuclei can undergo fission due to the excitation. Elements with high neutron absorption are for example helium-3, lithium-6 and boron-10. These materials are either used as detector material to enhance the neutron detection probability or as part of neutron shielding to improve the absorption of thermal neutrons.

3.1.3. Photon interactions

Energy deposition of photons is only to a minor amount direct energy deposition. Often charged particles are created, which deposit their energy via ionization.

The important interaction processes of photons with matter are [Dem05]:

- Elastic scattering (Rayleigh- and Thompson scattering)
- Inelastic scattering: The photon scatters at an electron and transmits energy. The scattered photon has a higher energy due to its lower energy. The electron received a partial amount of the photon energy, which is usually sufficient to kick it out of its shell. The process is called Compton effect.
- Absorption in electron shell: The photon transmits all its energy to an electron in the atomic shell and gets destroyed. The electron is kicked out of its shell and has the energy of the photon minus the ionization energy.
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- Pair production: Photons with sufficient energy can create a particle-antiparticle pair. For conservation of momentum a heavy nucleus takes part in this process, which takes up the momentum of the photon. Above a photon energy of $\sim 1\,\text{MeV}$ it is energetically possible to create an electron-positron. Pair production is the dominant process above a photo energy of $\sim 100\,\text{MeV}$.

- Photo-nuclear interactions: The photon is absorbed by a nucleus, which changes to a higher energetic excited state.

3.2. Diamond as particle detector

3.2.1. Properties of diamond

Configurations of Carbon  
Carbon has in its outer L-shell two electrons in the $s$-orbital, and two of the three $p$-orbitals are filled with one electron. The orbitals do not create molecular bonds directly, but a linear combination of the orbitals is formed, either in a so-called $sp$-, $sp^2$- or a $sp^3$-hybridization.

In the $sp^3$-hybridization all $p$-orbitals are combined with the $s$-orbital, forming four $sp^3$-orbitals in a tetrahedral shape, which are all filled with one electron. They have an angle of $109.5^\circ$ in between each other. This is the carbon configuration in diamond.

In the $sp^2$-hybridization two of the $p$-orbitals are combined with the $s$-orbital, forming three $sp^2$-orbitals, which are oriented in one plane, with an angle of $120^\circ$ in between each other. The $sp^2$-orbitals can form a strong covalent bond, whereas the remaining $p$-orbital can only form a weak $\pi$-bond. This is the carbon configuration in graphite.

In the $sp$-hybridization only one $p$-orbital is combined with the $s$-orbital, forming two $sp$-orbitals pointing in opposite directions. This occurs in nature for example in alkyne.

Crystal structure of diamond  
The orbitals of carbon in diamond are in $sp^3$-hybridization. They form a face-centered cubic lattice with a basis of two carbon atoms. One atom is at the $(0,0,0)$ location and one atom is at the $(\frac{1}{4},\frac{1}{4},\frac{1}{4})$ location. Figure 3.3 shows a picture of the diamond crystal lattice. This configuration is also called “zincblende” structure, named after the mineral zinkblende (or sphalerit). In zincblende the basis has two different atoms, whereas in diamond both basis atoms are the same.

Classification  
Natural diamond is classified according to its impurities. The existing diamond classifications are summarized in figure 3.4 [Mil13]. Most important for the classification is the nitrogen content. Nitrogen rich diamonds are type I. The according sub-type defines whether the nitrogen atoms are isolated (type Ib, nitrogen C-centers), in pairs (type IaA, nitrogen A-centers), or in bigger clusters (type IaB, nitrogen B-centers). Type II diamonds are nitrogen free, where boron rich diamonds are classified as type IIb. Diamonds used for particle detection have a very low amount of impurities and are therefore classified as type IIa diamonds.

Material properties  
Both, artificial and natural diamond, are expensive materials. However, diamond offers unique properties, which makes it advantageous over alternative materials. In table 3.1 the properties of diamond as solid state detector material are compared with silicon, which is the more commonly used material for particle detectors.
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Figure 3.3.: One unit cell of the diamond lattice: face-centered lattice with a two atom basis [Wik05].

Figure 3.4.: Schematic representation of the different types of diamond [Mil13]. Diamonds used for particle detection are usually type IIa, since this type has the lowest amount of impurities.
Diamond has, in contrast to silicon, a wide band gap and hence is considered to be an insulator. This leads to less electron hole pairs produced by ionizing particles, giving a lower signal. The advantage of the wide band gap, on the other hand, is the very low dark current. Thus, no cooling is required for a diamond detector. Even with irradiation, the dark current does not increase, in contrast to silicon, where a great effort has to be made for proper cooling. Another reason for diamond being a good particle detector is its high charge carrier mobility and hence its fast signals, making it suitable as timing detector.

### 3.2.2. CVD diamond growth

A common method to create artificial diamond is the high-temperature-high-pressure (HTHP) technique. HTHP diamonds usually have a high contamination of nitrogen, which is why they are not suitable as particle detectors. Artificial diamonds used for particle detection are created via chemical vapor deposition (CVD). The phase diagram of carbon is shown in figure 3.5. While HTHP synthesis tries to copy the natural genesis of diamond, CVD
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Diamonds are created in a metastable state under low pressure.

In the CVD process, methane gas is heated to a plasmatic phase and split into free carbon and hydrogen. The heating is provided via a hot filament, a plasma arc or via microwave plasma. The latter is mostly used for detector grade CVD diamond. Figure 3.6 shows a conceptual drawing of a microwave plasma CVD. The substrate is moved into the “floating” ball of plasma. The plasma is not in contact with other material and has therefore very low contamination with impurities.

The surface of the diamond is usually terminated with an hydrogen atom. In the CVD synthesis these hydrogen atoms are split off and form $H_2$ molecules with the hydrogen from the methane plasma. Free carbon atoms can now form a bond with the carbon atoms on the diamond surface, which happens in $sp^3$-hybrid configuration, four covalent bonds, which is the configuration of diamond. The CVD is very complex and more details can be found in [May00].

The CVD grown diamonds exist is different types, depending on the preparation of the substrate they are grown on. Usually, diamond is grown homo-epitactically, which means it is grown on a diamond substrate. Two types of homo-epitaxial diamonds exist: single-crystalline (abbreviated sCVD) and poly-crystalline (abbreviated pCVD). For a pCVD diamond, diamond powder is applied to a carrier substrate. While the seed grains grow, some of them get bigger and some grains disappear. With increasing thickness of the diamond the grain size also increases, but the grain structure never disappears. Finally, the major bulk consists of column like grains. Figure 3.7 shows a schematic drawing of the poly-crystalline grain structure. The lattice orientation of the diamond in the different grains are...
they create a trail of excited atoms and free ionised charge carriers – electron-hole pairs. In the absence of an electric field, this means that the drift, the movement of charges, is completely random. sCVD diamonds are usually grown on HTHP diamonds, which are of single-crystalline nature. The CVD diamond grown on the HTHP diamond maintains the singe-crystalline structure, i.e. one crystal orientation for the whole diamond piece. They also feature a low concentration of nitrogen. The disadvantage is the maximum achievable size of sCVD diamonds, which are usually of $5 \times 5 \text{mm}^2$.

Recent efforts have shown success in creating hetero-epitaxial CVD diamond. Here, the diamond is grown on a non-carbon substrate. Most successful is the growing of diamond on a layer of iridium, hence they are called DOI (diamond on iridium) detectors [Ber09]. DOI diamonds can be grown in wafer size, like pCVD diamonds, and have a homogeneous structure. The number of crystal defects is higher than in sCVD, but the crystal structure is almost sCVD-like.

### 3.2.3. Signal generation in diamond detectors

Diamond is commonly called a solid state ionization chamber. The working principle is similar to a gaseous ionization chamber. The diamond is metallized on both surfaces. A high voltage is applied to the metallization resulting in an electric field in the diamond bulk, usually around a field strength of $1 \text{ V/\mu m}$. If an ionizing particle passes through the diamond bulk electron-hole pairs are created by ionization. The average ionization energy in diamond is about $13.2 \text{ eV}$ [Can79]. The charge carriers drift along the electric field, which is the current that is measured. A minimal ionizing particle (MIP) creates on average 36 electron-hole pairs per $\mu\text{m}$ of diamond it passes through [Can79]. Figure 3.8 shows two principal configurations of a diamond detector readout electronic. Either the current induced is directly measured with a sensitive current measurement device, or pulses created by single particles are amplified and measured.

The charge carriers created inside the diamond bulk material drift until they are stopped by a local defect, the surface of the diamond, or, in case of poly crystalline diamonds, by a grain boundary. The average drift length of the charge is called the charge collection distance (CCD). In fact, the CCD is the sum of the average drift lengths for electrons and for holes.
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The CCD is related to the charge collection efficiency (CCE) by the relation:

\[ CCD = CCE \cdot d = \frac{Q_{\text{coll}}}{Q_{\text{ind}}} \cdot d, \]

(3.4)

where \( Q_{\text{ind}} \) is the charge induced by the ionizing particle and \( Q_{\text{coll}} \) the charge collected by the detector electronics. The CCD and the equivalent CCE are the most important parameters for the quality of a diamond detector. A good quality sCVD diamond has a CCE of 90% - 100% and reaches this value at fairly low electric fields (\( \sim 0.2 \text{ V/\mu m} \)).

The CCD is not a material parameter since it cannot be bigger than the thickness of the diamond. The average drift length for an infinite diamond is often referred to as the mean free path (MFP). This term might be misleading, since the charge carriers undergo scattering while they drift through the bulk, hence their path is strictly speaking not “free”. The distance until the charge is trapped will be called MFP here as well, since this is an already established term.

The value of MFP can be converted to a CCD for a given thickness \( d \) of diamond using the following equation [Dal08]:

\[ CCD = \sum_{k=e,h} \text{MFP}_k \left[ 1 - \frac{\text{MFP}_k}{d} \left( 1 - e^{-\frac{d}{\text{MFP}_k}} \right) \right] \]

(3.5)

3.2.4. Electric interface

To apply an electric field to the diamond an electrode has to be attached to the diamond surface. It is important to have a good mechanical and good electrical connection. Commonly a metal layer is applied to the diamond. Connections between a metal and a semi-conductor can either be a Schottky or an ohmic contact. The band structure of both types of contacts is shown in figure 3.9.

A Schottky contact is a rectifying contact, created if the work function of the metal \( \Phi_m \) is greater than the work function of the semi-conductor \( \Phi_s \). When brought in contact the electrons on the semi-conductor have a higher energetic level and float into the metal, leaving positive charge at the surface. This charge buildup equalizes the fermi levels. The potential barrier formed has the height of the difference in work functions, although in reality this can be different due to the properties of the metal semi-conductor bond. If a negative voltage is applied to the metal, electrons float into the barrier, reducing its height. The current can flow in this direction. If a positive voltage is applied, the barrier increases and only a low current flows, due to charge carriers tunneling through the barrier.

Ohmic contacts are non-rectifying. They are formed, if the work function of the metal \( \Phi_m \) is smaller than the work function of the semi-conductor \( \Phi_s \). Electrons drift into the semi-conductor until the fermi levels are in equilibrium. No potential barrier is formed and the charge can drift in both directions.

Ohmic contacts are created in diamond, if the electrode metal forms a carbide binding with the diamond. Metals typically used are titanium and chromium. Usually an additional metal layer (e.g. gold) is used to protect against corrosion and provide a layer where a bond-wire can be connected.

An alternative to a metallization is a graphitic contact, which are also ohmic contacts. One way is to create a layer of graphite by heating the diamond surface with an high energetic laser. Another way is to sputter carbon atoms in the diamond surface, which creates a layer of diamond-like-carbon (DLC). DLC is pure carbon, where the orbitals exist in a mixture of
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3.6 Ohmic and Schottky contacts

The Fermi level, vacuum-level, and work function of a metal, brought in contact with an n-type semiconductor, result in a Schottky contact. Again, different metals must be used on both sides. This contact is rectifying.

If the value of the work function of the metal is smaller than that of the semiconductor ($\Phi_m < \Phi_s$), the result is an ohmic contact. If it is the other way round the contact is Schottky.

In this case the electrons transit the metal semiconductor interface from the metal to the semiconductor. The band edges of the semiconductor are bent downwards at the interface. (See figures 3.9(a) and 3.9(b).)

Figure 3.9: Band structure of Schottky and ohmic contacts [Bol06].
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Figure 3.10.: Examples for different types of defects in diamond \[Mil13\]. (a) Self-interstitial, (b) vacancy, (c) edge dislocation (linear defect), (d) substitutional atom, (e) foreign interstitial.

\(sp^2\)- and \(sp^3\)-configurations. DLC is conductive but maintains some mechanical properties of the diamond. This is a good electrical connection between electrode and diamond. Graphitic contacts have a relatively high surface resistivity, destroying the fast signals of the diamond. It is necessary to apply an additional layer of metal, which is not necessary for the electrode-diamond contact, but reduces the surface resistivity.

3.2.5. Defects in diamond

Lattice defects  Like in any other crystal different types of defect exist. Usually those are point or line defects, figure 3.10 summarizes the most common types \[Mil13\].

Point defects are not extended in any dimension. In single vacancies the crystal lattice is in its normal state, except one atom is missing. Self-interstitials have an additional atom at one single point in the lattice. Other point defects involve impurities. Those can either be substitutional atoms, or foreign interstitials.

Line defects extend along one dimension. A prominent example is the edge dislocation, where one layer of atoms ends. Two dimensional defects are layers of defective crystal lattice. Grain boundaries in pCVD diamonds can be classified as such.

Defects can have various effects on the electrical properties of diamond. They can either act as charge carrier traps, recombination traps, or they can generate charge carriers. The effect of the defect is given by its location in the band structure, as shown in figure 3.11 \[Oh99\].

A defect with an energy level in the middle of the band gap could potentially trap both, electrons and holes. These recombination traps annihilate charge carriers and therefore reduce the of charge collected. Recombination traps occur in silicon, but are normally not an issue in diamond. Charge generating defects act in the reversed process. From the defect level an electron is excited into the conduction band and the missing state is filled by an electron from the valence band, generating a free electron hole pair. Even in irradiated diamond the dark current is very low, i.e. such charge generating defects do not exist in relevant numbers.

An example of high dark current in diamond are the so called “erratic dark currents”, which occur mainly in pCVD diamonds. Those appear only above a certain electric field applied to the diamond, which is different from sample to sample and it is different for both polarities.
Figure 3.11.: Trapping (a), recombination (b) and generation (c) of charge at defect levels in the band gap of a semiconductor. $E_f$ is the fermi energy, $E_g$ the band gap and $E_{\Delta}$ the depth of the trap level [Oh99].

of the HV. Erratic currents do not appear immediately, it can take several hours before they can be measured. It is unclear how these erratic dark currents are exactly created, but they pose a significant problem for diamond detectors, especially if they are operated in a current readout, like the BCML system.

Defects close to the conduction band act as donors. Defects close to the valence band act as acceptors. In certain applications it is desired to create such defects, which is achieved by doping. Substitutional atoms are injected into the crystal lattice. In a Group IV material, like diamond or silicon, acceptors are usually created by doping with a Group III element and donors are created by doping with a Group V element. Acceptor doping in diamond is commonly achieved with boron. The energy level is 0.37 eV above the valence band [Sus09]. Nitrogen would be an obvious candidate for a donor. However, the ionization energy of 1.7 eV is far to big to be a useful donor. Attempts to create a shallow donor were made with various elements, e.g. phosphorus or sulfur, but a real breakthrough has not been achieved yet [Sus09].

In a diamond detector acceptor and donor levels act as charge traps, which is not desired. Free electron charge carriers can be trapped in donor levels, holes can be trapped in acceptor levels. These carriers do not contribute to the signal any more, hence those traps lower the average drift length (CCD). If such a trap is already filled, it cannot catch an additional charge carrier and is therefore passivated. With time more and more traps can be filled with charge carriers and the CCD increases. This process is commonly referred to as “pumping” or “priming”, it is observed in almost every diamond detector.

Neutral traps, like vacancies or self-interstitials, can also trap charge carriers, which charges the defect. This fixed space charge can lead to a deformation of the electric field and to a decrease in signal efficiency. This process is called “polarization” and will be discussed in detail in chapter [7]
Macroscopic defects  During the growth and the post-processing of the diamond, defects in the form of macroscopic defects can be created. The biggest problem during the growth are graphitic inclusions. At localized areas the formation of diamond did not work properly and the carbon is in graphitic configuration. If these inclusion form a line through the whole bulk, both electrodes of the detector are connected via an ohmic connection and high currents are measured, if a HV is applied. Even small graphitic inclusions can lead to inhomogeneities in the diamond bulk.

A method to detect tension in the crystal lattice of sCVD diamonds is to take cross-polarized pictures. Polarized light is being sent through the diamond and a polarizer is placed in front of the camera in an angle of 90° with respect to the polarized light. Tension in the diamond changes the direction of the polarization of the light and after the analyzing polarizer these parts will be visible. Figure 3.12 shows some example pictures of sCVD samples taken with cross polarized light. Often tensions in the corners of the diamond are visible. Localized defects show up as stars.
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Figure 3.12.: Cross-polarized pictures of four different sCVD diamond samples. The top-left diamond shows general tension over the whole surface. The top-right sample shows a generally low amount of tension, except a defective spot in the center. The bottom-left diamond shows tension in the corners, seen as the light band spanning between the edges. The bottom-right picture shows a strong defect with high tension in the lattice spanning over the whole diamond.
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The Beam Condition Monitor (BCM2/1L)

In this chapter the Beam Condition Monitor “Leakage” (BCML) is introduced. The original system, the Beam Condition Monitor 2, is described in high detail in [Mühl]. The focus of this chapter lies in the modifications done to the system and the operational experience.

4.1. The BCML detectors

4.1.1. pCVD detectors

In the BCML system mostly pCVD diamonds with a size of $10 \times 10 \times 0.4 \text{ mm}^3$ are used. The diamonds are metallized with $9 \times 9 \text{ mm}^2$ pads of a tungsten/titanium alloy. BCM1L and BCM2 detectors are packaged in different ways.

Each BCM1L diamond is packaged with a BCM1F diamond into a single module. A picture of the modules is shown in figure 4.1(a). Four of these packages are aligned around the beam pipe at each end of CMS at $Z = \pm 1.8 \text{ m}$, giving a total of 8 BCM1L channels. Figure 4.1(b) shows a picture of the view into the CMS pixel volume, where the installed BCM1F and BCM1L packages are visible.

The BCM2 diamonds are glued on a small PCB using Staystick 472, a non-conducting thermoplastic adhesive. The diamond is bonded to the PCB on both sides, where a hole in the PCB allows the bonding on the back side. The PCB sits inside a small aluminum detector box with two SMA connectors. The cores of the SMA connectors are each connected to opposite sides of the diamond. The shielding of the SMA is connected to the aluminum housing. A picture of this diamond package is shown in figure 4.2. The BCM2 location is located at $Z = \pm 14.4 \text{ m}$.

Two half-wheels are the carrier for the BCM2 modules. Figure 4.2(b) shows such a half-wheel, where two inner detectors and four outer detectors are visible. Both half wheels are mounted on the support bars, holding also the TOTEM T2 detector, just in front of the CASTOR table. The two wheels are closed around the beam pipe to place the inner ring of detectors to within 5 cm to the beam.

4.1.2. sCVD detectors

At the location of the “BCM2 +Z inner near” detector, an additional detector module is placed and a sCVD diamond is used, shown in figure 4.3. The original sCVD was installed when the system was built, but it was replaced after 2011 with a new sCVD detector. The original sCVD detector is referred to as sCVD_2011, as it received all its fluence in 2011. The replacement detector is called sCVD_2012, as it was used in 2012.

The sCVD_2011 is approximately $4 \times 4 \text{ mm}^2$ with $460 \mu\text{m}$ thickness. It is metallized with a circular electrode of 2.9 mm diameter. Unfortunately the exact metal used is unknown, but
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Figure 4.1.: Figure (a) shows a picture of the BCM1 module including BCM1L (module facing the front) and BCM1F (module in the back). Figure (b) shows a view from the tracker bulk head into the pixel volume. The BCM1 modules are aligned around the beam pipe with the ones on the top, below and on the side are visible.

Figure 4.2.: Figure (a) shows a picture of an opened BCM2 detector module, where the $1 \times 1 \times \text{cm}^2$ diamonds visible. Figure (b) shows the mounting structure, a so called half-wheel with the detectors marked. Two such half-wheels form one BCM2 location.
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Figure 4.3.: Picture of the sCVD installed in the BCM2 wheel. The sCVD module has a trapezoidal shape with the SMA connectors on the side. It is taped on top of a normal BCM2 detector at the location of BCM2 +Z inner near.

The last layer seems to be gold. Therefore it is likely that a chromium gold electrode was used.

The sCVD_2012 is approximately $5 \times 5 \text{mm}^2$ with 410 $\mu\text{m}$ thickness. It has a $4 \times 4 \text{mm}^2$ Cr/Au metallization. The charge collection efficiency before irradiation was $\sim 85\%$, which is relatively low for a sCVD diamond.

4.1.3. BLM detectors

At the start 2012, two ionization chambers of the type in use at the LHC were connected to the BCML readout. One ionization chamber was installed on each CASTOR table on both ends of CMS. The tube is directly behind the BCM2, roughly at the same radius as the BCM2 diamonds on the outer location. Figure 4.4 shows the picture of an installed BLM tube. The BLM tube does not suffer from saturation at the particle rates at which it is subjected. Also no radiation damage is expected. Since the BLM tubes are in the same readout system, they are ideal detectors to compare the data with the diamond signals.

4.2. Electronics

An schematic overview of the electrical connections of the BCML system is shown in figure 4.5. The “tunnel card” front-end electronics are located in different places for the BCM2 and the BCM1L systems. BCM1L uses one tunnel card located in the service cavern, whereas the BCM2 tunnel cards are located in the experimental cavern on the HF platform, two tunnel cards per end. The BCM2 tunnel cards use a modified power module to supply the tunnel cards, which are powered by $+8\text{V}$ and $-8\text{V}$ DC from the CAEN power supply. The purpose of this modification is to have the ability to remotely switch the power to the tunnel cards on or off. The BCM1L tunnel card uses an LHC default power module, which includes an AC/DC converter. The power module is connected to a normal 220 V AC power outlet. The tunnel cards are connected via optical data transmission to the back-end electronics, the so called...
DAB cards. The measured data is processed in the DAB cards, where also the conditions for a beam abort is checked and the signal to dump the beams is generated when an abort condition is met.

Various details of the electronic components are described in more detail in the following sections.

### 4.2.1. Wiring and grounding

The grounding of the BCML system is always at the location of the tunnel card, hence it is different for BCM1L and BCM2. BCM1L is grounded in S1, while the BCM2 is grounded on the HF platform. The wiring scheme for BCM1L is shown in figure 4.6 and for BCM2 in figure 4.7. BCM1L has also a HV filter circuit located close to the sensors (at PP0 on the tracker bulk head), which is shown in figure 4.6(b). The filter box of BCM2 was modified at the start of 2012, the modifications are explained in detail in section 4.2.3.

### 4.2.2. Tunnel Card - front-end readout electronic

The readout electronics, the so called ”tunnel cards”, are radiation hard current measurement devices with 8 independent input channels, featuring zero dead time and high dynamic range [Ref06]. The measurement range reaches from 2.5 pA to 1 mA. The tunnel cards were developed as front-end electronics for the beam loss monitoring (BLM) system of the LHC, where they are placed in the LHC tunnel, hence the name tunnel card. The cards used in the BCML system are almost identical. The working principle of the tunnel cards is described in the following.

**Measurement principle** The tunnel card is an implementation of a current to frequency converter (CFC). The schematic principle is shown in figure 4.8. The detector current dis-
Figure 4.5.: Schematic overview of the BCML system configuration. In BCM1L all 8 diamonds are connected to one single tunnel card located in the service cavern. The BCM1L tunnel card uses a LHC type of power module, which is supplied by 220 V AC. Each of the four BCM2 tunnel cards, located at the HF platform in the experimental cavern, are connected to two diamonds, which are active in the triggering of a beam abort. The rest of the channels are outer detectors, prototypes or connected to the BLM ionization chambers. The BCM2 tunnel cards use a custom power supply which is supplied by the CAEN with +8 V and -8 V DC. The CAEN power supply, used for low and high voltage, and the back-end electronics (DAB cards) are placed in the service cavern.
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Figure 4.6.: BCM1L detector grounding scheme. Additionally to the cabling shown in figure (a), BCM1L has a HV low-pass filter, located close to the sensor, shown in figure (b).

Figure 4.7.: BCM2 detector grounding scheme [Müller]. The filter box is described in more detail in section 4.2.3.
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Figure 4.8.: Schematic principle of the current to frequency converter (CFC) in the tunnel cards [Gsc02]. The feedback capacitor gets discharged by the detector current. A comparator checks if the voltage falls below a certain value and initiates a recharge. Every time the capacitor is recharged it counts as one CFC pulse.

Charges a capacitor via an integrator circuit. Once the voltage of the capacitor drops below a certain threshold the capacitor gets recharged by a current source. If this occurs, it counts as one CFC count. The number of CFC counts per unit time is proportional the detector current. Additionally an analog to digital converter (ADC) measures the voltage of the capacitor every 40 μs. By calculating the difference between the measured value and the value measured in the previous reading the current is calculated. The ADC value and the CFC value are combined every 40 μs to the final measured value. The ADC thereby extends the dynamic range to lower current values.

The tunnel card does not support negative currents. If negative currents occur the tunnel card can be put in a false state, preventing proper functioning. To avoid negative currents at all times, an offset current of 10 pA is internally created. Due to production tolerances this offset current cannot be set up in a precise way. The tunnel card regulates it internally. When the tunnel card is switched on, it slowly increases the offset current until it measures a 10 pA current. A negative current can occur when the tunnel card is switched on, before the correct offset is reached. In this case only zero values are measured for all running sums. It can take several minutes until the tunnel card is stabilized.

Every two minutes the tunnel card performs a self calibration. Due to production tolerances, the absolute ADC values corresponding to a voltage of the capacitor when fully charged or discharged are unknown. For the proper summing of CFC and ADC readings it is necessary to know how many ADC values one full capacitor discharge corresponds to. The tunnel card remembers the maximum and the minimum ADC value. This is used to calibrate the “weight” of one CFC pulse, which happens every 2 minutes. A mis-calibration can lead to a small change in measured value, the so called calibration jumps. These calibration jumps are only observed in some of the channels. They are an inconvenience because they lead to unphysical jumps of the data, but the jumps are only very low so they do not lead to any problem for the proper abort functionality.

The measured value is transmitted to the back-end electronics via a gigabit optical link (GOL). Every tunnel card has two redundant optical transmitters, sending the data of all 8 channels every 40 μs.
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Reset  The tunnel cards are equipped with different possibilities to reset the electronics: A button on the front of the tunnel card, a differential input line on the front of the card, a HV trigger line and an automated reset 2 min. after the tunnel card was switched on.

If the tunnel card is switched on it can happen that it starts up in a false state. In order to rectify this, if it happened, the tunnel card performs an automated reset 2 minutes after it was switched on. Additionally to the eight current measurement channels, the tunnel card also has a HV input with monitoring and control features. In the LHC BLM system the HV, used for all eight connected detectors, is fed to the tunnel card via this HV input. By setting different HV levels various test features of the tunnel card can be activated. If a voltage above 386 V is applied for longer than 15 minutes the tunnel card resets. More details about these test features can be found in [Müll1].

The differential input is not used in BCM1L or in BCM2. The only way to restart the BCM1L tunnel card is via the button on the front of card. The HV input of the BCM1L tunnel card is not connected and therefore this reset function is not available.

The button in front of the tunnel card cannot be used with BCM2, since the cards are not accessible at all times. In BCM2 the HV input is directly connected to one of the HV channels from the CAEN. By activating this HV cannel the reset can be initiated.

The reset is electronically initiated by a relay in the tunnel cards used for the LHC. CMS uses a custom modification of this reset mechanism, where a MOSFET replaces the relay, because a relay would not work properly in the magnetic field present on the HF platform.

Powering of the tunnel cards  Tunnel cards require the different LV supplies with +5 V, +2.5 V and -5 V. Each tunnel card is connected to a customized power supply module. A standard power supply module, as also used in the LHC BLM system, includes an AC/DC converter and voltage regulators to create the correct voltages. A tunnel card crate is equipped with a transformer to change from the 220 V AC of a normal power outlet to 8 V AC, which is fed to the power supply modules. The BCM1L crate is located in the service cavern and uses this default powering scheme. The disadvantage is that the power cannot be controlled remotely, which is not a problem for BCM1L since the service cavern can be accessed at any time. The BCM2 tunnel crates are located inside the experimental cavern, which cannot be accessed easily. A remote control of the tunnel card power was needed. The power supply modules for the BCM2 tunnel cards do not include the AC/DC converter, only the voltage regulators. Also, the transformer is not needed. Two low voltage DC power lines feed the power module. A +8 V and -8 V low voltage is supplied by the central CAEN power supply located in the service cavern.

4.2.3. BCM2 HV filter boxes

The long HV cables of about 120 m running from S1 to the HF platform potentially introduce noise to the system. A filter was implemented during the set up of BCM2 to remove any noise from the HV line. A filter box installed directly at the inputs of the tunnel cards contains this filter and acts as an adapter to connect the diamond sensor and provide the proper grounding. A picture of how the filter boxes are installed is shown in figure 4.9. They are mounted directly on the BNC input of the tunnel cards. They are connected to the back plane of the crate via short cables. From the backplane a connection is made to the power supplies in the service cavern and to the diamond detectors.

The circuit is shown in figure 4.10. As shown in [Müll1], a high detector current would drain the capacitor in this filter and the HV provided to the diamond drops, especially with
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Figure 4.9.: Picture of the HV filter boxes installed in the back part of the BCM2 tunnel card crate. The filter boxes for only one of the tunnel cards are yet installed. The filter boxes stick directly to the BNC inputs of the tunnel cards. They are connected via short cable to the back plane of the crate, from where the connection goes further either to the diamonds, or the service cavern.
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Figure 4.10.: Electrical circuit of the HV filter box used in all BCM2 channels. In the beginning of 2012 the filter was modified by adding a resistor (marked in red) to prevent a discharge of the 1 µF capacitor. The total resistivity reduced to 5 MΩ, the low pass cutoff frequency changed from 4.3 mHz to 31.8 mHz.
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Running at Saturation Current of 4 µA. The maximum current, which the power supply can provide is given by

\[ I = \frac{V}{R} = \frac{200 \text{ V}}{47 \text{ M} \Omega} = 4.25 \text{ µA}. \]

The conditions for this scenario are shown in Figure 4.29.

As one would expect, given the higher current, the voltage drop over \( R_2 \) causes a higher discharge of \( C_1 \) to approximately 40 V after ca. 300 s. This results in a lower detector efficiency, as the charge collection distance for diamond detectors is a function of the applied bias voltage, see section 2.4.4. However, this effect can be neglected until the bias voltage drops below 150 V, which is the case after ca. 25 s.

Running at Abort Level of 10 µA. Increasing the beam induced current up to the abort level of 10 µA leads to a complete discharge of \( C_1 \) after ca. 20 s. This is in agreement with a quick estimation:

\[ Q = CV = 1 \text{ µA} \times 200 \text{ V} = 200 \text{ µC}, \]

assuming a constant current of 10 µA gives

\[ t = \frac{Q}{I} = \frac{200 \text{ µC}}{10 \text{ µA}} = 20 \text{ s}. \]

The simulation shows a slightly longer time, due to the current supplied by the voltage source. It is shown in Figure 4.30 and in more detail in Figure 4.31 that the maximum current is not limited by the power supply current. Therefore, fast and high peaks of beam induced current are not affected or limited by \( R_2 \), as long the capacitor is not completely discharged.

Figure 4.30: Simulation of Diamond voltage and current running at abort level. The bias resistor is 47 MΩ.

Figure 4.11.: Simulation of the voltage drop for a BCM2 detector current of 4 µA before the filter was changed [Müll11]. If the detector current is switched on the capacitor slowly discharges leaving only ~40 V of bias HV for the diamond.

a current close to the beam abort threshold. This becomes significant and the full protection efficiency is not guaranteed. A simulation of the voltage drop for a detector current of 4 µA is shown in figure 4.11. In order to prevent this case, an additional abort threshold was introduced. In [Müll11] it was suggested to reduce the 47 MΩ resistor to prevent the voltage drop make this safety abort threshold obsolete. This change was implemented in the beginning of 2012. As shown in figure 4.10 an additional resistor with 5.6 MΩ was soldiered in parallel to the 47 MΩ resistor so the resulting resistivity was 5 MΩ. The cutoff frequency of the low pass changes from 4.3 mHz to 31.8 mHz, which still provides a very good filtering, but the discharge of the capacitor is less pronounced.

4.2.4. DAB64x Card - back end electronics

Every 40 µs a current reading is transmitted via the GOL to the DAB64x cards [Jon04], which is a general purpose PCB used in the whole beam instrumentation of the LHC.

The data is processed by forming the so called successive running sums. In total there are 12 different running sums with different lengths. For each running sum, the number of previous data readings are summed up. Table 4.1 shows the length of the available running sums. With a new value added in to the running sum the oldest value is erased. Not every running sum is updated on each 40 µs reading. Shorter running sums are used to update the higher running sums. Table 4.1 also shows how often a running sum is updated. A beam abort threshold can be configured on each running sum. If the value of one running sum exceeds its abort threshold the beam dump signal is asserted.

The data is read out for monitoring purposes at a frequency of 1 Hz. When the readout is triggered the highest value of each running sum measured since the last readout is recorded. This is implemented to show the measured values of a short event, which happened in between two read outs. During a more-or-less constant situation, the values measured in the tunnel card have a Gaussian distribution. Since the maximum value is reported, it does not correspond to the mean of the values, but to the upper tale. With higher running sums, the width of the distribution decreases and the difference between the actual average of the detector current and the reported value decreases. Above running sum 8, the noise is so far
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#### Table 4.1.: All running sums calculated in the DAB cards [Zam06].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Running Sum number</th>
<th>40 µs steps</th>
<th>integration time [ms]</th>
<th>refresh 40 µs steps</th>
<th>refresh time [ms]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RS 1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RS 2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RS 3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RS 4</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RS 5</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>2.56</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RS 6</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>10.24</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RS 7</td>
<td>2048</td>
<td>81.92</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>2.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RS 8</td>
<td>16384</td>
<td>655.36</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>2.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RS 9</td>
<td>32768</td>
<td>1310.72</td>
<td>2048</td>
<td>81.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RS 10</td>
<td>131072</td>
<td>5242.88</td>
<td>2048</td>
<td>81.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RS 11</td>
<td>524288</td>
<td>20971.5</td>
<td>32768</td>
<td>1310.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RS 12</td>
<td>2097152</td>
<td>83886.1</td>
<td>32768</td>
<td>1310.72</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 5.2 Test Beam Readout Hardware Used

To use the readout electronics of the Beam Loss monitors independently from CERN infrastructure like the DAB64 readout board and the network environment, a small FPGA-based unit [107] was developed by the LHC-BLM-group. Main purpose of this unit is to provide a fast, compact and therefore flexible debug and maintenance tool for the Beam Loss Monitoring system. Given its size and minimum infrastructure needs it is also a perfect back end readout for test beams, as only a standard computer running Windows is needed to read it out. The optical fibres coming from the tunnelcard can be directly attached to the USB readout.

The complete readout needed during a test beam is shown in Figure 5.1(a), the individual parts are a standard tunnelcard crate with one installed card. The crate is equipped with a power supply so that it operates directly on mains power. The USB emulating unit is also shown on top of the crate. It is operated by USB power only, which means that the only power supply needed for a test beam is a HV-power supply to provide the bias voltage to the diamonds.

The software for the USB readout device is a compiled windows executable based on the LabView API Libraries. Amongst the basic features like displaying and writing data to a file, it also offers some diagnostic functions, like showing raw values of the integrator voltages, reading out status bits of the front end cards and more. A screenshot of the software is shown in Figure 5.1(b). Another feature of this readout hardware, is to reduce the standard BCM2 readout time of one second, to ca. 400 ms, so that the maximums of the running sum are reported about twice as often, compared to the final system. This gives a higher time resolution, but does not change the values of the readings.

In most of the test beams the reference detector was the LHC BLM ionisation chamber. The chamber was always put longitudinally into the beam, so that the best comparison to the LHC scenario could be obtained. The bias voltage was 1500 V for all test beams.

![USB readout box](image)

Figure 4.12.: Picture of the USB readout together with the tunnel card electronics and a power supply module for the tunnel card [Müll11].

#### USB readout box

A readout box is available which can substitute the DAB card readout. It can be connected to a PC via USB, hence its referred to as “USB readout box”. One tunnel card can be connected via an optical link. A program is available for the Windows operating system to control the USB readout box. It can display the status information of the tunnel card and forms the runnings sums, which can be read out at a configurable readout frequency. The USB readout box is ideal to test the performance of the tunnel cards or test detectors in the lab. It was also used for the current measurement in test beam irradiations. The readout frequency of the USB box can be configured and is not fixed at 1 Hz, as it is with the DAB cards. The default is to read out every 0.4 s, but it can be as low as every 0.1 s. A picture of the USB box together with the tunnel card is shown in figure 4.12.
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4.3. Noise tests with readout electronics

The readout electronics was designed to be dead time free with a high dynamic range. Those features are important for a beam loss monitor. As described in section 4.2, this is achieved by combining a current to frequency converter (CFC) measurement with an ADC measurement. During the combination of the data from both measurements, a mis-match can occur which results in a wrong data value in the 25 kHz data stream from the tunnel card to the back-end electronics. When the running sums are calculated this mis-match shows up as a spike in the data of running sum 1. Since it is only one isolated false 40 µs value, the size of the spike is reduced in the higher running sums, where only relatively low normal values are added. In the longest running sums the spike is not visible any more, since the wrong value is averaged with many correct values. Figure 4.13 shows the running sum 1 data of an example channel for several minutes, where a 3 nA input current was applied to the channel. Clearly visible is the baseline, which is the normal data reading. Many spikes are about 20 ADC values high. Additionally there are spikes visible which are much higher, but not as often.

These noise spikes were first observed during the commissioning of the BCM2 detector and a preliminary analysis is shown in [Müll11]. A more comprehensive analysis of the noise was needed, since it was not known if the height of the noise peaks would increase with higher detector currents. Due to the danger of asserting a beam abort because one of these spikes exceeds the beam abort threshold a detailed analysis of the spike behavior was performed. For this test the USB readout box was used. The feature of configuring the readout speed was used to compare the occurrence of spikes with a 1 s readout period and a 0.4 s readout period.

The input of the tunnel card is connected to a current source, which was a battery with a resistor in series to control the amount of current. The current could be varied by changing the value of the series resistor. The running sum data was recorded over several hours to get enough spikes to obtain an approximate measurement of their frequency.

To analyze the data every, recorded value is histogrammed and normalized to the number data reading per hour. This way the height and the probability of occurrence of the spikes...
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Figure 4.14: Histogram of the running sum 1 data for one channel with a current source attached, showing the occurrence of noise-spikes. The data was measured with two different values for the input current and two different readout speeds. Spikes can have a magnitude between the correct readout values and a maximum spike height added to the normal readout value. The readout speed does not influence the number of spikes. The number of spikes increases linearly with input current.

Above these low values, many entries can be found, which can have a wide range of ADC values. For the measurement with 50 nA input current they can be as high as about 360 ADC values high. For the 300 nA measurements they can be about 415 ADC values high. The height of the spike is equally distributed up to this maximum level. No spikes were found above that level. If the normal current value of 30 ADC for 50 nA and 85 ADC for 300 nA is subtracted, a general spike maximum of 330 ADC counts was found for this particular channel of this tunnel card. This level of maximum height is different in other tunnel cards and it even differs between channels of one card. The occurrence of the spikes is not affected by the readout.
speed. Only the number of good data points are reduced. If a spike happens, it will be the
reported value overwriting the correct measurement.

With higher input current the number of spikes increases. The occurrence increased by
around a factor of 6 when the current was changed from 50 nA to 300 nA. Hence the number of
spikes increases approximately linearly with the input current. For the 300 nA measurement
a slight decrease in spike occurrence is observed with slower readout speed. This is due to
the fact that the chance of having two spikes in one readout period is increased, in which
case only the higher spike of both is visible.

As explained earlier the spikes occur when data from the ADC is mis-matched with the
data from the CFC. This can happen when the measurement capacitor is being recharged.
The number of recharges, which corresponds to the number of CFC pulses, increases linearly
with input current and therefore the chance of having a spike increases linearly with input
current as well.

The height of the spikes does not increase with higher current, except for the increase due
to a higher base line. Therefore there is no added danger of firing a false beam abort. The
maximum height of the spikes poses a limit of the minimal abort threshold that can safely
be configured, which is mostly relevant for running sum 1. This is important to consider if
abort thresholds are modified.

The tunnel cards installed in the system were checked for the height of the spikes. The
maximum spike height for all channels of the tunnel cards installed until the end of 2012 can
be found in table 4.2. The maximum values were calculated from several days of data with
and without beam.

If a new tunnel card is installed the spike limit should be evaluated before setting the
abort threshold close to the recommended limit. If the need for very low thresholds under
the recommended limit is required the tunnel cards have to be hand selected for suitable
maximum height of the spikes.

4.3.1. Spike filter for display

The running sum 1 data is important information and is constantly displayed in the control
room of CMS. It is also part of the so called "Background 3" number which is published to
the LHC and displayed in OP Vistars, the online status display of the LHC.\footnote{\url{http://op-webtools.web.cern.ch/op-webtools/vistar/vistars.php}}

One solution of improving the data quality would be a faster readout cycle. The number
of spikes would not be reduced, but the number of good values would be increased. Unfortunately the readout speed of the production system is fixed to 1 s and this cannot be changed.

With the increased luminosity in 2011, the detector current in the BCML sensors increased and the spikes became very numerous. A data filter was implemented to reduce the number of spikes on the displays. Important is to preserve any data spike that is due to an actual beam loss signal. The algorithm works by the following steps:

1. Potential spikes are selected by applying a 3rd order median filter to the data of running sum 1. The data value is compared with the preceding and the succeeding value. The median value of these three is used as filtered value. To achieve this the data stream has to be delayed by one second, which is not a problem for the displays. The filtered data is subtracted from the unfiltered data and if the difference is above a certain threshold this readout second is flagged as potential spike. This is done for every channel separately.

2. The data of potential spikes in running sum 1 is compared with running sum 2. A spike occurs only in one 40 \(\mu s\) readout, which means the data of running sum 2 has the same size. A beam loss event, longer than 40 \(\mu s\) shows an increase in running sum 2 compared to running sum 1. If this is the case, the spike is not filtered and the original data is kept.

3. Since a beam loss event shorter than 40 \(\mu s\) would look exactly like a fake spike it would still be flagged as spike after step 2. A significant beam loss event would be detected by many channels and not only one. The data, which is flagged as a spike is compared with the data from neighboring sensors. If a potential spike is found in at least two channels, the data is not filtered.

4. If a data point is flagged as spike after step 2 and 3, the spike is replaced with the median filtered value calculated in step 1.

This filter decreases the number of spikes drastically. Unfortunately the filter fails when the number of spikes get too numerous. With two successive spikes the median filter cannot detect the spikes any more. The constant monitoring of the running sum 1 data is not possible any more. Since the normal values are also dominated by noise, this is not a big loss. Beam loss events, which have greater amplitudes than the height of the spikes, can still be seen clearly.

4.4. Beam abort thresholds

The BCML system is designed to protect the CMS inner detector against short duration (\(\leq 40\mu s\)) dangerously high beam losses, and longer-term (\(\leq 83\) s) high beam background conditions that can result in problematic conditions for data taking and an increased dose to the inner detector region. An additional medium-time scale threshold is needed specifically for the BCM2 to guarantee a high detector efficiency, corresponding to an upper limit on the leakage current drawn by the detector.

The original setting for the abort thresholds are motivated \cite{Muller} and the necessary modifications are explained.

**Running Sum 1 - 40 \(\mu s\) integration threshold:**
The 40 \(\mu s\) integration abort threshold is calculated based on the tracker community’s damage tolerances studies:
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- $10^9$ MIPs/cm$^2$ per "short-loss", is the damage threshold defined by the tracker community.
- 40 $\mu$s is the shortest loss period measured by the BLM electronics.
- A safety factor of 1000 is included for the threshold corresponding to a threshold set to $10^6$ MIPs/cm$^2$/40 $\mu$s.
- For $10^6$ MIPs a measured charge of 1.21 nC charge collection is expected in the used pCVD detectors (assuming a CCD of 210 $\mu$m). In 40 $\mu$s this corresponds to a current of 30.2 $\mu$A.
- An even more conservative value of 10 $\mu$A (= 2050 ADC counts) was chosen.
- This abort threshold was modified after significant radiation damage was observed, see section 4.4.1.

Running Sum 10 - 5.2 s integration threshold:
The 5 s integration abort threshold protects the detector against capacitor discharge in the BCM2 HV filter box, to maintain a high detector efficiency:
- A maximum current of 0.9 $\mu$A, corresponding to 26 M ADC counts (averaged over 5 s) is chosen as the threshold limit.
- In the beginning of 2012 the filter boxes were modified to remove the danger of capacitor discharge as described in figure 4.10. The RS 10 abort threshold was removed on 15th August 2012 [Dab12].

Running Sum 12 - 83.9 s integration threshold:
The 83 s integration abort threshold is calculated based on an increased beam background activity compared to the expected particle flux at nominal CMS luminosity, averaged over 83 s:
- 290 nA, 126 M ADC counts. This was well above the expected rate at that time with the intention to increase it with higher luminosity.
- Due to the increasing instantaneous luminosity of the LHC, the measured signal in the BCM2 detectors was getting close to the first defined abort threshold. Of course it is not desired to dump the beams due to signals generated by collision products and an increase of the abort threshold was necessary.
- With the introduction of BCM1L in the abort threshold, the threshold philosophy was redefined: The abort threshold should be based on three times the expected signal at nominal LHC luminosity given by data driven extrapolations. The thresholds of the new BCM1L channels were defined this way, and the BCM2 thresholds were modified on 29th August 2011 [Dab11a].
- The fills chosen for the data driven extrapolation of the first modification, were #2000 for the BCM2 sensors and #2040 for the BCM1L sensors. A linear fit was applied to the correlation between signal and luminosity for each channel and an extrapolation of the signal to $3 \times 10^{34}$ cm$^{-2}$s$^{-1}$ was made based on this fit.
- With this new method every channel received its own abort threshold.
- Due to increasing radiation damage it was necessary reevaluate the optimal abort threshold in 2012. The details are described in section 4.4.1.
4.4.1. Modification of beam abort thresholds due to efficiency loss.

Due to radiation damage, the detector efficiency of the BCML sensors decreased and with it the level of protection. The abort thresholds introduced in chapter 4.4 were lowered to ensure the desired protection. A modification of the abort thresholds has to be approved by the collaboration and can’t be done often. The thresholds were modified once in 2011 and once in 2012. The modifications are documented in [Dab11a, Dab12]. In 2011, the modification was rather motivated by a need to increase the abort thresholds, since the detector current during normal operation was getting dangerously close to the running sum 12 threshold. The data driven method to obtain the running sum 12 threshold (see chapter 4.4) compensates the radiation damage the detector received so far, because it purely calibrates the threshold to the measured signal with respect to instantaneous luminosity. The data driven extrapolation needs to be re-done when the detectors have lost some amount of signal strength.

Since the running sum 1 threshold is based on an expected detector performance, it cannot be directly calibrated during operation. It is assumed that the signal of the un-irradiated detectors is as expected and the relative loss in signal strength is used to compensate the radiation damage. In 2012, after a total integrated luminosity of 16 fb$^{-1}$, a compensation for the reduction in signal strength measured so far was introduced for the abort threshold on running sum 1. Details about the signal loss are later explained in chapter 7.3, figure 7.11(b). BCM1L lost $\sim 30\%$ of its signal strength and BCM2 inner on $+Z$ lost about 60\%. Both groups of detectors still fulfilled the requirements for an abort threshold of $10^6$ MIPs/cm$^2$ ($= 30.2 \mu$A) with their initial abort threshold of 10 $\mu$A. The signal strength of BCM2 -$Z$ was reduced by 80\% and the abort threshold current was lowered to 7.2 $\mu$A ($ = 1476$ ADC) to maintain the abort conditions of $10^6$ MIPs/cm$^2$.

The full history of the abort thresholds for each channel can be found in appendix A.

4.5. Hardware failures and beam aborts

No beam loss events have been significant enough to cause a beam dump initiated by the BCML system so far. In a few number of incidents a beam dump was asserted because of a hardware failure. This was intended by design, since, with the system not fully working, the protection of CMS cannot be guaranteed. All hardware incidents, which may or may not have resulted in a beam dump, are summarized below.

**Tunnel card failure** A spontaneous reset of a tunnel card happened with two tunnel cards, where in total 3 beam dumps were asserted. The cards function correctly after the incident and so the first time the card was not deactivated, causing a second beam dump a day later. The second tunnel card with the same symptomatic problem was immediately replaced. The reason for this spontaneous reset is not fully understood and the error could not be recreated in the lab. A single event upset (SEU) could have been the reason, possibly related to the MOSFET reset transistor. This hypothesis is supported by the fact that this type of reset never happened with the LHC BLM system, where the MOSFET is not used.

**Low voltage power supply** One LV power supply module in the CAEN power supply was damaged and slowly went into under-voltage. This resulted in the tunnel cards loosing their power and shutting down, which resulted in a beam dump. Due to a change in the firmware of the DAB cards, it was not possible at first to deactivate the affected channel in the abort
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and a beam dump was caused twice over two days. Eventually the affected channels were
deactivated in the abort until the LV module could be replaced.

HV power supply A HV power supply module developed a fault. The HV was still being
provided but the internal monitoring electronics was not functioning. It did not result in
a beam dump since the presence of the HV is not a condition for the beam permit. The
damaged module was immediately replaced.

HV missing In one incident, the HV of BCM2 was not switched on due to a human error.
No beam dump was asserted. The missing HV was spotted a few hours into the fill and
immediately reactivated. It would be desirable to have a hard-wired check for the presence of
the HV and dump the beam if the HV would be missing. Technically there is no easy solution
with enough flexibility needed to configure the correct channels and HV levels, hence it is
not yet available.

Diamond / Signal In a spurious event the current measured in one BCM1L channel in-
creased suddenly by a large amount. The beam was dumped properly once the current
reached the abort threshold. The event is not fully understood. Shortly before, a failure of
the BCM1F channel at the same location was observed. It is likely that this error was caused
by the BCM1F module and affected the BCM1L channel since both detectors share some
parts of the electronics. With the upgrade of BCM1F in long shutdown 1, the BCM1L will
be more decoupled, making such events less likely.

S1 cabling The cabling of the BCML electronics in the service cavern is quite exposed.
Accidentally a cable, responsible to give the timing impulse to read out the data was damaged
and no monitoring data was available. The cable was replaced as soon as the error was
spotted. Only the monitoring readout was affected and the beam abort system was still
fully functioning, hence no beam abort was asserted. Several cables running in front of this
rack are beam abort sensitive. If such a cable would become damaged, the beams would be
dumped. A safe handling of this rack is very important, especially during beam time.
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A selection of beam condition measurements using BCML.

Although the BCML systems main purpose is the protection and the automatic beam abort, it has unique features that make it also interesting as a monitoring device. While most of the measured signal is due to collision products there is also a component of signal from machine induced background. To first order the signal measured in the BCM detectors is linear with collision rates, or luminosity. The measurement of this would be of interest, but unfortunately the requirements for a relevant luminosity measurement are higher than what the BCM system can provide. The measurement of particle rates from machine induced background is also of interest. Here a precise measurement is not really necessary, but rather a confirmation of proper running conditions is needed. Due to much lower rates of machine induced background compared to luminosity a measurement is quite difficult. In case of increased background rates, representing poor LHC conditions, a good measurement is possible, since in this case the signals are significant. This chapter will give an overview of the possibilities for online monitoring with the BCML system.

5.1. Typical measurements during LHC operation

During a typical LHC fill the proton or ion beams are brought into collisions. The immediate instantaneous luminosity, the maximum value for this fill, depends on the beam intensity and beam optics. The beam intensity is usually low in the beginning of a year and then ramped up by increasing the number of bunches and the bunch charge. Also the $\beta^*$ value can be decreased to obtain a higher instantaneous luminosity. Even at the same beam configuration the luminosity can vary due to differences in emittance. While the fill progresses the beam quality deteriorates. The intensity decreases due to beam losses and luminosity burn off and the emittance increases due to collective effects. This leads to a decrease in luminosity and the fill is dumped by the operator when the luminosity is decreased to about 50% of its maximum value. The instantaneous luminosity and the measured detector currents of the BCML detectors is shown in figure 5.1 for a typical LHC fill, where fill number 2624 was chosen as an example. The signal of all BCM2 inner and all BCM1L channels are averaged. The signals measured at the different detector locations vary due to the different flux of charged particles. Also the radiation damage the detectors have received, and hence the signal output, is different. A comprehensive analysis of the signal output level is given in chapter 7. The signal of the BCML detectors is generated almost entirely by collision products, hence it is proportional to the luminosity, and the BCML signals decrease with time due to decrease in luminosity. In the logarithmically plotted signals (figure 5.1(b)) one can observe a small increase in signal before the beams are brought into collisions and high signals are measured. These readings are due to machine induced background. By comparing
the detector readings before and after the beams are brought into collision one can see that the signals due to machine induced background are several orders of magnitude lower than the signal due to collision products.

Machine induced background particles come from three different types of beam losses:

1. **Inelastic beam gas:** Beam particles interact inelastically with residual atoms inside the vacuum chamber. These interactions produce particle showers in CMS if they originate somewhere in the long straight section, and even up to the arcs.

2. **Elastic beam gas:** Beam particles scatter elastically with residual gas. The scattered beam particles interact with the TCTs at IP5 as this is the aperture limitation at CMS. The particle shower due to elastically scattered beam particles is therefore localized at one point.

3. **Beam halo:** Beam halo particles are beam particles with a high transversal momentum. They are usually caught by the betatron cleaning, but some particles might escape the system and can hit the TCTs at IP5 producing particle showers inside CMS.

A different source of background is the collision induced background. This type of background refers to a flux of particles which are secondary particles of collision products, but not wanted in the detector. These can be for example out-of-time hits due to short term activation or albedo neutrons. Hits in the muon chambers due to particles scattered around in the experimental cavern can be classified as collision induced background. This type of background is usually proportional to luminosity. Activation can build up and increased signals could be measured at later moments of a fill, hence be a non linear effect with luminosity. Due to the long integration time of 40 $\mu$s of the shortest integration duration of the BCML electronics the signals from direct collision products and collision induced background cannot be separated. An evidence for increased signals due to activation towards the end of a fill could not be measured, since the non linearities with particle rate in the BCM detectors are much more significant (see chapter 7.6).
5.2. Long beam loss events

A beam loss event is considered as “long” if it lasts longer than 1 s. The signal measured of this event can easily be plotted as function of time. A running sum should be chosen, which is significantly shorter than the event, in order not to smear out the shape of the event.

5.2.1. Collimator scan 2011

During the machine commissioning in 2011 a collimator scan with the tertiary collimators (TCT), located ±147.5 m away from IP5, was performed. Figure 5.2 shows the definition of the beam orientation with the CMS Z axis. Beam 1 enters CMS on the positive end (+Z), and Beam 2 enters CMS from the negative end (-Z). The collimators are moved step by step closer to the beam and the beam losses are measured. When the beam losses are high the collimators scrape the beam and the relative position of the collimator towards the beam axis is known. The beam losses produced in the collimator scan last several minutes. Since the TCTs are the last collimators before CMS the beam losses produced there generate strong particle showers inside CMS. Beam losses produced there pose the biggest threat for CMS. Beam losses originating further upstream from the TCTs are highly suppressed by the shielding provided by the TCTs.

In figure 5.3 the signals from BCM1L and BCM2, averaged over one side, as well as the positions of the collimators for this collimator scan is plotted. A high value of the collimator position means the collimator is open, as the collimators are moved in the position value decreases. When the collimator scrapes the beam signals are clearly seen in BCM2 and BCM1L. BCM1L detects about the same signal on +Z and on -Z if the collimators are moved on either side. This is as expected, since there is no significant material between the +Z and -Z positions of BCM1L that could absorb particles or produce new secondary particles. BCM2 detects signals almost only downstream (on the opposite end of where the event happened). On the upstream side the beam pipe geometry does not create strong particle showers in the BCM2 inner location and the measured signal is very low. On the downstream side a electromagnetic particle shower can develop in front of the BCM2 detectors and produce high signals. This behavior is expected from FLUKA simulations of machine induced background [Ahli11]. There was no correlation in signals from horizontal or vertical detectors with respect to horizontal or vertical collimator movement found. The detected particle shower develops horizontally and vertically, and hence signals are always measured in every detector aligned around the beam pipe.
Figure 5.3.: During this collimator scan the TCTs were moved in until they scraped the beam. The lower plot shows the position of the TCTs. The upper plot shows the BCM1L and BCM2 data averaged over one side. When the TCT scrapes the beam the BCM detectors measure beam losses. BCM1L +Z and -Z measures the same for beam 1 and beam 2. BCM2 measures a high signal downstream.
5.2. High vacuum beam loss events.

If the vacuum inside the beam pipe at IP5 is worse than normal values, an increased number of collisions of beam particles with residual gas particles occur. Secondary particles hit the beam pipe and surrounding heavy material and produce particle showers inside CMS. Background events related to vacuum usually last several minutes, until the vacuum system was able to restore nominal operating conditions.

Events of bad vacuum happened several times during 2010 and 2011 at CMS. At 18.3 m away from the interaction point on the right end of CMS is an interconnect of beam pipes. The electrical connection between the different parts of the beam pipe is provided by RF fingers, small metal stripes attached to one beam pipe pushed over the other. Instead of being on the outside of the beam pipe they were pushed inside providing only a bad electrical contact. An X-ray picture taken from this connections is shown is figure 5.4(a). With higher beam currents the image current in the beam pipe also increases. Above a certain beam intensity the connection sparked which leads to the emission of large number of electrons. Beam particles interacted with this electron cloud, resulting in high beam losses. The electrical connection was repaired in the beginning of 2012, as seen on the X-ray picture (figure 5.4(b)). The fingers are now correctly placed outside of the beam pipe.

The first observed event with bad vacuum was during fill 1440 (25th OCT 2010), see figure 5.5. BCM1L was included into the system only on 2011, but at this moment the USB test readout (see chapter 4.2.4) was connected to the BCM1L diamonds and hence BCM1L data is available. Figure 5.5 shows the BCML data for this fill together with the vacuum pressure close to CMS. The measured signal increases significantly during the time of high vacuum pressure. The vacuum pressure increases and decreases fast resulting in a structure of spikes lasting several seconds. The electron cloud produced by sparks get reabsorbed within seconds. The spikes can also be observed in the signal of the BCM detectors. Unfortunately the BCM1L readout had some data loss and not all spikes are recorded for BCM1L.

During 2011 many fills had bad vacuum around 18.3 m on the right end of CMS, especially at high beam intensities. The RF-fingers were repaired in the beginning of 2012 and since then no vacuum problems have been observed close to CMS. The most severe event happened in fill 2208 on the 13th Oct 2011, around 1:08 am. The vacuum reached a pressure of $6.8 \times 10^{-6}$ mbar. Figure 5.6(a) shows the data of BCM2 together with the offline luminosity for this fill. In BCM1L the measured signal was about five times higher than the luminosity. The beam was not dumped since the high spike was not long enough to reach high values in running sum 12. About 50 % of the abort level was reached. If the beam intensity would have been at nominal level a beam dump would have occurred. Figure 5.6(b) shows a zoom in on the high peak of the event together with the vacuum pressure at 18.3 m on the right end of CMS. The signal shape of the BCML detectors is the same as the shape of the vacuum pressure. Before a background event creates dangerous levels of particle fluences the data taking efficiency of CMS is reduced. Background particles traverse the pixel detector in parallel to the detector plane and create huge number of hits. These so called PKAM events have a very long readout time. This creates a very long dead time for CMS. Figure 5.6 shows the data taking efficiency for fill 2208. During the high spike of background the data taking efficiency was reduced to almost zero. From experience in 2011 the data taking efficiency is affected when the pressure increases above $10^{-8}$ mbar.
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(a) The RF fingers should be outside the beam pipe for a proper electrical connection of the beam pipe elements. Either due to mistakes during installation or due to underestimated thermal expansion the RF fingers were pulled back too far and moved inside the beam pipe when the two beam pipe elements were pushed back together. The proper electrical connection was not guaranteed and at a high image current through the beam pipe sparks occurred, which degraded the vacuum. This lead to very high beam losses.

(b) After repair the RF fingers are correctly placed around the adjoining beam pipe.

Figure 5.4.: X-ray pictures of the RF fingers at beam pipe connection at 18.3 m away from the IP at CMS before and after repair.
5.2. Long beam loss events

Figure 5.5.: Signal measured in BCM2 and BCM1L for fill 1440, together with the vacuum pressure measured 18.3 m on the -Z end of CMS. The vacuum suddenly degraded creating an increased amount of beam gas background. An increase in signal was measured in the BCM detectors.

5.2.3. Background calculations from BCM2 and BCM1L

In order to discriminate the small signal of machine induced background one can make use of two detectors with different sensitivities towards collision rates. The signal in the BCM detectors during collisions is the sum of the signal coming from collision products and the signal due to machine induced background. The sensitivities of BCM1L and BCM2 towards those components are different. BCM2 measures about 6 times higher value from collisions than BCM1L, while the background signal is roughly the same. The different sensitivities are parameterized as:

\[ S_{BCM1L} = S_{background} + S_{collisions} \]  

\[ S_{BCM2} = S_{background} \cdot c_b + S_{collisions} \cdot c_p \]  

\[ S_{BCM1L} \] and \[ S_{BCM2} \] are the signals measured with each detector. \[ S_{background} \] and \[ S_{collisions} \] are the components of the BCM1L signal arising from collision products and machine induced background. \( c_b \) is the sensitivity of BCM2 towards background and \( c_p \) the relative sensitivity towards collision signals relative to the sensitivities of BCM1L. Equations (5.1) and (5.2) can be solved for the background and the collision signal separately:

\[ S_{background} = \frac{S_{BCM2} - S_{BCM1L} \cdot c_p}{c_b - c_p} \]  

\[ S_{collisions} = \frac{S_{BCM2} - S_{BCM1L} \cdot c_b}{c_p - c_b} \]

This way the machine induced background, and the collision rates, can be directly calculated from the signals of BCM1L and BCM2 if the relative sensitivities are known. For a good separation of the signal components \( c_b \) and \( c_p \) should be different. If they are the same, both signals have the same shape and a separation of signal components is not possible.

The calculated signal components are in the units of the detector measurement. In case of the BCML detector the detector current can be converted to the actual flux of MIP particles.
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(a) BCM2 and BCM1L signals together with luminosity

(b) Zoom in to spike event. BCM2 and BCML signals together with vacuum pressure

(c) Data taking efficiency of CMS during the bad vacuum event. The plot is taken from official CMS web based monitoring.

Figure 5.6.: Measurements during the worst vacuum pressure observed so far close to CMS during operation. The pressure in fill 2208 spiked up to $6.8 \times 10^{-6}$ mbar. Figure [a] shows the BCM2 and BCM1L data for this fill together with the instantaneous luminosity. Figure [b] shows a zoom in to the spike of the data together with the vacuum pressure at 18.3 m on the right end of CMS. During the highest values of the beam background the CMS data taking efficiency was decreased to almost zero as seen in figure 5.6(c).
5.3. Short beam loss events

A beam loss can have a wide range of duration. The readout frequency of the beam monitoring detectors is 1 s. The BCM2/1L system can exploit the different running sums (see chapter 4.2.4) to analyze the timing structure of a beam loss event with a duration shorter than 1 s. A very common type of short beam loss event at the LHC has a duration of the order of 1 ms. These events are commonly referred to as UFOs (unknown falling objects) [Bae11]. Although the origin could never been proven distinctively it is believed that dust particles, dropping from the inside wall of the vacuum chamber, fall into the beam and become evaporated. These events happen several times per fill around the LHC. Many times the beam loss event was large enough to trigger a beam dump. The abort thresholds of the LHC BLM systems were increased to avoid too many beam dumps due to UFOs [Neb11]. A plot showing
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INTRODUCTION AND UFO RELATED LOSSES BELOW DUMP THRESHOLD

Since autumn 2010, the amount of protection beam dumps, especially in the arcs, is significantly reduced by the beam loss monitors (BLM) or beam condition monitors. Out of the 35 events that caused a beam dump, 13 occurred around the injection kicker magnets (MKI), 9 in the typical event.

Such events were observed in the whole machine and for both beams. Figure 1 shows the temporal loss profile of a typical event. The characteristic beam loss profiles: the temporal loss profile is typically of Gaussian shape with a width of a few LHC turns.

Between July 7, 2010 and end of August 2011, in total 23.08.2010. The beam loss in running sum (RS) 5 (20 ms integration time) exceeded the corresponding threshold and caused the beam dump. The loss occurred on beam 2 in the arcs of sector 34. The temporal width of the Gaussian fit is about 10 turns when they interact with the beam.

Most of the UFO events are much below the BLM dump threshold are now detected directly online. This allows estimates of the properties, dynamics and production mechanisms of the dust particles. The state of knowledge and mitigation strategies are presented.

In a post-analysis of the BLM data stored in the LHC system. The beam was dumped on running sum 5. Therefore the post mortem data was available and this profile based on the 40 µs data could be shown. The event has the typical gaussian shape of a UFO. \[\text{Bae11}\]

Figure 5.8.: Profile of an example UFO event measured with the LHC BLM system. The beam was dumped on running sum 5. Therefore the post mortem data was available and this profile based on the 40 µs data could be shown. The event has the typical gaussian shape of a UFO. \[\text{Bae11}\]

Figure 5.9.: The average running sum 6 signal of all BCM2 inner channels round the UFO event. The strong signal of the UFO is seen as one single spike. Since the LHC was in squeeze mode at this moment there was no significant signal due to collisions. The fill was dumped shortly after the beams were brought into collisions due to reasons unrelated to the UFO.
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5.3. Short beam loss events

such an event, as measured with the BLMs of the LHC, can be found in figure 5.8. The shown event triggered a beam abort and hence post mortem data was available to analyze the exact beam shape. The event shows the typical gaussian shape of UFOs. Several times an LHC experiment triggered a beam dump due to a UFO event close to the experiment. In CMS this has never happened. Only three significant UFOs were found at CMS during 2011 and 2012, they were all below the threshold for a beam abort. The first event happened on 12th Oct 2010 at 22:09:13. The average running sum 6 signal (∼10 ms integration time) is shown in figure 5.9. The UFO is shorter than one readout second and shows up as one single spike. This UFO happened while the LHC was in squeeze mode. The plot also shows higher signals about 30 minutes later, when the beams were brought into collisions. This fill was dumped shortly after due to reasons unrelated to the UFO.

Timing calculation: Since the UFOs have not triggered a beam dump no post mortem data is available. The running sum information can be used to analyze the timing structure of the event. The readout of BCM2, as explained in chapter 4.2.4, gives the maximum value found in one readout second. This is true for all integration time windows (running sums). A significant UFO exceeds the usual data in all running sum and the data obtained for the readout second of the event belongs to the UFO. The signal of all running sums of the readout second where a UFO happened is plotted in fig. 5.10 as a function of the integration time. This shape of signal as function of running sum is typical for a UFO.

A precise calculation of the duration of the UFO can be done the following way:

1. If the integration time is larger than the beam loss event the total charge $Q$ of the event...
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is deposited within this time window and hence independent of the integration time. The current $I$ as function of the integration time $t$ is then given by:

$$ I(t) = \frac{Q}{t} $$

This hyperbolic relation visualized in a double logarithmic plot as a linear decrease, as seen in figure [5.10] above an integration time of 1 ms. By fitting equation 5.5 to the data points above 1 ms the total charge $Q$ of the event is obtained.

2. If the pulse is significantly longer than 40 $\mu$s one can assume that the current does not change much within these 40 $\mu$s. The current measured in running sum 1 (40 $\mu$s integration) is then a measurement of the height of the pulse.

3. As shown in figure [5.8] UFOs are shaped gaussian. The function of the gaussian shape is:

$$ I(t) = \frac{Q}{\sqrt{2\pi}\sigma^2} e^{-\frac{(t-t_0)^2}{2\sigma^2}} $$

where $t_0$ is the time of the maximum and $\sigma^2$ the variance. For the current at $t = t_0$, which is the current measured in running sum 1 ($I_{RS1}$), we get:

$$ I(t_0) = I_{RS1} = \frac{Q}{\sqrt{2\pi}\sigma^2} $$

4. The FWHM of the gaussian curve can be calculated by solving equation 5.7 for $\sigma$:

$$ FWHM = \sigma \times 2\sqrt{2\ln2} = \frac{Q}{I_{RS1}} \times \frac{2\sqrt{2\ln2}}{\sqrt{2\pi}} = \frac{Q}{I_{RS1}} \times 0.9394 $$

Table [5.1] shows the results for the timing analysis for each BCM2 inner channel. The average measured duration (FWHM) is 278 $\mu$s, which is roughly three turns. The highest signal was measured in BCM2 -Z inner top, where running sum 1 reached 2.54 $\mu$A which is about 25% of the beam abort threshold. The number of equivalent MIP particles traversing the detector during the event can be calculated from the deposited charge, assuming 200 $\mu$m CCD and 36 e/h-pairs per $\mu$m:

$$ \#MIPS = \frac{Q}{1.602 \times 10^{-19} \frac{C}{e/h-pair} \times 36 \frac{e/h-pair}{\mu m} \times 200 \mu m} $$

From table [5.1] the average number of MIPS measured was 315733, with a maximum value measured of 661307 MIPS.

Location of the UFO: Figure [5.11] shows the signal of the BLM detectors around CMS during the UFO event. Signals were measured on both sides of CMS mostly on beam 1. It is likely that the UFO happened around the Triplet left of IP5 (+Z end of CMS) on beam 1 which points towards CMS. This is consistent with the fact that BCM2 measured a higher signal on the -Z end, downstream of the UFO. The BCM2 detectors downstream of a beam loss event usually measure a higher signal since the particle showers are stronger.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BCM2 detector</th>
<th>$Q$ [fC]</th>
<th>$I_{RS1}$ [µA]</th>
<th>$FWHM$ [µs]</th>
<th>MIPs per event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-Z inner top</td>
<td>763</td>
<td>2.54</td>
<td>282</td>
<td>661307</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-Z inner far</td>
<td>648</td>
<td>2.24</td>
<td>272</td>
<td>562032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-Z inner near</td>
<td>549</td>
<td>1.78</td>
<td>290</td>
<td>475908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-Z inner bottom</td>
<td>444</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>289</td>
<td>384846</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+Z inner near</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>267</td>
<td>73396</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+Z inner top</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>274</td>
<td>75238</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+Z inner far</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>267</td>
<td>157721</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+Z inner bottom</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>282</td>
<td>134623</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.1.: Properties of measured signals during UFO event on 12th Oct 2010 at 22:09:13.

Figure 5.11.: The running sum 5 signal of the beam loss monitors of the LHC at the second of the UFO. High signals were measured on both ends of CMS, mostly on the beam 1 side. It is likely the UFO happened on beam 1 on the left hand side of CMS at the Triplet. The particle shower propagated through CMS, which is consistent with the fact that BCM 2 signals were higher on the -Z end, which is on the right hand side of CMS.
Figure 5.12.: The BCM2 data of different integration times between 40 $\mu$s and 1.2 s for the second the UFO occurred on 22nd May 2011 at 13:52:21. The signal from the diamonds on the $+Z$ and the $-Z$ end are averaged. A BLM detector located at the TAN on the $-Z$ end shows the same timing structure. The signal measured in BCM1L and BCM2 $+Z$ are small and do not show the same timing structure as the BCM2 on $-Z$. It is likely that they have not been in the direct particle shower of the UFO.

**Other UFOs:** Two additional UFO events with significant signal were found. It is likely that more events happened, but, as there is no automated monitoring, only if someone spots an unusual spike on the online displays UFO events are discovered.

Figure 5.12 shows the measured signal of the UFO event on 22nd May 2011 at 13:52:21, and table 5.2 the results of the timing calculation. The highest signal reached 93% of the abort threshold, measured in BCM2 $-Z$ inner top. The BCML and the BCM2 $+Z$ detectors had a significantly lower signal. These detectors measured also a signal component with longer duration as seen by the shoulder at about 10 ms in the timing plot (figure 5.12). Only the signals from BCMs on $-Z$ were significant enough for a proper timing analysis. This UFO was shorter than the first with one. The measured duration (FWHM) of the event was 143 $\mu$s.

Figure 5.13 shows the measured signal of the UFO event on 18th April 2012 at 09:39:47, and table 5.3 the results of the timing calculation. The UFO timing structure was measured in all BCML detectors with an average event duration of 437 $\mu$s. The highest signal reached 18% of the abort threshold, measured with BCM1L. The presented data was not corrected for radiation damage and the actual MIP flux was likely significantly higher that measured, especially in BCM2 $-Z$. 
5.3. Short beam loss events

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BCM2 detector</th>
<th>$Q$ [fC]</th>
<th>$I_{RS1}$ [$\mu$A]</th>
<th>$FWHM$ [$\mu$s]</th>
<th>MIPs per event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-Z inner top</td>
<td>1381</td>
<td>9.33</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>1197096</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-Z inner far</td>
<td>742</td>
<td>4.97</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>643359</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-Z inner near</td>
<td>825</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>715240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-Z inner bottom</td>
<td>701</td>
<td>4.48</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>607781</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.2.: Properties of measured signals during the UFO event on 22\textsuperscript{nd} May 2011 at 13:52:21.

Figure 5.13.: The BCM2 data of different integration times between $40\,\mu$s and 1.2 s for the second the UFO occurred on 18\textsuperscript{th} April 2012 at 09:39:47. The UFO timing structure is visible in all BCML detectors.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Detector</th>
<th>$Q$ [fC]</th>
<th>$I_{RS1}$ [$\mu$A]</th>
<th>FWHM [$\mu$s]</th>
<th>MIPs per event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BCM1L -Z far</td>
<td>543</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>439</td>
<td>470512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCM1L -Z up</td>
<td>589</td>
<td>1.21</td>
<td>456</td>
<td>510467</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCM1L -Z near</td>
<td>421</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>426</td>
<td>365158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCM1L -Z down</td>
<td>446</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>443</td>
<td>386468</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCM1L +Z far</td>
<td>816</td>
<td>1.66</td>
<td>461</td>
<td>707839</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCM1L +Z up</td>
<td>334</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>461</td>
<td>289592</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCM1L +Z near</td>
<td>407</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>456</td>
<td>353062</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCM1L +Z down</td>
<td>864</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>451</td>
<td>749442</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCM2 -Z inner top</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>391</td>
<td>137480</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCM2 -Z inner far</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>383</td>
<td>98170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCM2 -Z inner near</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>447</td>
<td>82398</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCM2 -Z inner bottom</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>447</td>
<td>80278</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCM2 +Z inner near</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>444</td>
<td>82119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCM2 +Z inner top</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>430</td>
<td>102610</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCM2 +Z inner far</td>
<td>242</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>432</td>
<td>210222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCM2 +Z inner bottom</td>
<td>207</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>424</td>
<td>179360</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.3.: Properties of measured signals during the UFO event on 18$^{th}$ April 2012 at 09:39:47. The UFO signal was measured in all BCML channels. The measured duration (FWHM) of the event was 437 $\mu$s on average. BCM1L measured the highest signal reaching 18% of the abort threshold. It is likely that the actual MIP flux was higher since the detectors had already experience radiation damage at the time of the UFO event.
Chapter 6.

Monte Carlo simulations with FLUKA

For a physics experiment like CMS the understanding of the radiation environment is of great interest: It is necessary for the evaluation of the detector performance, effectiveness of shielding or to assess radiation damage. Monte Carlo simulations have been done for CMS with various simulation tools. FLUKA\cite{Bat06, Fer05} is one of these tools used to understand the particle rates inside CMS and in the whole experimental cavern.

FLUKA offers the possibility to predict radiation damage to semi-conductor detectors. The number of dislocations created in the material can directly be calculated. The number of dislocations cannot directly predict the performance of a detector. But the damage potential of any radiation environment can be scaled to the damage potential of any particle type and energy. With this scaling, the results from irradiation tests can be converted to the expected effects of the particle environment in CMS.

The main purpose of the work in this chapter is to compute the radiation environment at the BCML detectors for the CMS running conditions of 2011 and 2012. In particular the expected detector signal was estimated and the radiation damage to the BCML detector was predicted. Nevertheless a thorough explanation of the FLUKA simulations of CMS and some of its applications is given.

6.1. Introduction to FLUKA

FLUKA is a particle physics simulation toolkit. In FLUKA single events are simulated, initiated by a primary particle or collision-event. In case of the CMS simulation a proton-proton collision is used as primary event. All particles are transported until they are destroyed or fall under a predefined cutoff. Typically it is not used for the purpose of recording single events and studying the tracing of single particles. The output is usually averaged over all simulated primary events and normalized per primary event.

6.1.1. Combinatorial Geometry

A FLUKA geometry is created by mathematically combining basic geometric shapes. These shapes are called bodies and they can be finite objects such as spheres, boxes, cones, etc. or infinite elements such as planes or infinite cylinders. Bodies are combined using a + and a - operator to form a complex element, the so called region. The + operator acts like an AND, the region of two bodies connected by a + consists out of the space which is inside both bodies. The - operator subtracts the inside of the body from the rest, which is like the + operator, but the outside of the volume is used. The | operator is like an OR and its used to create one region out of several separate building blocks. Figure 6.1 visualizes how regions are formed.

There are limitations on the complexity of the geometries that can be created, as there are limitations on the number of elements that can be used. The computing time will also
increase with a higher number of geometry elements. Since overlapping regions or volumes without a defined region lead to a crash of FLUKA, it is also very difficult to create complex geometries that are bug free. FLUKA geometries are therefore always simplifications of the reality. It is important, that the correct material composition and the material densities are chosen so that the total weight is correct. The major elements have to be correctly included for calculations involving particle shower cascades. For activation studies, it is also important to include trace elements that have the potential to get highly activated.

Every region is assigned a material. Cut-off parameters and biasing can also be configured per region. Some scorings are region based and have to be connected to a certain region.

Lattice

A feature of the FLUKA geometry is the Lattice function. If a region is defined as lattice, instead of filling this region with a material, a piece of geometry, implemented at a different position, is copied to the lattice. This is defined by a transformation which can be both rotations and translations. In the simulation this is handled by shifting particles entering the lattice region via the defined transformation into the fully defined region. There the particle is transported, and finally moved back again via the transformation.

6.1.2. Event generator

As event generator DPMJET-III [Roe00] is used to create the primary proton-proton and lead-lead events. DPMJET also supports any nucleus-nucleus, hadron-nucleus and photon-nucleus interactions. It is directly linked into the FLUKA code and hence the default event generator for high energetic hadronic interactions in FLUKA. It is based on PHOJET 1.12, PYTHIA 6.115 and LEPTO 6.5.1.
6.1.3. Scoring

A scoring is a user-defined output of the simulation. A certain scoring routine is called when a particle matches the conditions for this scoring.

A concept that is used in many of the scorings routines is the so called track length estimation. In this case the path length of a particle passing through a scoring volume is recorded. The track length is normalized to the detector volume, resulting in a fluence value per unit area. This method is more suitable than e.g. counting particles, as it properly weights particles that have a steep angle, only scrape the detector volume, or get destroyed or created in the middle of the scoring volume.

Many different types of scoring routines, or so called ‘estimators’, are available in FLUKA, however only the ones that are used for this work are described:

- **USRBIN**: This is the most often used FLUKA estimator. The volume of interest is overlaid with a binning mesh that can be Cartesian, in cylindrical coordinates, or as a special case bound to a geometry region. This scoring is used to obtain particle fluences by calculating the track length density, or dose like values by scoring the energy deposition. Usually the obtained 3D data is projected to two dimensions and shown as a 2D flux map.

- **USRTRACK**: This estimator is a pure track length scoring, which is assigned to a certain region. The output is a differential fluence in energy, which makes this estimator useful for obtaining energy spectra. This estimator has to be assigned to a region and cannot be scored at an arbitrary location.

Scorings are configured with a generalized particle type. For fluence scorings this can be either a simple selection of the particle or particle group (such as charged hadrons, all neutral, etc.), which is scored, or a special unit of measure where every particle is weighted according to a predefined function (for example: ambient dose equivalent, 1 MeV neutron equivalent, etc.). Also “dose like” scorings are generalized particle types, which are for example: dose, energy deposition, non ionizing energy loss, etc.

6.1.4. Radiation damage estimators

**Non Ionizing Energy Loss - NIEL**

While ionizing energy loss is the dominant contribution of the energy deposition from charged particles, it does not lead to significant radiation damage in silicon or diamond detectors. The non-ionizing energy loss (NIEL) is associated with nuclear interactions, which causes lattice defects and hence radiation damage.

The stopping power $S = dE/dx$ of a material can be expressed as the sum of energy loss transferred to electrons (ionizing, $S_i$) and energy transferred to nuclei (non-ionizing, $S_n$):

$$ S = S_n + S_i = \frac{dE_n}{dx} + \frac{dE_i}{dx}. \quad (6.1) $$

The Lindhard partition function $\xi(T)$, depending on the kinetic energy $T$, gives the fraction of the total stopping power $S(T)$ that goes into the non-ionizing part, which goes directly into the calculation of the NIEL:

$$ \xi(T) = \frac{S_n}{S}. \quad (6.2) $$
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The NIEL is usually expressed as stopping power in units of keV cm$^2$/g or as NIEL cross section in units of MeV mb. In FLUKA the NIEL stopping power is not simulated, but rather the deposition of energy due to non-ionizing interactions in units of GeV. To convert to the NIEL cross-section in units of MeV mb the following formula was used:

$$\sigma_{NIEL}[\text{MeV mb}] = \frac{NIEL[\text{GeV}]}{d[\text{cm}] \cdot \varrho[\text{g/cm}^3] \cdot N_A[\text{mol}^{-1}]} \cdot 10^3[\text{MeV/GeV}] \cdot 10^{27}[\text{mb/cm}^2], \quad (6.3)$$

where $NIEL$ is the FLUKA simulated number, $u$ is the molar mass, $N_A$ the Avogadro constant, $d$ the thickness of the detector and $\varrho$ the density of the material.

A FLUKA simulation was performed where protons, neutrons and pions of kinetic energies between 1 MeV and 100 GeV are shot on a detector piece made of silicon or diamond at a size of $10 \times 10 \times 0.4 \text{ mm}^3$. The NIEL inside the detectors was scored and converted to a NIEL cross-section using equation 6.3. The results are shown in figure 6.2 [Gut13].

### 1 MeV neutron equivalent in silicon

The 1 MeV neutron equivalent in silicon (1 MeV-n-eq) is a measure of particle flux, where every particle is weighted by its NIEL cross-section in silicon relative the NIEL cross-section of a 1 MeV neutron in silicon, which is by definition 95 MeV mb. This gives the particle the weight of its potential to create radiation damage in a silicon detector. This definition 1 MeV-n-eq flux is implemented in FLUKA as generalized particle type, which makes the estimation of radiation damage to a silicon detector very easy, even if no silicon is implemented in the FLUKA geometry.

### Displacements per Atom

Displacements per atom (DPA) is a direct measure for the radiation damage to a given material. It states how often, on average, an atom in the material was displaced due to impacting particles. For example a DPA of $10^{-22}$ means that one atom of a sample of $10^{22}$ atoms was displaced from its lattice site. The DPA value is directly related to the number of
created Frenkel pairs, which are crystallographic defects, where interstitial atoms are located near vacancies in the crystal lattice.

Compared to the NIEL as a measure of radiation damage, DPA is more accurate, since it does not count phonon interactions, but only the type of interactions causing a lattice defect. In addition DPA takes recombination of defects (Frenkel pairs) into account, so this study is considered to be an improvement to the previous NIEL study.

The DPA routine was recently added into version 2011.2 of FLUKA. A brief introduction of the implementation will be given here, so that the basic mechanisms and parameters are introduced. More detailed information can be found in [Fas10].

To calculate the number of Frenkel pairs, FLUKA uses the theory of Norget, Robinson and Torrens [Nor75]:

\[ N_F = \kappa(T) \frac{\xi(T)T}{2E_{th}}, \]  

(6.4)

where \( N_F \) is the number of Frenkel pairs, \( \kappa(T) \) the displacement efficiency, \( T \) the kinetic energy of the primary knock on atom, \( \xi(T) \) the Lindhard partition function and \( E_{th} \) the lattice displacement threshold energy. In the following paragraphs, a short explanation will be given on how FLUKA calculates these quantities.

**Displacement efficiency** \( \kappa(T) \)  This compensation factor takes several effects into account, such as forward scattering in the displacement cascade and the recombination of Frenkel pairs due to overlap of different branches in the collision cascades. The number of remaining defects has been approximated to fit molecular dynamics simulations.

**Lattice displacement energy** \( E_{th} \)  This is the average displacement energy over all crystallographic directions, and measured with dedicated experiments or lattice simulations. For the studies presented here the threshold energy used for diamond is \( E_{th} = 43.3 \) eV, which is the average over all lattice directions from [Ko92]. Typical values for silicon are between 21 and 25 eV. In the simulation a value of 25 eV is used, which is the FLUKA default value for silicon. Apart from being a parameter for the number of generated Frenkel pairs, it is also a parameter for \( \xi(T) \) where it sets the lower limit for the restricted energy loss.

The DPA values obtained in a simulated irradiation of a piece of diamond at a size of \( 10 \times 10 \times 0.4 \) mm\(^3\) are shown in figure 6.3. Protons, neutrons and pions of kinetic energies between 1 MeV and 100 GeV are simulated. Also shown is a comparison with a piece of diamond of the size \( 10 \times 10 \times 0.001 \) mm\(^3\). This is an unrealistic thickness for a detector, but it shows in the higher energetic regime a lower DPA. In the thicker piece secondary particles can create further displacements where as in the thin detector the secondaries escape. The curves of the charged particles kinks down at low energies since the particles are completely stopped by ionizing energy deposition. In the simulation of the 1 \( \mu \)m thin detector even at lowest energies the particles are not completely stopped. [Gut13]

### 24 GeV proton equivalent in diamond

For silicon it is standard practice to convert a fluence by any particle to an equivalent fluence of 1 MeV neutrons using the NIEL scaling. This is more comprehensive than quoting a number of NIEL when quantifying the radiation damage to a silicon detector. FLUKA calculates the
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1 MeV neutron equivalent directly since this is implemented as a generalized particle type (see section 6.1.3).

There is no such comprehensive flux equivalent scoring for diamond in FLUKA, but the DPA in a piece of diamond can be scored. The number of DPA is not intuitive and the calculation of a standardized equivalent flux is desirable. For diamond most experimental data is available for irradiations with 24 GeV protons. These are therefore chosen as the particle for the normalization. From the simulation of irradiation a DPA scaling number of $DPA_{\text{norm}} = 8.924 \times 10^{-23}$ per proton$24\text{GeV}/\text{cm}^2$ was calculated. The 24 GeV proton equivalent flux is then calculated for any simulation, where the $DPA_{\text{simulation}}$ was scored in diamond:

$$Flux_{24\text{GeV}-p-eq} \left[ \frac{24\text{GeV protons}}{\text{cm}^2 \times s} \right] = \frac{DPA_{\text{simulation}} \left[ \frac{1}{s} \right]}{DPA_{\text{norm}} \left[ \frac{\text{cm}^2}{24\text{GeV protons}} \right]}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.5)

Here it is assumed that the $DPA_{\text{simulation}}$ result is normalized to a rate per second. This number can also be given as a total number of displacements resulting in an equivalent fluence in units of $[24\text{GeV protons} / \text{cm}^2]$. This fluence will be called “24 GeV proton equivalent in diamond”, which will be referred to as 24 GeV-p-eq. This method of simulating the equivalent fluence will be used later in chapter 7 to compare the observed radiation damage in the BCM detectors to test beam irradiations.

6.2. The CMS FLUKA geometry

A FLUKA model describing the CMS geometry in a simplified way was first developed by Mika Huhutinen [Huh95]. Since then, several people made custom changes to study particular regions of interest. The newest publication of results with an updated geometry was done by Steffen Müller [Müll11].

Since the last publication of data, several details to the geometry have been updated to improve the data quality at specific locations. Especially to improve the radiation environment at the BCML locations several things have been modified. The modified parts are described in this section together with a general overview of the features of the CMS geometry.
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Figure 6.4.: FLUKA geometry of the CMS detector including a zoom in to the forward region, where Totem T2, BCM2 and CASTOR is placed.

Figure 6.5.: 3D representation of the CMS geometry. While most of the geometry is symmetric in \( \phi \) the blockhouse is an exception to this. The cavern was enlarged for this picture to get a better view.
In order to understand the particle rates inside the CMS detector and in the whole experimental cavern, the complete detector and the experimental cavern have to be simulated. To reduce the necessary running time to obtain results with small statistical error the geometry is symmetric in \( Z \) and in \( \phi \) with certain exceptions. The \( Z \)-symmetry is implemented by using the FLUKA lattice option. Only the positive end of the cavern is modeled and the negative end is a mirror picture of it. Excluded from this lattice is the region describing the CASTOR detector and the shaft, which are both only present on one end of the detector as shown in figure 6.4. A 3D picture of the CMS geometry is shown in figure 6.5.

An overview of all major modifications done to the simulation that influence and improve the simulation results connected to the BCM detectors is given here.

**TOTEM Geometry**  The TOTEM Experiment [Ane08] is dedicated to the measurement of the total pp (proton-proton) cross section with the luminosity independent method and to study elastic scattering and diffractive processes at the LHC in combination with the CMS experiment. To achieve an optimum forward coverage for charged particles inelastically produced by the pp collisions in IP5, two tracking telescopes T1 and T2, are installed on both side of IP5 in the pseudo-rapidity region \( 3.1 \leq \eta \leq 6.5 \). The telescope closest to the interaction point (T1, centered at \( Z = 9 \text{ m} \)) consists of Cathode Strip Chambers (CSC), while the second one (T2, centered at \( Z = 13.5 \text{ m} \)) uses Gas Electron Multipliers (GEM) [TOT04]. The newly included TOTEM FLUKA geometry was modeled in collaboration with F. Ravotti.

The T1 telescope fits in the space between two conical surfaces, the forward beam pipe and the inner envelope of the beam return yoke of the CMS end-cap. Each telescope consists of five planes of CSCs, equally spaced along the \( z \) coordinate. A detector plane is composed of six CSC wire chambers covering roughly a region of \( 60^\circ \) in \( \phi \); however, in the geometry model, the T1 CSC wire chambers are considered to be \( \phi \)-symmetric. The chambers are composite structures, sandwich panels of standard glass-epoxy laminate (G10) with a core of honeycomb, and are flushed with a gas mixture \( \text{Ar/CO}_2 (50/50\%) \). In the FLUKA model, an average material combining the previous three constituents in the proportion 20/60/20%-weight respectively, for a total mass of 25 kg. Each of the five detector planes, plus a sixth frame, which supports patch panels for the connectivity of the services, are fixed separately to conical aluminum rails. The rails, which serve as mechanical support structure, have a
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total weight of 200 kg. In the simulated geometry, this support structure is modeled by a thin $\phi$-symmetric conical surface of equivalent mass. Finally, in the peripheral region between the CSC planes, a series of support plates host the cathode readout electronics. These plates are also included in the FLUKA model as concentric rings of metal and electronic material (Al/Cu/FR4) with a thickness chosen to maintain the total mass equivalent to 30 kg/ring. The T1 model is shown in figure 6.6(a).

The T2 telescopes are installed inside the forward shielding of CMS between directly in front of BCM2. In each T2 arm, 20 semi-circular GEM planes, with overlapping regions, are interleaved on both sides of the beam pipe to form 10 detector planes of full azimuthal coverage. The GEMs are mounted as pairs with a back-to-back configuration. For the purposes of the FLUKA geometry, the paired chambers are modeled as a unique one with double thickness as shown in figure 6.6(b). The material budget of T2, minimized by using low-Z construction materials and honeycomb structures in the manufacturing the mechanical support, has been finely reproduced in the FLUKA model. The material definition of the GEM chambers takes into account the real detector structure: three GEM amplification stages realized by three perforated and Cu-clad polyimide foils (1.6 %) supported by honeycomb plates (42.3 %). The GEM foils are then separated by a 3 mm drift space followed by two 2 mm deep charge transfer regions and a 2 mm charge induction space, as show in detail in [Ane08]. These drift spaces are flushed with a gas mixture Ar/CO$_2$ (70/30%) that constitutes the rest of the material budget (56.1 %). The front-end electronics of the GEM detector is mounted at the periphery of the chamber, on a concentrical printed circuit board named “horseshoe card” after its geometrical shape. Since in the same spatial region, the cooling lines and the readout board are also located, an equivalent region made of different materials is used. The “horseshoe cards” of the 10 detectors of one T2 telescope half arms are connected to the so-called “11th card” which provides the interface to the outside world and is also present in the simulated FLUKA model. Finally, the FLUKA geometry of T2 also includes the detector support structures, two massive bars, on which also BCM2 is mounted, and four small cylindrical tubes, made of stainless steel, see fig. 6.6(b). T2 is not modeled $\phi$-symmetrically, but more detailed, and is therefore one of the exceptions to the general $\phi$-symmetry of the FLUKA CMS geometry.

The CASTOR Detector The CASTOR calorimeter is located exactly behind the BCM2 wheels and is therefore one of the most influential parts of CMS on the radiation environment at the BCM2 location. In the model used in previous studies [Mü11], CASTOR was a simple tungsten cylinder, where the density was matched to the overall weight of the active volume of CASTOR. In order to be only present on one end, a user routine modified the material composition according to whether the particle was within the normal (positive) region or the (negative) lattice region.

The new model of CASTOR is implemented with two concentric cylindrical layers which are cut with an angle of about 45° along the Z-axis in order to reproduce the shape of the high-Z material sampling plates:

- The inner cylinder has a radius from 4 cm to 18 cm and represents the active volume of the detector. It is composed of an average material made of 95.2 % tungsten and 4.8 % quartz. An equivalent material with the density of 12.88 g/cm$^3$ has been used to describe the total mass of the active volume that is about 1682 kg.

- The outer cylinder reaches the ultimate radius of 31.8 cm and simulates the external stainless steel support skeleton. The density of 1.029 g/cm$^3$ was chosen to match the
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The CASTOR volume has now been removed from the lattice definition and a real region on the negative end was included. In the normal CMS definition of positive and negative ends CASTOR, as well as the shaft are located on the negative, or “minus” end of the CMS detector. In the used FLUKA model CASTOR is located at positive Z values since the shaft is likewise implemented on this end, which means the definition of the Z axis follows the definition of the LHC, which is opposite to the CMS definition. The corresponding detector volume at negative Z is instead replaced by air. For configurations without the CASTOR detector installed (like the proton run during 2012) CASTOR can be deactivated in FLUKA by configuring “air” as material for this region.

**Pixel** The mechanical design and material budget of the CMS barrel pixel and forward pixel detectors can be found in [Ams09]. The FLUKA pixel detector model was updated and now includes next to the central barrel and detector and the forward disks: the inner and outer shielding, the end flange, power and signal cables, the supply tube, the supply box and the service cylinder. A schematic geometry of the CMS pixel detector for FLUKA simulation is given in figure 6.7. The central barrel detector consists of three layers at the mean radii of 4.4, 7.7 and 10.2 cm, with a length of 53 cm. The central barrel region is defined by the inner and the outer shielding at radii of 3.7 and 18.6 cm extending over the full barrel length of 57 cm. The signal and power cables run parallel to the modules along the z-direction. They are fed through the spacing in the end-flange and they radially distributed until connect to the Printed Circuit Boards. The barrel pixel detector is completed by two forward pixel disks on each end, located along the beam axis at \( Z = \pm 34.5 \text{ cm} \) and \( Z = \pm 46.5 \text{ cm} \), extending from 5.87 cm to 14.5 cm in radius. The total mass of pixel detector is about 66.4 kg. The chemical compositions of all used materials correspond to the mechanical design and material budget [Ams09]. The new pixel FLUKA geometry was included in the CMS geometry in collaboration with I. Kurochkin.

**Preshower** The preshower detector is installed in front of the endcap electromagnetic calorimeters. It consists of two detection layers consisting of a lead absorber followed by a silicon
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Figure 6.8.: FLUKA geometry of CMS preshower detector.

sensor. A cooling screen is attached to the lead layer consisting of aluminum tubes filled with cooling water. In front and behind the two detection layers is a 3.6 cm thick layer of paraffin. In the FLUKA geometry polyethylene is used as material, since this material was already implemented and the differences between paraffin and polyethylene are negligible. The previous model of the Preshower detector was based on drawings from an early design stage. An update to fit the actual installed version was performed for the purpose of a detailed study of the radiation environment at the Preshower detector position, see section 6.4.3. A picture of the geometry can be found in figure 6.8. The FLUKA model consists of layers of material confined in R by two cones with $\eta$ of 1.653 and 2.6. The cooling screen is composed of an average material with a density of 2.93 g/cm$^3$ consisting of 70 % Aluminum and 30 % C$_6$F$_{14}$ cooling liquid. The support cone made out of aluminum under the detection layers is implemented as well.

BCM2 For the BCM2 diamond detectors at Z = 14.39 m a layer of Aluminum was included in front of and behind them to represent the support structure. This modification has a rather low influence on the overall CMS radiation simulation, however for specific interest in the BCM2 region this more detailed model was implemented to gain a more realistic results at lower energies. The Aluminum layers range from 3 to 33 cm and are 1 mm thick facing the interaction point and 2 mm behind the diamonds.

Magnetic field The map used as input for FLUKA is extracted from CMSSW. The latest version of the magnetic field (CMSSW version 5.01) is used. The version of the magnetic field used by all previous runs were based only on simulations, the newer version of the field incorporates findings from cosmic ray data. Especially in the forward regions the newer model is more realistic. The field definition is, like the geometry, symmetric in $\phi$ and ranges in Z from 0 to 1600 cm and in R from 0 to 900 cm. The data is available in resolution of 2.5 cm bins.
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6.3. Normalization

The output of the FLUKA simulation is always normalized per primary particle, in case of the CMS simulation: per primary proton-proton collision. Results should be normalized either to values per unit time at a given instantaneous luminosity, or normalized to a integrated luminosity. This is done by multiplying with the number of inelastic collisions which are calculated for a given luminosity by:

$$\text{#collisions} = \sigma_{\text{inelastic}} \times \text{luminosity}.$$  

The luminosity can be either an integrated value giving a total number if collisions, or instantaneous giving a collision rate, usually per second. The inelastic collision cross section $\sigma_{\text{inelastic}}$ used for the simulated beam energies are:

- 3.5 TeV beam energy: $\sigma_{\text{inelastic}} = 73.5\ \text{mb}$
- 4.0 TeV beam energy: $\sigma_{\text{inelastic}} = 74.7\ \text{mb}$
- 7.0 TeV beam energy: $\sigma_{\text{inelastic}} = 80\ \text{mb}$

The $\sigma_{\text{inelastic}}$ value for 3.5 TeV and 4.0 TeV was measured by the TOTEM collaboration [TOT11, TOT12]. For 7.0 TeV no measurements exit yet. The numbers for $\sigma_{\text{inelastic}}$ predicted by various Monte Carlo event generators range from $\sim75\ \text{mb}$ to $\sim90\ \text{mb}$ [Bel13]. One generator that was tuned to results from LHC is the EPOSLHC [Pie13]. This generator should give a reliable number and predicts 79.95 mb for 7 TeV beam energy.

Given the statistical precision of the simulation and the systematical errors due to the coarse geometry description a precise value for $\sigma_{\text{inelastic}}$ down to the 1 % level is not necessary and the used values are well justified.

6.4. Simulation of proton proton collisions in CMS

Previously published simulation results of radiation environments in CMS are available for the nominal LHC configuration, or at injection energy. For this work simulations were performed with parameters matching the 2011 and the 2012 LHC running conditions. For the 2011 simulation using 3.5 TeV beam energy the CASTOR detector was included in the simulation. For the 2012 simulation using 4.0 TeV beam energy CASTOR was deactivated by setting the material definition of the CASTOR volume to air. A simulation run is also performed with 7.0 TeV beam energy used by various sub-detector groups for the prediction of their detectors after long shutdown 1. The geometry used for this is the nominal geometry described above and the results are only valid in the limitations that no major modifications are done.

Further details of the FLUKA parameters are listed below:

- The set of defaults was applied by using the option PRECISION in the DEFAULTS card.
- Primary proton-proton events are generated by the SPECSOUR card which invokes DPMJET-III [Roe00].
- The cutoff for Neutrons is 0.01 meV. This is the lowest energy handled by the low energy neutron library.
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- The cutoff for charged hadrons is 1 keV.
- The cutoff for electrons is mostly 30 keV, and for photons 3 keV. In some regions with high density material they are higher to avoid too high CPU load.

The main scoring used is a USERBIN scoring with cylindrical coordinates over the whole cavern with a 2 cm resolution in Z and in R. There is only one bin in \( \phi \). A splitting over the \( \phi \) angle is not necessary since the geometry is symmetric. The particle types and groups scored are: All particles, all charged particles, neutral hadrons, charged hadrons, charged hadrons with E > 20 MeV, neutrons, neutrons with E > 20 MeV, protons, photons, electrons, charged pions, dose, non ionizing energy loss, silicon 1 MeV neutron equivalent, number of inelastic interactions.

The R/Z distribution of all the particle flux over the whole cavern, normalized per cm\(^2\) per second at nominal luminosity (10\(^{34}\) cm\(^{-2}\) s\(^{-1}\)), is shown in figure 6.9. Figure 6.9(a) shows the results from the 2011 run, figure 6.9(b) shows the results from the 2012 run. The increase in particle flux on the positive Z axis of the 2011 run is clearly visible. Particles hitting the CASTOR detector produce many secondary particles that can leak out of the forward shielding and flood the cavern.

6.4.1. Online availability of simulation results

Results of the FLUKA simulation runs are of interest to the whole CMS collaboration. Flux maps obtained in the simulations are made available online. A online plotting tool was developed which enables the user to create customized plots. The aim was to create a plotting software that works similar to the FLUKA internal plotting, so only the FLUKA result files have to be uploaded. USRBIN (2D flux maps) results of any FLUKA simulation can be uploaded, and made available, although it is optimized for LHC proton-proton collisions, as the normalization to a certain luminosity (as presented in section 6.3) is calculated. The website is hosted on CERN’s AFS services and uses python 2.4.3 to process the data and matplotlib 0.99.1.1 to create a plot.

The Radiation Simulation online Plotting tool (RSP) is available under:

www.cern.ch/cms-fluxmap

The selection of the plot parameters are done in four steps:

1. The simulation run is selected. All results are grouped in the runs with which they were obtained. Different beam energies, geometry variations, or special runs, like activation simulations, can be configured.

2. One of the USRBINs of the simulation run can be selected. Usually the different particle types are chosen here, but also different kinds of available binning can be selected.

3. The plot parameters are chosen. Figure 6.10 shows a screenshot of this step. The options are to select the plot range, rebinning, color scale options, and the plot normalization to a certain instantaneous or integrated luminosity.

4. A 1-D projection plot can be created based on the 2-D plot created in the previous step. Also a data value of a single point can be displayed, or the full data set shown in the plot can be downloaded as textfile.
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Figure 6.9.: Particle Flux of all particles for nominal luminosity.
Figure 6.10.: The Radiation Simulation online Plotting tool (RSP). After selecting the simulation run, and the generalized particle type to plot (Here: “All Particles” of the proton-proton simulation of CMS at 7 TeV beam energy) the user can select the plot range, normalization to a instantaneous luminosity and the limits of the color scale.
Due to the large amount of fluence data produced in the scope of this thesis it cannot all be plotted here, but all results useful for the CMS collaboration is made available via the RSP online tool.

The website and the uploaded FLUKA results are highly appreciated by the CMS collaboration. In the first 8 months since it went online in March 2013 there were about 600 unique users from 24 different countries, more than 10000 hits and almost 1 GB worth of plots downloaded.

### 6.4.2. Radiation environment at locations of the BCML detectors

The energy spectra of various different generalized particle types at the locations of the BCML detectors were recorded for the 2011 and the 2012 simulation run. The results for the 2011 simulation are presented. They give the most information, as CASTOR was installed in this simulation run. The spectra for each location, comparing the different particle types, are shown in figure 6.11. The flux is normalized per second at nominal luminosity. The “all particles” spectra is recorded as generalized particle type itself, showing that there is not a type of particle, which is missed in the scoring of the single particle types. The neutrons below 20 MeV are not added to the “all particle” scoring, since they have a different binning and cannot be summed with other particles.

The BCM2 spectra at the inner location are similar compared between the +Z end (figure 6.11(a)), and the -Z end (figure 6.11(b)). It has a peak in the high energetic regime around 100 GeV, which is mostly due to direct collision product. The main components are pions and photons. Neutrons and protons peak as well, but they are about one order of magnitude lower in flux. In the spectra of the BCM2 outer location this high energetic peak is suppressed, since the outer detectors are shielded from the interaction point by the HF detector. Below 1 GeV the spectrum consists mostly of electrons and photons generated in electro-magnetic particles originating mostly in the beam pipe elements in front of CMS. The most prominent difference between BCM2 on the -Z and the +Z end, seen in the inner and the outer detectors, is the neutron flux below 1 GeV. The neutron spectrum peaks between 100 keV and 1 MeV in all BCM2 regions. On the -Z end however the neutron peak is roughly two orders of magnitude higher. The only difference between -Z and +Z is the presence of the CASTOR detector on the -Z end. High energetic particles hitting CASTOR create spallation neutrons which reflect back into BCM2.

The high energetic peak of collision products in the BCM1L spectrum is around 10 GeV, which consists, like in BCM2, of mostly photons and pions. The difference in energy of this peak between BCM2 and BCM1L can be explained by the difference in $\eta$ range. BCM1L is at about $\eta \approx 4.3$, and BCM2 is at about $\eta \approx 6.3$. The absolute momentum of a particle $|p|$ in high energy collisions is related to the $\eta$ by:

$$|p| = p_T \cosh \eta$$

A particle at $\eta = 6.3$ has about 7.5 higher energy than a particle with the same transversal momentum at $\eta = 4.3$. The two high energetic peak in BCM1L and BCM2 are formed by particles of roughly the same transversal momentum, just with a different forward boost.

Figure 6.12 compares directly the different locations for neutrons, photons and charged particles separately. The neutron spectra (figure 6.12(a)) show clearly the increase on -Z compared to +Z due to the CASTOR effect. The BCM2 inner detectors have slightly more thermal neutrons (below 1 eV). The charge particle spectra (figure 6.12(b)) is almost the same comparing BCM2 on -Z (with CASTOR) and +Z (without CASTOR). Only at rather
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Figure 6.11.: Particle energy spectra at the BCML locations at 3.5 TeV beam energy. The data is normalized to the flux per second at nominal luminosity. For each detector location, the spectra of the different particle types are grouped together to show the composition of the radiation environment. Neutrons below 20 MeV are not included in the “all particle” flux due to a different binning structure.
Figure 6.12.: Particle energy spectra at the BCML locations at 3.5 TeV beam energy. The data is normalized to the flux per second at nominal luminosity. The spectra of each particle location are grouped in one plot for different particle types to show the difference in radiation environment between the different locations.
low energies (below $\sim 10 \text{ MeV}$) a slightly higher charged particle flux is visible. As the signal generated in the detectors is mostly due to charged particles, no significant difference is expected between $+Z$ and $-Z$ (for exact numbers see section 6.4.2).

### Expected detector signal

The expected detector signal for a given luminosity is calculated by scoring the total energy deposition $Q_{\text{ind}}$ in the diamond. Using the average ionization energy of 13 eV the number of electron hole pairs or the charge per second can be estimated.

$$\text{Signal}[A] = \frac{Q_{\text{ind}}[\text{eV}]}{13 \text{ eV}} \times e[C] \times \#\text{collisions}[s^{-1}] \times \text{CCE},$$

(6.7)

with $e$ being the elementary charge. A CCE of 40\% is assumed, which is a realistic number for pCVD diamond detectors of the used quality. Table 6.1 shows the results of the expected detector response at nominal luminosity for the 2011, 2012 and nominal scenarios.

### Radiation damage prediction

In the previous study by S. Müller [Müll11], the displacement per atom (DPA) scoring was used to predict the lifetime of the BCM2 system. This study was only performed for 7 TeV beam energy without the CASTOR detector present. It was assumed that the early LHC period at intermediate beam energies and the presence of CASTOR would not significantly contribute to the radiation damage of the diamond detectors.

The prediction of the number of displacements does not directly reveal the radiation damage in terms of reduced detector performance. The DPA is however a scaling method that allows any particle to be weighted to reflect its damage potential compared to a reference particle type. The mixed field particle flux at the BCML detector locations can be converted to the 24 GeV proton equivalent as described in section 6.1.4.

In the newly performed simulation runs, new results for DPA scorings are obtained for the 2011, 2012 and nominal conditions. The results of the equivalent fluence per fb$^{-1}$ of integrated luminosity is shown in table 6.2. The equivalent fluence can be compared with irradiation studies to predict the detector performance after a certain amount of integrated luminosity.

### 6.4.3. Radiation damage to silicon detectors and comparison with measurements

One available benchmark of the CMS simulation is the comparison of the predicted radiation damage to the silicon detectors in CMS, and the measurement of their bulk leakage, which increases with the amount of radiation damage. In several subdetectors of CMS, silicon
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Detector</th>
<th>24 GeV prot.-eq. 2011 [cm$^{-2}$/fb$^{-1}$]</th>
<th>24 GeV prot.-eq. 2012 [cm$^{-2}$/fb$^{-1}$]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BCM1L</td>
<td>$3.39 \times 10^{12} \pm 4.13 \times 10^{11}$ (12.2 %)</td>
<td>$3.58 \times 10^{12} \pm 3.06 \times 10^{11}$ (8.6 %)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCM2 inner -Z</td>
<td>$2.59 \times 10^{14} \pm 5.27 \times 10^{12}$ (2.0 %)</td>
<td>$1.05 \times 10^{13} \pm 5.10 \times 10^{11}$ (4.9 %)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCM2 inner +Z</td>
<td>$9.03 \times 10^{12} \pm 5.52 \times 10^{11}$ (6.1 %)</td>
<td>$1.00 \times 10^{13} \pm 5.10 \times 10^{11}$ (5.1 %)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCM2 outer -Z</td>
<td>$1.94 \times 10^{14} \pm 2.52 \times 10^{12}$ (1.3 %)</td>
<td>$4.68 \times 10^{12} \pm 1.52 \times 10^{11}$ (3.2 %)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCM2 outer +Z</td>
<td>$3.83 \times 10^{12} \pm 1.82 \times 10^{11}$ (4.7 %)</td>
<td>$4.49 \times 10^{12} \pm 1.48 \times 10^{11}$ (3.3 %)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.2.: Equivalent fluence of 24 GeV protons at the locations of the BCML detectors for an integrated luminosity of 1 fb$^{-1}$ calculated by scoring the DPA in the diamond and rescaling to the DPA of 24 GeV protons. The given error is the statistical uncertainty of the simulation.

Figure 6.13.: Simulated 1 MeV neutron equivalent in the Tracker and Ecal region for 7 TeV beam energy normalized to 3000 fb$^{-1}$.

detectors are used. FLUKA simulations are used to predict the radiation damage to the silicon detectors by compiling the 1 MeV-n-eq (see section 6.1.4) fluence. The 1 MeV-n-eq was scored in a USRBIN scoring over the whole of CMS. Figure 6.13 shows the result of this scoring over the area of the Tracker and the ECAL.

The simulated 1 MeV-n-eq fluence predicts the fluence for a given luminosity. For the prediction of leakage current in silicon detectors, the irradiation profile is calculated from the FLUKA results with the actual luminosity profile. The temperature of the sensors also has to be taken into account, to properly account for the annealing effects.

Figure 6.14 shows an example, where these results were used to predict the leakage current due to radiation damage in the preshower detector [Barn13]. The preshower geometry was updated in the scope of the upgrades to the CMS geometry presented in this thesis. predicted leakage current matches well measured data.

A second example is the leakage current in the silicon strip tracker. In figure 6.15 the measured leakage current is plotted as function of simulated fluence for modules located at different radii [Bart13]. The modules more distant have a lower leakage current, and a lower fluence value. The linear correlation shows that the FLUKA simulation relates well to the inflicted radiation damage.
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Figure 7. Volume leakage current measured as a function of the distance from the beam, after an integrated luminosity of $6.17\, \text{fb}^{-1}$. The solid line indicates the expected values based on FLUKA simulations and calculations of the Hamburg model for $0^\circ\text{C}$. The measurements were carried out at $18.9^\circ\text{C}$, but the data are converted to the equivalent currents at $0^\circ\text{C}$. Points far from the line are due to sensors with excess surface currents.

The total integrated luminosity for 2010 and 2011 was $6.17\, \text{fb}^{-1}$. It includes the luminosity taken outside stable beam conditions, which is not included in the luminosity calculated for physics, since the associated radiation also damages the silicon. This contribution corresponds to about $0.31\, \text{fb}^{-1}$.

Figure 7 shows the current per unit volume of silicon at $0^\circ\text{C}$, as a function of distance from the beam line, after an integrated luminosity of $6.17\, \text{fb}^{-1}$. The solid line represents the results of the FLUKA simulation and Hamburg model calculations described above. The sensor volume used for the normalization is the product of the active surface and the thickness, which is $1.19\, \text{cm}^3$.

Most of the data are grouped in a band that is highly correlated with the curve for the calculated currents. There are about 100 sensors with a current higher than expected. These sensors had large currents that were provoked by radiation from pp collisions but at a fluence or dose that was well below either that expected for bulk damage or known effects from surface damage. The properties of these anomalous currents were studied and it was concluded that the effect was surface related, most likely a charging-up of the oxide layer near the oxide-silicon interface. Neither the temperature nor voltage dependence of these currents behaved like bulk damage; it was thus felt that these sensors should not be included in the bulk damage study reported here.

Figure 6.14.: Measured leakage current in the Preshower silicon detectors together with predictions based in the FLUKA simulated 1 MeV-n-eq.[Barn13]

Figure 6.15.: The measured leakage current as function of simulated fluence for modules located at different radii. A linear correlation is found between the leakage current and the simulated fluence.[Bart13]
6.5. Activation of material during one fill.

Usually the signal contribution due to radioactive decay of material surrounding detectors used in CMS is negligible. During a fill very short-lived nuclei could accumulate and contribute to the measured signal. It was shown that this activation partially explains the afterglow effect measured in the BCM1F detectors [Mü11]. As the buildup of radioactivity during a fill would lead to an increased signal towards the end of a fill, the signal contribution due to activation was simulated. The used FLUKA configuration is summarized here:

- A beam energy of 4 TeV was used. An instantaneous luminosity of $5 \times 10^{33} \text{ cm}^{-2}\text{s}^{-1}$ was assumed, which corresponds to $3.75 \times 10^8$ collisions per second. A collision time of 10 hours was used. This configuration was used as an approximation of a typical fill of 2012.

- The electro-magnetic cascades were deactivated for prompt radiation (direct collision products), for decay products the usual cut-offs were used. This is the standard approach for activation simulations.

- All scorings were done at the following times after the start of the fill: 1 minute, 2 hours, 4 hours, 6 hours, 8 hours, 10 hours (end of fill). Additionally at times after the fill: 1 second, 5 seconds, 10 seconds.

- At any of these scoring times the energy deposition per second was scored for all BCML detectors. Additionally a map of the activity (in Bq/m$^3$) and the charged particle flux was recorded with low granularity in the whole cavern and with high resolution below 1 m radius.

Figure 6.16 shows the specific activity and the flux of charged particles per second due to decay radiation after 10 hours of luminosity and 10 seconds after the end of the fill. Only the parts at low radius are shown as the activation happens mostly there. The activity mostly accumulates at heavy parts, like the calorimeters and the shielding, but also at the beam pipe. The charged particles flux can be used to estimate detector hits due to activation is any detector in CMS. After 10 seconds of cool down the activation is noticeably reduced. It is very significant at the beryllium part of the central beam pipe, where the activation is almost gone after 10 seconds. The high flux of charged particles around the central beam pipe, where also BCM1L is located, is much reduced.

Figure 6.17 shows the simulated signal due to activation in the BCML detectors during and shortly after the fill. Most of the activation is already built up in the first minutes. A slow increase is observed over the whole fill. This is probably not happening in reality, as a constant luminosity is simulated, but in reality the luminosity decreases with time. The saturation value for the activation induced signal is about 20 pA for the detectors at the BCM2 inner and the BCM1L locations, but only about 2 pA for detectors at the BCM2 outer location. This is much lower than the signal due to prompt radiation, which is of the order of several hundred nA. The signal disappears quickly after the fill. After 10 seconds the signal is reduced to about one third.

6.6. Effects on beam background due to new beam pipe design.

During Long Shutdown 1 a new central beam pipe is being installed in CMS. The radius of the cylindrical part is reduced from 2.9 cm to 2.2 cm. This will allow the redesign of the
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Figure 6.16.: Simulated activation build up during a typical LHC fill. The specific activity in Bq/m³ and the charged particle flux due to radioactivity is shown after 10 hours of luminosity and 10 seconds after the luminosity stopped.
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Pixel detector with an inner layer at a smaller radius, in order to achieve a better spacial resolution of the CMS Tracker. A major concern was that the new beam pipe design and the pixel detector at a different radius would increase the particle rates in the pixel due to machine induced background. This would lead to higher numbers of so called PKAM, where background particles traverse the detector in parallel to its plane leaving huge number of hits. These events take a long time to read out, which leads to an increase of dead time for the CMS data taking. A comparison simulation study was performed with the original beam pipe and two possible upgrade designs. The study was based on the FLUKA geometry used in [Müll11]. Figure 6.18 shows the differences in the geometry for the old and the new beam pipe design. The cylindrical beryllium part was reduced in radius, as well as the first pixel layer represented by a sheet of silicon. The conical part kept its opening angle, but due to the smaller cylindrical part the transition between cylinder and cone is at a different Z position. A collar used to connect the beryllium with the stainless steel was removed as this is not part of the new beam pipe. The material in the conical part changed from stainless steel to AlBeMet (aluminum-beryllium-alloy) in one upgrade design, or aluminum in the second design.

The machine induced background for inelastic beam gas, elastic beam gas and beam halo was simulated using a SixTrack simulation of the LHC and the MARS code to simulate the particle showers in the long straight section of CMS [Mok09]. All particles hitting the interface plane at 22.6 m away from the interaction point are recorded to file with all their relevant properties. This list of particles is used as input for the FLUKA simulation. The particles are propagated through the CMS geometry and the effects on CMS can be studied.

The relevant scoring parameters are the charged particles, as they create hits in the Pixel detector. Figure 6.19 shows the flux of electrons for the old beam pipe, the new geometry with a AlBeMet cone and the new geometry with the aluminum cone. The flux rates for only one beam is shown. The beam travels from the right side to the left and hence also the background particles. In figure 6.19(a) with the old geometry one can see that in the conical section of the beam pipe many electrons are created. The inner most layer of the Pixel is in the shadow.
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Figure 6.18.: Two versions of the beam pipe as implemented in FLUKA. The upgrade model shown in figure (b) was simulated in two version: one with AlBeMet as material for the conical part, and one with aluminum. This model is a simplification of the actually built beam pipe, which has beryllium up to 2 m in Z.

of this conical part and therefore exposed to a high number of electrons. Figures 6.19(b) and 6.19(c) show the results for the two new beam pipe designs. The electron flux is much reduced in both cases due to the lighter material used for the conical part. Figure 6.19(d) shows the difference between the old model and the AlBeMet model. The red area shows where the flux is higher in the old model, the blue area shows where the new model has a higher flux. The highest difference is around 3-5 cm in R, where the inner Pixel layer is located. An increase in electron flux is visible at the radius of the new beam pipe. In the old simulation there was no material at this radius and therefore also no particle shower.
Figure 6.19.: The background particle flux in the pixel detector is mostly due to electrons created in electro-magnetic particle shower at the conical part of the central beam pipe. Figure (a) shows the electron flux due to beam background with the old stainless steel beam pipe. Figure (b) shows the same simulation where the new geometry with an AlBeMet beam pipe is used. Figure (c) shows the same results with an aluminum beam pipe. Figure (d) shows the relative difference between the old beam pipe and the new AlBeMet beam pipe.
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![Graphs showing electron, charged hadron, and neutral hadron fluxes at Z = 0.](image)

Figure 6.20.: Particle flux of electrons, charged hadrons and neutral hadrons due to machine induced background at Z = 0 as function of R. Results for simulations with old beam pipe and new beam pipe in AlBeMet and aluminum are shown. The position in R of the old and the new beam pipe, as well as the position of the old and the new inner most pixel layer is shown. The aluminum and the AlBeMet beam pipes generally show comparable results. The change from the old to the new geometry reduce the electron flux significantly between ∼3 cm and ∼6 cm. Only at about 2 cm radius a slight increase is observed with the new geometry, as no material is present in the old geometry at such low radius. The charged hadron fluence does not change above ∼3 cm. Only an increase is observed below 3 cm, which is not relevant as no detectors are installed at these radii. Comparing the flux at the old and the new position of the inner most pixel layer an increase in charged hadron flux is expected. As the hadronic flux is much lower than the electron flux, which is significantly reduced, this increase does not pose a problem. No difference in neutral hadron flux is observed with any geometry version.
Figure 6.21.: Particle flux of electrons, charged hadrons and neutral hadrons due to machine induced background as function of $Z$ at a radius which corresponds to the location of the inner most pixel layer (4.13 cm in the old geometry, 2.98 cm in the new geometry). Results for simulations with old beam pipe and new beam pipe, either in AlBeMet or in aluminum, are shown. The particle beam travels from positive $Z$ to negative $Z$. The neutral and the charged hadronic fluence shows an increase by factor $\sim 2$ due to the decrease of position in $R$. The electron flux is decreased significantly, which is more dominant than the increase in hadronic flux. Inside the pixel detector volume (at $Z=0$) an increase in electron flux (from right to left) is observed, which is more dominant with the new beam pipe geometry. More high energetic particles interact inside the pixel and more electrons are created. The resulting flux is still lower than with the original geometry design.
Chapter 7.

Studies of Radiation Damage to the installed BCM Diamonds

The radiation hardness is one of the key arguments for the usage of diamond detectors. The performance of the BCML sensors in an intense radiation field is analyzed and presented in this chapter. It is one of the first hands on experiences with diamond detectors in a damaging environment and high particle rates. The change in signal efficiency is analyzed and compared with expectations, and the implications for the operation are shown. Polarization, the origin of the signal decrease, is analyzed in laboratory measurements.

7.1. Radiation damage of diamond

Diamond detectors are usually considered more radiation hard than silicon detectors. Diamond has, in comparison to silicon, a higher displacement energy, which is the amount of energy needed to kick an atom out of its position, making the production of a defect less likely. Secondly, carbon has a lighter nucleus than silicon. Carbon disintegrates under irradiation mostly into α-particles and light nuclei, while fragments of silicon are quite heavy, mostly it disintegrates into manganese, aluminum, sodium and neon. These heavy secondary nuclei are quite damaging and responsible for most of the produced defects [Boe09]. These considerations only take the production of defects into account. The performance of a detector under irradiation is also influenced by the other effects like radiation hardness of the contacts or electric field effects.

Radiation damage to diamond detectors has been studied extensively by various people including the RD42 collaboration [RD42, RD42a, Kag10]. An overview of the expected performance under irradiation will be given here.

7.1.1. Charge trapping

Under irradiation, the mean free path (MFP) of the charge carriers decrease, as more traps are generated inside the diamond, which leads to an increased charge trapping.

The number of defects $N$ increases linearly with the fluence $\Phi$: 

$$N(\Phi) = N_0 + k_N \times \Phi$$

(7.1)

where $k_N$ is a constant defining the number of traps generated per unit of fluence and $N_0$ the number of defects in the un-irradiated diamond.

The trapping time $\tau$ is inversely proportional to the number of defects $N$ in the lattice:

$$\tau \sim \frac{1}{N}$$

(7.2)
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By combining equations 7.1 and 7.2 one obtains:

\[
\frac{1}{\tau(\Phi)} = \frac{1}{\tau_0} + k_t \times \Phi, \tag{7.3}
\]

where \(k_t\) is a constant combining the proportionality of equation 7.2 and \(k_N\), \(\tau_0\) is the trapping time in the un-irradiated sensor.

The MFP can be expressed as a function of the drift velocity \(v_{\text{drift}}\) and the trapping time \(\tau\):

\[
MFP = v_{\text{drift}} \times \tau \tag{7.4}
\]

If one assumes a constant drift velocity, equations 7.4 and 7.2 can be combined:

\[
\frac{1}{MFP(\Phi)} = \frac{1}{\tau_0 \times v_{\text{drift}}} + \frac{k_t}{v_{\text{drift}}} \times \Phi \tag{7.5}
\]

By combining \(k_t\) and \(v_{\text{drift}}\) into one final damage constant \(k\) one obtains:

\[
\frac{1}{MFP(\Phi)} = \frac{1}{MFP_0} + k \times \Phi \tag{7.6}
\]

Equation 7.6 is the commonly used parameterization for the radiation damage in diamond. The constant \(k\) depends on the impinging particle type and energy.

The MFP is not a parameter which can be measured directly. Usually the CCD is measured, which can be converted to a MFP using equation 3.5. If the MFP is smaller than the thickness of the diamond equation 7.6 can be rewritten using only the CCD:

\[
\frac{1}{CCD(\Phi)} = \frac{1}{CCD_0} + k \times \Phi \tag{7.7}
\]

In figure 7.1 the theoretical decay curves are calculated for a 400 \(\mu m\) thick diamond with an initial CCD of 200 \(\mu m\) and 400 \(\mu m\). The simplified equation 7.7 is plotted in comparison with the more correct parameterization of the MFP using equation 7.6. The MFP is converted to the CCD for the given detector thickness. The legend gives the initial value of CCD or MFP depending on the used model. The MFP value is calculated for one charge carrier type and the same behavior for both charge carriers is assumed. The CCD includes the drift length of both charge carrier types and is therefore twice as big as the MFP for an infinitely thick detector. An initial CCD of 200 \(\mu m\) corresponds to an initial MFP of about 156 \(\mu m\). Both curves are almost identical, hence the simplified CCD model is well justified for detectors with an initial CCD of half the detector thickness, like pCVD diamonds (CCE ≈ 50 %). For an initial CCD of almost the thickness of the detector (here 400 \(\mu m\)) a MFP much higher than the thickness has be assumed to obtain an equivalent CCD. The exact initial MFP is not relevant as long as it is significantly bigger than the thickness, here 10000 \(\mu m\) is used. The MFP model shows a slightly flatter decrease than the CCD model. The highest difference is about 10 %, visible around a fluence of \(5 \times 10^{15} \text{cm}^{-2}\). Therefore even for a good sCVD detector, with an initial CCE of almost 100 %, the difference of the simplified CCD model is negligible, given the usual uncertainties of measurements in test beam irradiations.

Irradiation studies of pCVD and sCVD diamonds have been performed by the RD42 collaboration. The measured CCD after various irradiation steps with 24 GeV protons is shown in figure 7.2 where a k factor of \(0.7 \times 10^{-18} \text{cm}^2 \mu m^{-1}\) was measured.
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Figure 7.1.: Calculated decrease of charge collection distance (CCD) in a 400 µm thick diamond detector for different initial CCD. The simplified parameterization describing an hyperbolic decrease of the CCD is compared with the more correct model calculating a hyperbolic decrease of the mean free path (MFP) and converting it to a CCD value for the given thickness. Both models are similar for an initial CCD of 200 µm. For an initial CCD of 400 µm the MFP model predict a about 10% higher value than the CCD model, but both curves are fairly similar.

Figure 7.2.: Damage curve measured by the RD42 collaboration for irradiations of diamond with 24 GeV protons. The sCVD data is shifted to the left by $3.8 \times 10^{15}$ p/cm$^2$. With this shift the data of the sCVD and the data of the pCVD lie on the same damage curve. Equation 7.7 is fitted to the data. The obtained damage constant is $k = 0.7 \times 10^{-18}$ cm$^2$µm$^{-1}$. 

---

$\text{Diamond damage curves} \quad k = 0.7 \times 10^{-18} \text{ cm}^2\text{µm}^{-1}, d = 400 \text{ µm}$
7.1.2. Polarization

Fixed space charge inside the diamond bulk deforms the electric field. This process is called “polarization”. Space charge is created, if charge carriers are trapped at local defects, which can occur inside the whole diamond bulk, or in the interface between diamond and metal electrode. For the explanation of the electric field effect a homogeneous trapping in the bulk is assumed.

The polarization effect is schematically explained in figure 7.3. Ionizing particles traversing the detector create electron hole pairs, which are separated by the electric field. The two types charge carriers drift along the electric field in opposite directions, which is the normal detection mechanism. Holes drift towards the cathode, which results in the highest hole density close to the cathode, and electrons drift towards the anode, which results in the highest electron density at the anode. The amount of trapped charge is proportional to the charge carrier density and hence the holes accumulate at the cathode and the electrons at the
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The electric field, formed by the trapped charge, counteracts the applied electric field, leading to an reduced field in the center of the diamond bulk. Since anode and cathode are connected to a current source they will charge up more due to electrostatic induction. The externally applied HV is conserved and so is the integral over the electric field. The reduction of the electric field in the center of the bulk is compensated by an increase in electric field close to the electrodes, shown in figure 7.3(b). The actual shape of the electric field is defined by the distribution of space charge, which itself depends on the type and distribution of traps, the trapping and de-trapping times, and the rate at which charge carriers are created.

A reduced electric field is usually not a problem as long as the field is high enough to ensure the drift of the charge carriers. CCE measurements of un-irradiated diamonds have shown full charge collection even below 0.2 V/µm. Only when the electric field is almost zero the charge drift is not ensured. A reduction in signal strength occurs, if regions of almost no field are created. Therefore, polarization leads a reduction of the size of the active detector volume.

If polarization is the reason for the decrease of signal strength one can apply different techniques to reduce or even overcome the polarization:

1. **Increase HV**: If the HV is doubled the amount of trapped charge needed to form the same electric distribution is also doubled. With infinite HV reserves the signal could theoretically be completely recovered. In a given stable situation, where the diamond is strongly polarized, the signal output almost doubles, if the HV is doubled.

2. **Alternating HV**: If the HV changes polarity, the charge carriers change their direction of drift and they are trapped on the opposite side of the diamond bulk. If the traps are distributed homogeneously the distribution of the trapped charge will also be homogeneously. If the hole and the electron trapping are the same, they will compensate each other and no electric field deformation will happen. If the trapping for one charge carrier is more dominant a electric field deformation will still occur. However, field free regions cannot occur even in this case, since the whole bulk is charged up. Field free regions have a constant electric field, which requires the region to be free of charge.

   The frequency at which the HV has to be flipped depends on the rate the charge is introduced into the diamond. During a measurement using a radioactive source (e.g. for CCD measurements) a frequency of about 0.1 Hz can be sufficient. In high rate environments, switching frequencies of several Hz might be necessary.

3. **Depolarization with light**: As wide band gap material, diamond is insensitive to visible light. Only UV light has enough energy to excite diamond. Charge traps are levels inside the band gap and their distance to the valence or the conduction band is relatively small. Light that does not have enough energy to create ionization can still de-trap the charge and hence remove polarization. Applying light on the diamond removes polarization, but, depending on the particle environment, high amount of light might be needed to clear the polarization.

Polarization can exist in un-irradiated detectors due to charge traps created during growth process, or due to a bad contact between diamond and metal electrodes. A good quality diamond detector does not polarize prior to irradiation. Under irradiation, traps are created inside the bulk material, which can contribute to polarization. It is therefore a radiation damage effect, which may not contribute to the decrease of charge collection efficiency in weak particle field environments, but shows up in an intense radiation field.
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The strength of the polarization is influenced by many parameters: Number of traps in the diamond, type of traps, distribution of traps, trapping and de-trapping times, and the radiation environment. In a stable operating situation, a balance between trapping and de-trapping develops. The amount of trapping is defined by the amount of charge deposited in the diamond, hence the strength of the polarization and the strength of the signal is depending on the particle rate environment.

7.2. Simulation of polarization

7.2.1. Electric field calculations

To show in further detail how the electric field changes in a polarized diamond, a more detailed calculation is performed. A simple model is set up, where the strength of trapping and de-trapping is configured. A charge carrier density corresponding to the situation in a MIP environment is assumed to calculate the distribution of trapped charge and the electric field. For a given electric field a signal is calculated that an alpha particle would generate in such a detector. This can be compared to measurements using the transient current technique (TCT).

The calculation of the distribution of the fixed space charge is based on the following assumptions:

1. Calculations are done in one dimension through the diamond bulk. For correct normalization of the parameters a detector size of 1 $\mu$m$^2$ is assumed.

2. Electrons and holes are generated homogeneously inside the bulk. Due to the electric field they are separated, which means that the hole density is highest at the cathode and zero at the anode with a linear increase. For electrons its vice versa. The linear dependence can be motivated when a charge collection distance of almost the thickness of the diamond is assumed.

3. The trapping mechanism is not simulated. The relative amount of trapping for holes and electrons can be configured. Even for one charge carrier type the strength of the trapping can be varied over the location of the bulk, e.g. to configure a stronger trapping close to the electrodes. The configured number is arbitrary and regulates the fraction of the charge carriers adding to the trapped space charge.

4. Above an electric field of 0.01 V/$\mu$m charge carriers are separated by the electric field, below the induced charge can recombine. The diamond volume with electric field below 0.01 V/$\mu$m is considered inactive. Charge entering the inactive volume is considered as stopped and non existent.

5. Since polarization effects seem to be of a problem much before the CCD reduces significantly, it is assumed that the charge carriers drift through the whole active volume for the estimation of the detector efficiency. For the calculation of the TCT pulse at a later stage the trapping is included.

6. The charge build up is calculated iteratively. Every step an arbitrary number of charge induced and trapped. The amount of charge was chosen small enough to achieve a realistic development of the electric field.
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Electrons | Holes
---|---
$E_c [V/\mu m]$ | 0.578 | 0.570
$v_{sat} [\mu m/\mu s]$ (Pomorski) | 263 | 157
$v_{sat} [\mu m/\mu s]$ (sCVD_2011) | 225 | 132
$\beta$ | 0.42 | 0.81

Table 7.1.: Parameters for the parametrization of the drift velocity (equation 7.9). Two values for $v_{sat}$ are given. The measurement of M. Pomorski for unirradiated sCVD detectors [Pom08], and the measurements done with the irradiated sCVD_2011. $E_c$ and $\beta$ are also taken from Pomorski’s measurement.

7. A small fraction of charge is removed every step to simulate the de-trapping. The amount of the de-trapping is a free parameter in the calculation. It is necessary to include this in the simulation to avoid negative electric fields in asymmetric simulations (more trapping of one charge carrier type compared to the other), but reasonable amount of de-trapping does not affect the general outcome of the simulation.

Every iteration step the electric field $E$ is calculated by integrating over the space charge $\rho(x)$ (Gauss’s law):

$$E(x) = \frac{1}{\varepsilon_0 \varepsilon_r} \int \rho(x) \, dx,$$

(7.8)

where $\varepsilon_0$ is the vacuum permittivity and $\varepsilon_r$ the relative permittivity (for diamond $\varepsilon_r = 5.7$ is used). The integral over the electric field is conserved by the applied high voltage. A reduction in electric field due to polarization is compensated by additional charge on the electrodes, leading to an increase in electric field by a fixed amount. The field free regions are calculated from the electric field distribution. This is an input for the following iteration step, since the charge cannot drift in these regions.

7.2.2. Simulation of TCT pulses

Once the electric field distribution is calculated, a TCT pulse can be estimated. A model to transport charge through the diamond bulk was established.

The drift velocity $v_{drift}$ as function of the electric field is modeled by the Caughey-Thomas model [Cau67]:

$$v_{drift}(E) = v_{sat} \frac{E/E_c}{(1 + (E/E_c)^\beta)^{1/\beta}}$$

(7.9)

$v_{sat}$, $E_c$, and $\beta$ are the fit parameters of the model. The used parameters, shown in table 7.1, were taken partially from [Pom08], which is a good parameterization for an unirradiated diamond. Figure 7.4 shows the drift velocity as function of electric field. This parameterization is used to simulate the diamonds sCVD_test1 and sCVD_2012. In section 7.3.3 it will be shown that the mobility of the charge carriers in the sCVD_2011 is lower than the measurements performed with unirradiated detectors. The saturation velocity $v_{sat}$ was lowered for the curves to match the data. Unfortunately only two measurement points were available and hence a proper fit of the model was not possible. This modified parameters are used for the simulation of sCVD_2011.

Important for the signal shape at low fields is also the trapping. Since the trapping process is not modeled, the effects are estimated the following way: The measured CCD as function of HV (see chapter 7.7) was converted to MFP as function of the location in the diamond for
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Figure 7.4.: Drift velocity of electrons and holes as function of electric field. The solid lines are the parameterization taken from [Pom08]. For parameterization shown by the dashed lines the saturation velocity was reduced to match the measurements taken with the sCVD_2011 diamond (see section 7.8.3).

A given electric field distribution using equation 3.5. The amount of charge carriers decrease exponentially in case of a constant trapping probability. The MFP as material parameter is the distance where the charged is trapped by half its original amount. Hence the trapping can be calculated by:

$$\delta_f = e^{-x_{\text{step}}/MFP},$$  \hspace{1cm} (7.10)

where $x_{\text{step}}$ is the distance of the charge carrier drifted in the iteration step and $\delta_f$ the fraction of charge carriers that are still free after the iteration step. The used CCD measurement is from the sCVD_2011 after irradiation (figure 7.32(b)), as this diamond was used for TCT measurements and will be compared with the simulation. The trapping parameters can be easily adapted for any diamond.

Longitudinal diffusion is also relevant, especially for low field regions. The diffusion is described by Fick’s second law:

$$\frac{\partial c}{\partial t} = D \frac{\partial^2 c}{\partial x^2},$$  \hspace{1cm} (7.11)

where $c$ is the concentration along $x$ and $D$ the diffusion constant with a dimension of [length$^2$ time$^{-1}$]. For one step in time, the charge in every bin in $x$ is transported separately. The charge in one bin is considered to be distributed in a delta function. The solution of equation 7.11 for a delta function is a gaussian curve:

$$c(x, t) = \frac{Q}{\sqrt{4\pi Dt}} e^{-\frac{x^2}{4Dt}},$$  \hspace{1cm} (7.12)

where $Q$ is the total charge in the initial bin. The diffusion constant $D$ is calculated using the Einstein relation:

$$D = \mu k_B T/q,$$  \hspace{1cm} (7.13)

where $\mu$ is the mobility of the charge carriers, which is calculated from dividing the drift velocity by the electric field. $q$ is the charge of the particles, which is one, since the simulation
Figure 7.5.: Simulation of space charge, electric field and TCT pulse for an unpolarized detector (figures (a) to (c)), a slightly polarized detector (figures (d) to (f)), and a highly polarized detector, where the electric field is reduced to zero in the center of the bulk (figures (g) to (i)). The same amount of trapping for electrons and holes is assumed.
calculates in units of elementary charge. Unfortunately, it was not possible to match the simulation to the measurements, as a stronger longitudinal diffusion was observed. The diffusion constant had to be increased by a factor 30 to match the measurements. Most likely the difference is due to additional effects, which are not taken into account in this simulation, causing the charge cloud to disperse. One effect that could be responsible is the coulomb repulsion of charge carriers against each other.

The charge drift is converted to a TCT pulse, as it would be measured with the detector setup used for this thesis. The current is amplified by 50 dB and converted to a Voltage measured by the Oscilloscope at a 50 Ω input impedance. A low pass filter with 1 GHz cut-off frequency was applied to the signal to simulate the bandwidth limitation of the measurement system.

Figure 7.5 shows the result of an example simulation. $2 \times 10^6$ iteration steps were simulated. At three different steps the trapped charge and the electric field is plotted. Additionally a TCT pulse was simulated. Figures 7.5(a) to (c) show the situation of an unpolarized detector. There is no charge inside the bulk and the electric field is constant. The TCT pulse is almost a square pulse, only slightly decreasing due to charge trapping. In figures 7.5(d) to (f) the situation is shown, where the electric field is deformed, but no zero field region is created yet. The TCT pulse is deformed due to the low field in the center of the diamond and reveals a double peak. The second peak arises when the charge carriers drift through the high field region on the opposite side of the bulk. In figures 7.5(g) to (i) the results at the end of the simulation is shown. The electric field reached zero in the center of the bulk. The amount of electrons and holes trapped in the zero field region has to be the same, as this region also has to be free of net charge. The TCT pulse is now a single short spike, since the charge is stopped in the zero field region.

### 7.2.3. Simulated decrease of CCD with polarization buildup

If a diamond detector is operated polarization free, the decrease in CCD due to radiation damage is an effect of the trapping of charge carriers at local defects. In case of polarization buildup, the MFP is not significantly reduced, but, due to the polarization, field free regions are created. The reduction of CCD is therefore a result of reduction of effective detector thickness. The effective detector thickness is calculated for each iteration step of the electric field simulation. Figure 7.6 shows the decrease of the active region as function of iteration steps in the same example simulation as shown in figure 7.5. A hyperbolic fit equivalent to equation 7.7 was applied. The fit does not match the simulation well. The decrease of the simulated data is steeper in the beginning, but is more flat at the latter part, compared to the fit. The simulation was split into three parts and the hyperbolic fit was applied to the parts only, also shown in figure 7.6. The partial fits have lower residuals, but still the shape of the data is not well reproduced. The k factors obtained in the partial fits decrease with higher fluence. A hyperbolic decrease is of course not expected, as the effect responsible for the signal decrease is not described by the trapping model, which would suggest a hyperbolic decrease.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section 1</th>
<th>Section 2</th>
<th>Section 3</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CCD0 [µm]</td>
<td>441</td>
<td>334</td>
<td>258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k' [steps/µm]</td>
<td>$2.96 \times 10^{-9}$</td>
<td>$1.32 \times 10^{-9}$</td>
<td>$0.72 \times 10^{-9}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.2: Results of all hyperbolic fits shown in figure 7.6
Figure 7.6.: Fits to decrease of active detector volume due to polarization. A hyperbolic fit function is used, which does not describe the data well, indicating a decrease in k factors with stronger polarization. The change in k factors is shown by dividing the data in three parts and fitting the hyperbolic curve to these sections. The k factors decrease with higher fluence.
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Although diamond detectors should be very radiation hard and no significant degradation of the performance was expected in the first years of LHC operation [Mul11], the signal efficiency of the BCML detectors was monitored. This chapter analyzes and quantifies the decrease of the signal efficiency.

7.3.1. Normalization of data to instantaneous luminosity.

The particles hitting the diamond detectors are almost entirely collision products. The signal from beam background is negligibly small. The detector signal is therefore, to the first order, proportional to the instantaneous luminosity. The collision rates at LHC and hence the signal in the BCML detectors is not constant, but vary over the duration of a fill, as shown in section 5.1. To compare the detector efficiency over all fills the normalization is done the following way:

The data is analyzed on a fill by fill basis. The fills, selected by hand, should be long enough to cover a wide range of luminosity values, there should be no beam loss events giving rates above the normal beam background, and the data taking was checked to be valid for the whole fill. For every selected fill, the data from the BCML detectors is plotted with respect to the official CMS offline luminosity, measured by the HF detector. A linear fit is applied to the data and the expected detector signal at nominal luminosity (10^{34} \text{ cm}^{-2}\text{s}^{-1}) is extrapolated.

This method of normalization has certain errors:
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![Signal efficiency of BCML detectors](image)

(a) BCM2 inner

(b) BCM2 outer

Figure 7.8.: Signal of the BCM2 detectors, averaged per detector group, normalized to an instantaneous luminosity of $10^{34}$ cm$^{-2}$s$^{-1}$ as function of the integrated luminosity. The highest signal at zero integrated luminosity is measured by the BCM2 inner detectors. The highest radiation damage was observed on the BCM2 on the -Z end. Charged particles are numerous at the inner detectors give a high signal but since they are mostly electrons their damage potential is fairly low. The neutrons flux at BCM2 -Z is very high due to the CASTOR detector is responsible for the high radiation damage, but the signal from the neutrons is quite small.

- The error on the linear fit can be propagated to an error value on the extrapolated value. This error is comparably small.

- The linear fit has a certain offset value, which is not consistent with the linearity of the system. This offset, shown in figure 7.7(a) ranges between -1 nA and 7 nA and is much bigger than the noise values observed during inter-fill periods, which are negligibly small. This offset is a measure of the non linearity of the system. An error value to the extrapolated signal is calculated by constraining the linear fit to a zero offset and extrapolating to the same instantaneous luminosity, where the nominal luminosity of $10^{34}$ cm$^{-2}$s$^{-1}$ was chosen. This number is used as a worst case systematical error. This is the dominant error of about 10-20%. Figure 7.7(b) visualized how this error is calculated.

The total error on the normalized values for each analyzed fill is obtained from adding both error values in quadrature. The error value can differ significantly from fill to fill. Fills with low instantaneous luminosity have usually a higher error since the extrapolation to nominal luminosity extends over a wide range.

7.3.2. Observed decrease in signal strength.

Although there are 40 BCML channels, many detectors are placed in the same radiation environment due to the Φ symmetry of the CMS detector. The signal from all detectors within one group of the detectors in the same radiation environment is averaged. The five groups are: BCM1L, BCM2 inner +Z, BCM 2 inner -Z, BCM2 outer +Z, BCM2 outer -
Figure 7.9.: Signal of the BCM1L detectors, averaged per detector group, normalized to a instantaneous luminosity of $10^{34} \text{cm}^{-2}\text{s}^{-1}$ as function of the integrated luminosity. Only a very small decrease in signal was measured.

Figure 7.10.: Signal strength of BCM detectors relative to the signal of the unirradiated detectors as function of integrated luminosity for the 2011 running period.
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Z. BCM2 on -Z and +Z are placed in different radiation environment since the CASTOR detector was installed only on the negative end, giving rise to a higher neutron flux on the -Z end (see chapter 6.4.2).

For every analyzed fill the integrated luminosity over all previous fills is calculated from the CMS offline luminosity. The normalized signal strength for each fill is calculated as described in section 7.3.1 and plotted as function of the integrated luminosity. The data from 2011 for every detector group can be found in figure 7.8 and 7.9. Also plotted is a fit to the data using a hyperbolic function with an offset. This function qualitatively matches the decrease. A decrease in signal strength is visible in all detectors. It is most pronounced in BCM2 on the -Z end, for the inner and the outer detectors. The least decrease was observed in BCM1L.

The signal observed in the BCM2 inner detectors at zero integrated luminosity is very similar comparing the detectors on +Z and on -Z (see figure 7.8(a)). Both groups of detectors gave about 700 nA normalized detector current before the radiation damage effects started. The behavior as a function of integrated luminosity is different, since the detectors on -Z receive a much higher neutron flux due to the CASTOR detector mounted behind the BCM2 wheel. Neutrons have a very low interaction cross section and give therefore only a very low contribution to the signal. The signal of the BCM2 outer detectors is lower by roughly a factor of 40, since they are shielded from the IP by the hadron forward calorimeter (see chapter 6.4.2). Here the particles created by CASTOR give a significant signal compared to the low signal from the IP and a difference in BCM2 outer +Z and -Z is visible (figure 7.8(b)).

The relative change of the signal strength is plotted in figure 7.10 for all detector groups. For the definition of 100% signal strength the signal of the unirradiated detectors is used. As exact value the number from the fit at zero integrated luminosity is used, since the data points at the beginning have quite high errors. The relative change in signal strength is comparable between inner and outer detectors of BCM2, although the measured detector signal was significantly different.

The simulated neutron energy spectra are presented in figure 6.12(a). The amount of radiation damage is correlated with strength of the neutron fluence. The BCM2 detectors on -Z receive the highest neutron fluence, where also the highest damage is observed. While BCM2 on the +Z end receives an intermediate fluence and experiences an intermediate amount of damage, the BCM1L detectors receive the least amount of neutrons and experience the least amount of damage.

Comparison of 2011 and 2012 data

With the 2012 run the radiation environment changed at the BCML detector locations: The collision energy of the LHC increased from 7 TeV to 8 TeV, giving a slightly (about 10%) increased radiation field at all BCM detectors, for both signal and radiation damage. The CASTOR detector, which was the main source of damaging neutrons for BCM2 -Z, was removed. This resulted in a decrease of albedo neutrons in that location. The amount of radiation damage decreased significantly. Due to the small interaction cross-section of neutrons with the diamond detector the signal rates decreased only slightly due to this.

In order to compare the signal efficiencies of 2012 with 2011, the data has to be corrected. The results for the expected detector signal from the FLUKA simulations for the 2011 and the 2012 case presented in chapter 6.4.2, table 6.1 are used for this. The ratios of the results for both simulation runs give the correction factors to scale the 2012 data to the level of the 2011 data. The statistical error on the simulation gives an additional error on the data points.
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(a) Signal strength over 2011 and 2012 of the BCML detectors uncorrected for the change in radiation environment.

(b) Signal strength corrected for the change in radiation environment using FLUKA simulation results.

Figure 7.11.: Relative signal strength of BCM detectors as function of integrated luminosity for the 2011 and 2012 running period up to a total of 30 fb⁻¹. The change in radiation environment results in a change in signal compared to luminosity. The 2012 data corrected using FLUKA simulation results, and brought to the same level as the 2011 data. The hyperbolic fit to the data of BCM1L and BCM2 +Z tracks the decrease of the efficiencies of these detectors. The slope of the BCM2 detectors on the -Z end changed significantly. This is shown by extrapolating the 2011 fit to the full axis. A decrease is not measurable any more for BCM2 -Z.
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for 2012.

Figure 7.11(a) shows the uncorrected data of 2011 and 2012. In figure 7.11(b) the same data is shown, where the data from 2011 is not changed, but the data from 2012 was corrected to match the signal height to the 2011 data. In 2013 only heavy-ion collisions and proton-proton collisions at intermediate energy were done at the LHC and this data is not used.

The decrease of the signal efficiency continued in 2012 for BCM1L and BCM2 on +Z. The hyperbolic fit continues to track the decrease of the signal. The detectors of BCM2 -Z did not experience a decrease in signal over 2012. The fit to the 2011 data is extrapolated and does not agree with the data in 2012 any more. This is expected since the CASTOR detector was removed, and with it a significant source of damage. Although the radiation field in 2012 is now comparable between BCM2 on +Z and -Z, the decrease is different. BCM2 on -Z is already heavily damaged in 2011 and is now on the rather flat part of the hyperbolic curve, while BCM2 +Z is still on the steeper slope and therefore showing more degradation with the same amount of particle fluence.

The HV of the diamonds was 200V during the whole time, which corresponds to an electric field of about 0.5 V/µm. The signal can be recovered by increasing the HV, but this was not done since enough signal was still measured for the main purpose of the BCML detector. Also the risk of erratic dark currents increases with higher HV, which can lead to false beam aborts.

**Single crystal diamond**

At the same location as BCM2 inner on +Z a prototype single-crystalline CVD diamond (sCVD) was installed during 2011. This diamond has a different metallization than the pCVD, as explained in chapter 4.1. This diamond was replaced with a new sCVD diamond in the 2012 run. In figure 7.12 the measured detector current for both sCVD and the regular pCVD diamond installed at the same location is plotted, including the hyperbolic fit. The signal is normalized to the size of a detector with 1x1 cm² and 400 µm thickness. The initial signal of the sCVD detectors is significantly higher than the signal of the pCVD detector. One can see that the sCVD loses the signal faster than the pCVD. This is expected, since the relative increase in traps is higher in a sCVD compared with a pCVD, which already has many traps in an un-irradiated state and acts like a pre-damaged sCVD diamond. Therefore the pCVD decreases along the rather flat part of the hyperbolic curve.

As earlier mentioned, there is also a difference in the metallization between the pCVD diamond and the sCVD diamonds. The influence of the metallization on the signal loss, comparing two detectors with the same bulk material but different metallization, has not yet been quantified.

7.3.3. Radiation damage constant

The 24 GeV proton equivalent fluence was simulated with FLUKA for all BCML diamond location for 2011 and 2012 as shown in chapter 6.4.2 table 6.2. This can be used to scale the data to be a function of the equivalent fluence. The fluence is not the actual fluence of the mixed particle field, but the given fluence of 24 GeV protons creates the same radiation damage as the particle field the detector is placed in. A different scaling factor is applied for the 2011 and the 2012 data, as obtained with FLUKA.

The CCD of the detectors was measured prior to installation and the signal output can be scaled to a CCD using the signal of the un-irradiated sensor. An initial CCD of 200 µm is used for all detectors, which is a reasonable average for pCVD detectors of about 400 µm.
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Figure 7.12.: The measured detector current, normalized to detector size, of the two prototype single crystal diamond and a poly crystal diamond at the same location as function of integrated luminosity. The sCVD detectors show significantly more initial signal than the pCVD, but the sCVD signal decreases faster. Both plots show the same data, but the right plots has a logarithmic y-axis to better show the behavior at lower values.

thickness. The signal efficiency is then multiplied with the initial CCD to obtain the the CCD values during the irradiation process.

Scaling the data in this way, it can be visualized as CCD(Φ). This makes it possible to directly compare the curves with the decay curves expected from testbeam irradiations. Since the equivalent fluence is normalized to 24 GeV protons, the decrease should be the same as the decrease measured in irradiations with 24 GeV protons.

According to studies by RD42, the decrease in CCD as function of fluence is the same for all types of diamond, only the initial CCD differs between a pCVD and a sCVD diamond. The radiation damage constant k of the hyperbolic fit for a given type of impinging particle and energy is always the same for any type of diamond. Figure 7.2 shows the decrease of CCD as function of fluence for irradiation with 24 GeV protons. The damage constant measured in this study is \( k = 0.7 \times 10^{-18} \text{ cm}^2 \mu \text{m}^{-1} \).

Figures 7.13, 7.14 and 7.16 show the data scaled to CCD(Φ) for the pCVD and the sCVD detectors. A hyperbolic fit (equation 7.7) over the full dataset is applied. Also included are fits of the hyperbolic curve over selected parts of the data, where the data was split into three parts. The hyperbolic fit is not a good fit function, as the fall-off of the data is steeper in the first part and in the latter part the reduction is less strong than a hyperbolic decay would imply. The fits to selective parts are closer to the data, as shown by the residuals, but the k factors obtained in the section-fits decrease with higher fluence.

Table 7.3 gives the results of the data fit. The k factors obtained range between \( 1.79 \times 10^{-17} \) to \( 5.91 \times 10^{-17} \) with an average of \( 3.8 \times 10^{-17} \). Compared the RD42 expectation this result too high by a factor of 58. The results from the sCVD diamonds is \( 9.22 \times 10^{-16} \), which about is factor 1500 higher than the RD42 expectation. There is a significant difference between the pCVD and the sCVD diamond.

The RD42 damage curve is measured in a low rate environment. The detectors are likely to be polarization free, so the decrease in CCD is only due to charge trapping at defects. The much stronger decrease, and the fact that the decrease is not described by an hyperbolic curve, lead to the conclusion that the decrease of signal strength is not due to charge carrier...
7.3. Decrease of signal efficiency of the BCML detectors with increasing integrated luminosity

Figure 7.13.: Hyperbolic fit to the data of all BCM2 detector groups. The fit over the total data diverges as seen in the residuals. The data was split in three parts and fits of the same function applied to the partial data.
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Figure 7.14.: Fits of hyperbolic damage curve to BCM1L data.

Figure 7.15.: All k factors obtained in partial fits to the BCML detectors are plotted as function of the average fluence of the data set where the k factor was obtained from. In every detector the k factors decrease with higher fluence. The difference is more than an order of magnitude between the highest and lowest fluence.
7.3. Decrease of signal efficiency of the BCML detectors with increasing integrated luminosity

Figure 7.16.: Hyperbolic fit to the data of the sCVD diamonds, where one fit was performed over the total data and three fits to separate parts of the data. The hyperbolic fit clearly diverges from the data, implying that the signal decrease is not purely hyperbolic.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material Type</th>
<th>Section 1</th>
<th>Section 2</th>
<th>Section 3</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BCM1L</td>
<td>CCD0 [µm]</td>
<td>196.1</td>
<td>163.8</td>
<td>154.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>k [cm²µm⁻¹]</td>
<td>8.09 x 10⁻¹⁷</td>
<td>3.97 x 10⁻¹⁷</td>
<td>2.98 x 10⁻¹⁷</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCM2 inner -Z</td>
<td>CCD0 [µm]</td>
<td>194.91</td>
<td>144.0</td>
<td>50.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>k [cm²µm⁻¹]</td>
<td>2.76 x 10⁻¹⁷</td>
<td>2.11 x 10⁻¹⁷</td>
<td>0.562 x 10⁻¹⁷</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCM2 inner +Z</td>
<td>CCD0 [µm]</td>
<td>199.8</td>
<td>154.0</td>
<td>125.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>k [cm²µm⁻¹]</td>
<td>7.11 x 10⁻¹⁷</td>
<td>4.38 x 10⁻¹⁷</td>
<td>3.57 x 10⁻¹⁷</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCM2 outer -Z</td>
<td>CCD0 [µm]</td>
<td>198.9</td>
<td>132.0</td>
<td>70.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>k [cm²µm⁻¹]</td>
<td>3.04 x 10⁻¹⁷</td>
<td>1.50 x 10⁻¹⁷</td>
<td>0.725 x 10⁻¹⁷</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCM2 outer +Z</td>
<td>CCD0 [µm]</td>
<td>194.0</td>
<td>159.3</td>
<td>139.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>k [cm²µm⁻¹]</td>
<td>9.65 x 10⁻¹⁷</td>
<td>5.56 x 10⁻¹⁷</td>
<td>4.22 x 10⁻¹⁷</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sCVD_2011</td>
<td>CCD0 [µm]</td>
<td>433.2</td>
<td>369.8</td>
<td>184.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>k [cm²µm⁻¹]</td>
<td>6.92 x 10⁻¹⁶</td>
<td>6.14 x 10⁻¹⁶</td>
<td>4.55 x 10⁻¹⁶</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sCVD_2012</td>
<td>CCD0 [µm]</td>
<td>338.6</td>
<td>99.1</td>
<td>50.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>k [cm²µm⁻¹]</td>
<td>1.81 x 10⁻¹⁵</td>
<td>0.43 x 10⁻¹⁵</td>
<td>0.237 x 10⁻¹⁵</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.3.: Results of all hyperbolic fits shown in figures 7.13, 7.14 and 7.16. In all channels a decrease in k factor towards higher fluences was measured. The k factors of the sCVD diamonds are significantly higher than the k factors of the pCVD diamonds.
trapping. The decrease can however be attributed to the polarization effects, which occur in a high rate environment, like the particle field the BCML detectors are placed in. The decrease of k-factors with higher fluence was already predicted by the simulation of the effective detector volume due to polarization.

7.4. Signal decrease in Neutron irradiations.

As shown in chapter 6.4.2, the main source for radiation damage is induced by low energetic neutrons. To better understand the damage inflicted by low energetic neutrons, a test beam irradiation was performed. Two sCVD diamonds were irradiated at the cyclotron in Louvain-la-Neuve, Belgium.

7.4.1. Beam line description

The cyclotron produces a primary deuteron beam with an energy of 50 MeV, which is sent on a 2 cm thick beryllium target. The neutrons are created by the reaction:

\[ ^9_Be + d \rightarrow ^{10}_B B + n. \]  

(7.14)

A filter consisting of 1 cm polyethylene, 1 mm cadmium and 1 mm lead is used to reduce the gamma and charged particle contamination and to remove some of the very low energetic neutrons. The resulting neutron energy spectrum is shown in figure 7.17. The spectrum peaks at 23 MeV and has a FWHM of about ~15 MeV.

The integrated cyclotron beam current \( I \) is recorded during the irradiation. It can be converted to a neutron fluence \( \Phi \) via the formula:

\[ \Phi = \frac{10^{14} \times I [\mu A]}{0.079 \times d^{1.902}}, \]  

(7.15)

where \( d \) denotes the distance of the irradiated object to the outer edge of the filter.
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Figure 7.18.: The recorded data of both sCVD diamonds is shown together with the cyclotron beam current. The parts of the data, where the diamonds were in a stable situation at with an applied electric field of $1 \text{V/µm}$ are selected. This data selection is used to calculate the radiation damage constant.

### 7.4.2. Measurement setup and data taking

The diamonds were aligned in the center of the beam using a laser positioning system. Both diamonds were mounted directly behind each other to place them in the same beam line. The second diamond received slightly less fluence due to the higher distance to the conversion target. Both diamonds were connected to separate HV power supplies and a tunnel card readout system. During the irradiation process, the detector current was recorded for both diamonds. This was possible, because the detector current was well within the dynamic range of the tunnel card. During a proton irradiation it would not be possible to measure the generated current, since the detector current would be extremely high due to ionizing energy loss.

The tunnel card readout happened every 0.4 seconds. During most of the operation, both diamonds were operated at $1 \text{V/µm}$. Occasionally a HV scan was performed. The instantaneous and the integrated beam current was recorded every 3 to 4 seconds by the locally available system.

### 7.4.3. Data analysis

The data from the beam current measurement and the detector current was merged by assigning to each beam current measurement the detector current value closest in time. The measured detector current is shown in figure 7.18. Also shown is the instantaneous beam current, which is not constant, since the cyclotron is constantly retuned to give the maximum beam current. The times where the diamonds were operated at $1 \text{V/µm}$ are selected to be used for the calculation of the radiation damage constant.

The instantaneous beam current was converted to a flux and the integrated beam current to a fluence value at the diamond locations using equation 7.15. The detector current was normalized to the neutron flux. It was assumed that the detectors collected $\sim100\%$ of the induced charge at zero fluence, which is a reasonable assumption for sCVD diamonds. The
signal was divided by its initial signal value and multiplied with the detector thickness to obtain a CCD value. The hereby measured CCD is plotted as function of the neutron fluence. The hyperbolic damage curve (equation 7.7) was fitted to both curves over the full data set, and over selected parts of the data. The selected data and the fits are shown in figure 7.19. The hyperbolic curve does not fit well over the whole data set. The actual signal decay is flatter than the hyperbolic. The fits over selected parts of the data match better, as seen by the lower residuals, since they do not have to cover a wide range of data. The shape of the residuals reveal the same systematic error as already seen in the simulation (figure 7.6) and in the data measured with the BCM system (figure 7.13), indicating a signal decrease due to polarization. The k factors obtained in the fit decrease with higher irradiations. The k factors obtained in the partial fits are shown in figure 7.20 as function of the average fluence of the selected data range.

7.4.4. Conversion to 24 GeV protons and comparison with BCML results

In order to compare the fluence of the test beam with other irradiations and with the CMS radiation environment, the relative damage parameter compared to 24 GeV protons was simulated using FLUKA. The used simulation geometry is the same as the one used to obtain the DPA damage curves shown in chapter 6.1.4. The primary neutron beam was configured with a gaussian distribution in energy with an average of 23 MeV kinetic energy and a FWHM of 15 MeV. The obtained DPA value is $3.6185 \times 10^{-22}$, which results in a relative value compared to 24 GeV protons of 4.32.

The results from irradiation with 23 MeV neutrons is converted to the equivalent of 24 GeV protons using this DPA scaling factor. The k factors are plotted as function of fluence in figure 7.21 together with the results form the pCVD and the sCVD detectors of BCML shown in chapter 7.3.3. For different reasons, the results are not directly comparable. The
7.5. Turn on behavior

used diamonds are different in type, not only the difference due to being poly-crystalline or single-crystalline, but also the diamonds used in the irradiation are significantly thinner (60 µm and 108 µm). Radiation damage due to trapping is considered independent of the type of diamond, but this is not the case for a decrease in signal efficiency due to polarization. Also the diamond in the neutron irradiations were biased at 1 V/µm where as the BCML detectors are operated at 200 V, which corresponds to roughly 0.5 V/µm for all of them. Nevertheless, all results show the downwards trend with higher fluences, and all of them show a significantly higher value for the damage parameter than measured by RD42.

7.5. Turn on behavior

One way to indicate, that the reduction in signal strength is due to polarization, is to analyze non steady conditions. When the LHC beams are brought into collisions, the rate environment changes almost instantly from a low rate environment to a high rate environment. Since the rates are so high at the BCM2 inner and BCM1L locations, the diamond detectors in these locations stabilize immediately. The BCM2 outer detectors are ideal to study the turn on behavior, since they are in a much lower rate environment, but received almost the same damage as their counterparts at the inner location.

As example fill #2242 was chosen, at which the LHC had delivered about 6 fb⁻¹. Figure 7.22 shows the average signal of the BCM2 outer detectors from the -Z and the +Z end together with the instantaneous luminosity. The error band of the BCM data shows the one σ variation within the detector group. All curves are normalized to the signal at the end of the fill to show the relative behavior at the start of the fill. The luminosity is plotted as reference how the signal should look like, if a perfect linearity between collision rate and measured signal would exist. The detectors on -Z and on +Z clearly behave in a different way. BCM2 +Z detectors show a slow increase in signal when the beams are brought into collision. BCM2 -Z detectors show instantly an increased signal, which reduces down to a steady level. BCM2
Figure 7.21.: Radiation damage constant as function of 24 GeV-p-eq fluence as measured with the BCML detectors together with the results from the sCVDs installed in BCML, and the measurements in neutron irradiations. All detectors show a general downwards trend, but the very different types of detectors used and operated at different electric fields. The sCVD and pCVD diamonds in BCML were operated at about 0.5 V/µm and the diamonds used in the irradiation were operated at 1 V/µm. Also the thickness is different. The sCVD and pCVD diamonds in BCML are between 400 µm and 460 µm thick and the diamonds used in the irradiation were 60 µm and 108 µm thick. These differences would create a different level of polarization and the k-factors are not expected to match.

Figure 7.22.: The signal of BCM2 outer detectors averaged on +Z and on -Z is shown at the start of the example fill #2242. The luminosity is plotted as a reference. All curves are normalized to the signal at the end of the fill. The BCM2 +Z detectors received only low amounts of damage show a slow increase towards the expected level, consistent with the well known pumping effect. The highly damaged detectors at -Z lost some of their polarization in the inter-fill period. When the fill starts the signal is higher at first and the polarization builds up over about 2 minutes leading to a decrease in signal.
7.6. Rate dependency of signal efficiency

Figure 7.23: A BCM2 detector was measured in a high rate test beam up to the abort threshold level. At a operating voltage of 50V a slight saturation is visible, but at the operating HV of 200V the behaviour was linear. [Fig. 11].

Figure 7.24: Instantaneous online luminosity of fill 3236. Data set with one value per lumi-nibble (integrated over 214 orbits = ~1.5 seconds) available was used. Only values during stable conditions (marked in red) are used for the analysis.

-Z had received about 1.2 × 10^{15} \text{cm}^{-2} 24\,\text{GeV-peq} fluence and was reduced to about 15\% signal strength, while BCM2 +Z received only about 2.3 × 10^{13} \text{cm}^{-2} 24\,\text{GeV-peq} fluence and was still at about 60\% signal strength. The only slightly damaged detectors on +Z show a typical pumping behavior. Traps responsible for reducing the CCD get filled and passivated, resulting in an increased CCD. The strongly damaged detectors on -Z lose their signal due to the buildup of polarization, which is created by radiation damage induced traps.

7.6. Rate dependency of signal efficiency

As a protection device, the linearity of the signal response of the BCM detectors is very important. This makes a reliable extrapolation towards the high rates at the level of the beam abort threshold possible. Several test beam studies were performed in the design phase of the BCM2 system to test the response of the detectors. These studies, performed with un-irradiated detectors, show a linear response up to the beam abort threshold current at
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(a) BCM data over the whole fill.  
(b) Zoom in to the Van der Meer scan performed at the end of the fill.

Figure 7.25.: Detector current of BCM2 inner detectors during fill 3236. Running Sum 9 (1.31 s integration) was used.

Figure 7.26.: Relative efficiency for two BCM2 exemplary inner detectors, one from the -Z end and one from +Z end. The relative efficiency is calculated by calculating the ration of BCM signal and luminosity and normalizing it to the efficiency at the start of the fill.
7.6. Rate dependency of signal efficiency

Figure 7.27.: Relative efficiency for BCM2 -Z and +Z, where the average over all four detector within one group was formed. The dark band shows the one σ, the light band the two σ deviation within the detector groups. It shows that the behavior of the +Z and the -Z detectors are clearly different, where the only difference is the much higher radiation damage on the -Z detectors.

The operating voltage of 200 V. At a HV of 50 V a minor saturation was observed [Müll11]. Figure 7.23 shows the result of one of these studies. This section is part of the radiation damage chapter, since a clear difference between highly damaged and less damaged detectors is visible.

Already shown by the offset to the linear fit in chapter 7.3 is, that there is a certain non-linearity of the system. In order to study this more, the data from fill #3236 is used, which was an extremely long fill. Figure 7.24 shows the instantaneous luminosity as a function of time for this fill, measured with the HF detector. Normal fills are dumped by the operator when the instantaneous luminosity has dropped to about half the original value. This fill had a luminosity range from about $7.3 \times 10^{33}$ cm$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$ down to $1.5 \times 10^{33}$ cm$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$. Additionally a Van der Meer scan (VdM scan) was performed at the end of the fill. This way, many data points are also available from luminosity values of $2 \times 10^{33}$ cm$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$ down to zero. The used luminosity measurement is the official online luminosity where one data point per lumi-nibble (integrated over $2^{14}$ orbits = ~1.5 seconds) is available. The offline luminosity would be better to use, since additional correction factors are included, but this is only available every lumi-section (integrated over $2^{18}$ orbits = ~23 seconds), which is not sufficient to make a good matching of the luminosity measurements with the BCM data during the VdM scan. The difference between online and offline luminosity was found to be below 1 %, which is much smaller than the needed precision for this analysis. Not every value is used for the analysis. Only luminosity data above $10^{31}$ cm$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$ are used since at this low level no signal can be measured with the BCM detectors any more. In addition values with fast changes of more than $5 \times 10^{31}$ cm$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$ per lumi-nibble are also omitted. This way only data values from stable conditions are used.

Figure 7.25 shows the rates from the BCM2 inner detectors. Running Sum 9 (1.31 s integra-

\footnote{During a Van der Meer scan the detector response is measured as function of beam separation. This way the beam profile can be measured, which is used for the calibration of the luminometers.}
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Integration was used for this analysis since this integration time window offers the best compromise between noise level and speed to resolve the fast changes during the VdM scan. In the zoom plot (fig. 7.25(b)) one can observe the turn on behavior also described in chapter 7.5 when the beams are brought into head on collisions after one scan. It takes several minutes for the detectors to stabilize. This shows that the duration of one VdM scan step is not sufficient to measure the exact value of response for this point. A certain difference in efficiency response between the constant luminosity data and the VdM scan data has to be expected.

The data is divided by the luminosity and plotted as function of luminosity, in order to visualize the linearity of the detectors compared to luminosity. A detector with a perfect linearity with respect to luminosity would show a flat curve in this representation. The relative efficiency was normalized to the efficiency at the start of the fill. This way the relative change of detector efficiency as function of rate environment can be visualized. Figure 7.26 shows relative efficiency plot for two exemplary detectors, one from BCM2 at the -Z end and one from the +Z end. It zooms in at lower luminosity values. The part of the data recorded during constant luminosity (above $1.5 \times 10^{33} \text{cm}^{-2}\text{s}^{-1}$) has a low level of scattering. The data points from the VdM scan (below $2 \times 10^{33} \text{cm}^{-2}\text{s}^{-1}$) are more spread. A jump in curve from the constant luminosity to the VdM scan region is visible, as expected due to the fact that there was not enough time to stabilize the detectors in one VdM step. The VdM scan points show clearly that the increase in signal efficiency continues towards lower particle rates. One might think the increase in detector signal towards later times in the fill arises from activation of material in the surrounding area of the detector. The efficiency data calculated from data taken during the VdM scan clearly shows that the change in efficiency is caused by a change in luminosity. This slope is traced by every different VdM scans. If activation would have been the reason for the increased signal towards the end of the fill the VdM scan would have showed no change in efficiency since the data points were taken close in time.

All BCM2 detectors show this behavior. In order to visualize this the average of all inner detectors per end was calculated (fig. 7.27). The error bands shows the estimation of the standard deviation in each group, where the dark band shows one $\sigma$, the light band the two $\sigma$ deviation. In addition the data points with similar luminosity points were averaged to reduce the number of points in the plot and create a smoother curve. Figure 7.27 shows that in general, although every single channel behaves slightly different, there is a difference visible between BCM2 on -Z and on +Z, and it is not just an effect of the diamonds being different on average. The detectors from the -Z end have a stronger rate dependency compared to the detectors from +Z, where the only difference between them is the integrated fluence they had received.

At a low rate not many of the traps are filled and the polarization field is less strong. The level of trap filling depends on the ratio of trapping and de-trapping. It is inverse proportional of the de-trapping time, but increases proportionally to the rate of trapping. The trapping rate is increased with higher charge carrier density and hence with the particle rate hitting the detector. This applies to a detector with high damage (many traps) and a detector with low damage (few traps). As the rate increases the traps are filled more and for a low damaged detector the situation with fully filled traps is eventually reached. Above that rate level there is no rate dependency any more. A highly damaged detector should saturate at a higher level of rate environment. The low damaged detectors on BCM +Z indeed show only a very small rate dependency at high luminosities where as the high damaged detectors on BCM2 -Z still show a strong variation in rate.
7.7. Charge collection distance (CCD) measurements.

Charge collection distance (CCD) or charge collection efficiency (CCE) measurements are performed to analyze the performance of a detector. The measurements presented here were performed in DESY Zeuthen, Germany. The measurement setup is described in detail in [Ohl10], but a short summary will be given here. Figure 7.28 shows the scheme of the measurement setup. \( \beta \) particles from a \(^{90}\text{Sr}\) source penetrate the diamond under test and hit two scintillators. The scintillators are in coincidence to reduce noise hits and act as trigger for the data taking of the signal from the device under test. The discrimination of the scintillator pulses allow to trigger only on \( \beta \) particles that have a energy high enough to be close to the energy of a minimum ionizing particle (MIP). The signal of the diamond is amplified and digitized with a shaping ADC. The histogrammed particle spectrum is fitted with a Landau distribution convoluted with a Gauss curve and the most probable value (MPV) is used as benchmark number for the detector efficiency. The system is calibrated by injecting a well defined amount of charge, so that the amount of charge collected with the diamond \( Q_{\text{coll}} \) is exactly known. The CCE and CCD are defined as:

\[
CCE = \frac{Q_{\text{coll}}}{Q_{\text{ind}}} \tag{7.16}
\]

\[
CCD = CCE \times \text{thickness} \tag{7.17}
\]

The induced amount of charge \( Q_{\text{ind}} \) is known to be 36 electron-hole pairs per \( \mu \) for a MIP traveling through diamond.

7.7.1. Measurements of un-irradiated diamonds

Figure 7.29(a) shows the CCD as function of applied high voltage of the diamond sCVD_test1. It shows the typical behavior of an un-irradiated single crystal diamond: Both polarities show the same slope. The CCD saturates at quite low electric fields of about 0.2 V/\( \mu \)m. The saturated CCD is almost as high as the thickness of the diamond (CCE almost 100%).

Figure 7.29(b) shows the CCD of the diamond sCVD_2012 prior to its installation in BCM2. There seems to be no intrinsic problems with polarization as seen by the low saturation field of about 0.2 V/\( \mu \)m. But the CCE measured in saturation at high fields is only about 80% which shows the inferior quality of this diamond sample.
Figure 7.29.: Charge Collection Distance measurements as function of applied electric field for the diamonds sCVD\textsubscript{test1} and sCVD\textsubscript{2012} prior to irradiation. Both diamonds saturate at about 0.2 V/\(\mu\)m. The sCVD\textsubscript{test1} has almost 100\% CCE, but the sCVD\textsubscript{2012} has only about 80\% CCE showing inferior diamond quality.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diamond</th>
<th>24 GeV-p-eq fluence [cm(^{-2})]</th>
<th>CCD(_{0}) [(\mu)m]</th>
<th>CCD prediction [(\mu)m]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sCVD\textsubscript{2011}</td>
<td>5.69 \times 10(^{13})</td>
<td>430</td>
<td>423</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCM2 +Z outer</td>
<td>2.41 \times 10(^{13})</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCM2 -Z outer</td>
<td>1.23 \times 10(^{15})</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>133</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.4.: The table shows the fluence received by the three analyzed diamonds calculated by FLUKA converted to 24 GeV proton equivalent. Also shown is the initial CCD prior to irradiation.

7.7.2. CCD measurements after removal from BCM2

After 2011 three diamonds were removed from the system: sCVD\textsubscript{2011} (located at +Z inner near), BCM2 +Z outer bottom-near and BCM2 -Z outer bottom. Measurements were taken with constant HV and with alternating HV to avoid the buildup of polarization. Results are shown in figures 7.30, 7.31 and 7.32. For both pCVD diamonds measurements with constant HV taken prior to installation were available, which show a CCD of about 150\(\mu\)m at 1 V/\(\mu\)m. Table 7.4 shows the received fluence, the initial CCD and a prediction of the CCD after irradiation for all three diamonds. The received fluence was calculated with FLUKA and converted to 24 GeV proton equivalent. The initial CCD for the sCVD was not known, but for a rough estimation of the expected CCD decrease 430\(\mu\)m was assumed, which is a reasonable number for a sCVD of 460\(\mu\)m thickness. After the irradiation during operation in 2011 it is expected for the sCVD to lose about 10\(\mu\)m CCD, the pCVD from BCM2 +Z outer should not show any difference, and the pCVD from BCM2 -Z outer is expected to have a CCD decrease to about 130\(\mu\)m.

Figure 7.30 shows the CCD measurements of BCM2 outer +Z and figure 7.31 the measurements of BCM2 outer -Z. The left plot shows measurements using a constant HV and the right plot shows the results using an alternating polarity HV. The applied alternating HV had a square wave function with a frequency of 0.1 Hz and an edge slope of 50 V/\(\mu\)s. For the low damaged pCVD from +Z no difference before and after irradiation is visible, as expected.
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Figure 7.30.: CCD measurements of the pCVD diamond from BCM2 outer +Z.
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Figure 7.31.: CCD measurements of the pCVD diamond from BCM2 outer -Z.
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Figure 7.32.: CCD measurements of the sCVD_2011 from BCM2 inner +Z.
The measurement using alternating HV shows significantly higher CCD than the measurements using constant HV indicating a certain amount of polarization in the unirradiated detector. For the high damaged pCVD from -Z a decreased CCD after irradiation is visible especially at lower field strength. At 1 V/µm the CCD is down to about 130 µm, which is also consistent expectation. With higher HV the internal field becomes less dominant compared to the applied HV field and the CCD reaches almost the values of the unirradiated state. In the measurement with alternating HV the CCD values are the same as prior to irradiation, indicating that the signal loss is only due to polarization.

Figure 7.32 show the measurements with the sCVD. Unfortunately no measurements prior to installation are available. With a constant HV it is necessary to apply rather high fields (> 1 V/µm) to reach maximum CCD. Already at low applied field (∼0.5 V/µm) the CCD reaches its maximum value when the alternating HV is used. This shows that the reduced CCD at low fields using constant HV is due to polarization. If the polarization is overcome by alternating HV the CCD saturates at about 420 µm. Although predictions are based on an estimated CCD this also agrees with the expectation.

In summary the CCD measurements match the expected decrease as predicted by the RD42 damage curve. The reduction in detector signal strength observed in CMS, as shown in section 7.3.2, is higher than the decrease of CCD. Hence the reduction of CCD is not the main reason for the observed signal decrease. The reduced signal was probably attributed to a buildup in polarization. As explained in section 7.1.2, the buildup of polarization can be stronger in an high rate environment. Therefore the signal in an intense radiation field, like in CMS, could be even more reduced than in the CCD measure environment.

7.8. Measurements using the transient current technique (TCT)

The electric field inside a sensor can be determined by the Transient-Current-Technique (TCT): after introducing electron-hole pairs on one side of the detector, e.g. by a radioactive α source, one observes the current generated by the drift of the charge carriers due to the internal electric field of the sensor. This current as function of time is proportional to the electric field as function of distance. By creating the charge carriers either at the cathode or anode the drift from electrons or holes can be observed.

7.8.1. Measurement setup

The measurement setup at the Institute for nuclear particle physics (IEKP) at the KIT is normally used for measurements with silicon detectors [Ebe13]. The readout was adapted to facilitate the data taking as needed for the measurements presented here. A sketch of the setup can be found in figure 7.33. It consists of a Picosecond 5531 bias tee, a MITEQ AM-1309 amplifier, a Tektronix TDS 5104B oscilloscope and a Keithley 2410 as HV source. The amplifier has a 50 dB amplification and a bandwidth of 1 GHz, which is the limiting factor in terms of bandwidth for the whole system. As α source a 3.56 kBq 241 Am source was used. In addition a 3.56 MBq 90 Sr source was used to pump the detector. During the measurement both sources were used at the same time. The β particles from the 90 Sr source penetrate the thin α source and the diamond. The signals generated by the α particles, which are used to probe the electric field, are significantly higher than the signal of the β particles. The trigger threshold of the scope is set to record only signal from the alpha particles. The 90 Sr-source is used to deposit charge in the whole bulk material, which reflects better the situation of the detectors in operation.
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Figure 7.33.: Schematic setup of the TCT measurement. The signals are read out on the HV side, using a Bias-Tee. The amplifier has a 1 GHz bandwidth and 50 dB amplification. Single pulses are recorded with a 5 Gs/s scope and recorded by a PC.

Figure 7.34.: Placement of the sources and flow of particles during TCT measurements. The diamond package is closed with a thin aluminum foil with small a hole in the middle to collimate the α particles. The $^{241}$Am α source emits particles directly on the diamond. These are stopped in the first 10 µm of the diamond and the generated charge drifts through the diamond bulk, which is measured. The $^{90}$Sr source creates MIP-like β particles, which penetrate the $^{241}$Am source and the diamond, leading to a charge deposition similar to operational conditions, where mostly MIP particles are measured.
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Figure 7.35.: TCT measurement of the un-irradiated diamond sCVD_test1 at 400V. A $^{241}$Am $\alpha$ source was used to probe the electric field and a $^{90}$Sr was used to create a MIP flux environment. The HV was switched on at the start of the measurement. The pulse shape measured after 43.5 minutes of operation does not differ from the measurement taken immediately after the switch on of the HV. No polarization is observed. The simulated TCT pulse for a constant electric field agrees well with the measurement.

Since $\alpha$-particles are stopped in any material an external trigger can’t be used. The oscilloscope is set to trigger on the pulses directly. About one pulse is stored by the PC per second. The speed of this readout is limited by the GPIB data transfer between the scope and the PC. Later an average over several curves is formed. A time dependence of the signal shape is shown by averaging several groups of traces close in time. For the averaging the curves are realigned using a software discrimination, with a discriminator threshold chosen just above noise level.

At first the HV is switched off, but the sources are applied to pump the diamond. Any residual polarization field is removed. The data taking starts with the switch-on of the HV. TCT pulses measured immediately are taken while the electric field is constant in the bulk, as no charge is trapped yet. Slowly trapped space charge builds up which leads to a deformation of the electric field and a change in shape of the measured pulses. Conclusions on the electric field can be drawn by analyzing the measured pulse shapes.

7.8.2. Un-irradiated diamond

TCT measurements of undamaged detectors have been widely studied. The electric field is constant and, for a sCVD diamond with a MFP much higher than the thickness, one obtains a square TCT signal with a length proportional to the maximum drift time. The diamond sCVD_test1 was measured in the TCT as an example of an un-irradiated diamond. Both, $\alpha$ and $\beta$ source were applied. Figure 7.35 shows the averaged TCT pulses measured directly after the switch on of the HV of 400V. With the thickness of 530 $\mu$m this gives an electric
field \( E \) of 0.75 V/\( \mu \)m. The source was applied at the same side as the positive bias, which means the drift of holes was measured. After 43.5 minutes of applied sources under HV the pulse shape has not changed, showing that there is no buildup of polarization. Also shown is a simulation of the TCT pulse obtained with parameters matching an unirradiated detector, which matches well the measured signal shape.

The measured drift length is 7.06 ns. The average drift velocity \( \mu \) therefore 75.07 \( \mu \)m/ns. The effective mobility \( \mu_e \) is defined by \( \mu = \frac{\mu}{E} \) and calculates to 1001 cm\(^2\)/Vs. Figure 7.36 shows this measured value on a plot for the mobility in diamond as function of the electric field, measured by M.Pomorski\[Pom08\]. The data point matches the expected curve.

### 7.8.3. Measurements of sCVD_2011 after irradiation

#### Measurements at 200V

The most tested diamond is the sCVD removed after 2011. Measurements were taken at 200V as this was the operating HV. With the thickness of 460 \( \mu \)m the HV creates an electric field of 0.43 V/\( \mu \)m, if the diamond is not polarized, referred to as HV field. Figure 7.37 shows the TCT pulses for electron drift and for hole drift immediately after switch-on of the HV, when the electric field is still constant.

One can clearly see the difference in mobility for electrons and holes. The drift time is taken from the width of the pulses. For holes it is 9.16 ns and 12.33 ns for electrons. The drift velocity for holes (electrons) calculates to 50.2 \( \mu \)m/ns (37.3 \( \mu \)m/ns) and the mobility to 1155 cm\(^2\)/Vs (859 cm\(^2\)/Vs). Figure 7.36 shows these data points together with the expectation of un-irradiated diamond. The values measured here are slightly below the data for an un-irradiated detector. This is expected and can be explained by the fact that with a higher
Figure 7.37.: TCT measurements of the diamond sCVD_2011 at 200V after removal from the BCML system. Measurements are taken immediately after the switch-on of the HV, hence the detector was not yet polarized.

With ongoing measurement the signal shape and hence the electric field distribution changes. During the measurement charge carriers are trapped. This fixed space charge deforms the electric field and with it the TCT pulse. The simulation of the electric field assumes a distribution of traps and the relative strength of the trapping. Defects due to radiation damage are equally distributed throughout the bulk. It is assumed that defects trapping holes have a higher trapping probability than defects trapping holes by a factor of three. The de-trapping of holes and electrons is different. A small fraction of the trapped charge is removed every iteration step. The de-trapping for electrons is configured in the simulation to be factor 200 higher than the hole traps. The strong trapping, but also the strong de-trapping leads to a fast buildup of electrons, but this saturates quickly and there is no further increase in trapped electrons.

Figures 7.38 and 7.39 show the simulation of TCT pulses for a polarized diamond together with the measurement for one orientation of the diamond, this orientation is called “side 1”. The simulated amount of trapped charge and the electric field, calculated by integrating over the charge, is shown. The TCT pulse for holes is simulated by injecting charge on the left side, the TCT pulse for electrons is simulated by injecting charge on the right side. In figure 7.38 the diamond is only slightly polarized, where the HV was switched on for about 10 minutes. After about 40 minutes the diamond is more polarized and the pulses are more deformed, shown in figure 7.39. A result of the high number of trapped holes is a high electric field near the cathode, whereas near the anode the electric field is reduced.

The same measurement was taken with the diamond turned over, which will be called “side 2”. In figures 7.40 the measurements and simulations for a small amount of polarization is shown. Figure 7.41 shows the situation at a strong polarization level. The measurements with this diamond orientation show a high initial peak in the measurements of the hole drift.
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Figure 7.38.: Measured and simulated TCT pulses of sCVD_2011 at 200V. Slightly polarized (∼10 minutes after HV on), diamond orientation: side 1.
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Figure 7.39.: Measured and simulated TCT pulses of sCVD_2011 at 200V. Highly polarized (∼40 minutes after HV on), diamond orientation: side 1.
This was not observed for the opposite orientation, and it is not well reproduced by the simulation.

Since the traps are distributed homogeneously, one would expect the same behavior of the single crystal diamond for both sides. In reality even a single crystal diamond does have a substrate and a growth side which can result in an inhomogeneity of the material. The used substrate for the CVD growth of single crystal CVD diamonds is a high temperature high pressure (HTHP) diamond, which has high contamination of nitrogen, which could lead to a nitrogen contamination on the substrate side. Also differences could occur during the surface treatment process. It is possible that defects can be created during the mechanical polishing, since lattice dislocations are created in a layer close to the surface. These effects can lead to a different trapping behavior depending on the polarity of the electric field, if the diamond was not treated the same way on both sides. Due to the little knowledge about the initial treatment of the diamond it is only possible to speculate.

Measurements at 600V

The same measurement was performed at 600 V, which corresponds to a HV field of 1.3 V/µm. The pulses measured directly after the start of the measurement are shown in figure 7.42 together with the simulation of a polarization free detector. The drift time is significantly shorter compared to the 200V measurement, as expected at higher HV. The drift time for hole (electrons) is 5.79 ns (7.3 ns), the drift velocity to 79.4 µm/ns (63.0 µm/ns) and the mobility to 1827 cm²/Vs (1449 cm²/Vs). Figure 7.36 shows these data points together with the expectation of un-irradiated diamond. The data points are consistently below the data for an un-irradiated detector, as was the case for the measurement at 200V.

The polarization process happens as well. Figures 7.43 and 7.44 shown simulation and measurements at two different strengths of polarization. No measurement of electron drift is available for the highly polarized situation, and the time it took to polarize it is very long. Likely the source was not placed well in this measurement and the particle environment was not as strong as in the other measurements. The lead to a slower polarization and a low level of saturation polarization. The shape of the signal in the polarized situation shows the same structure as the measurement at 200V. The effect of the strong electron trapping at the surface is less dominant, as it is already saturated. It does take significantly more time to form the same shape of signal. In order to reach the same shape of electric field with higher HV more charge has to be trapped. This takes more time at the same rate of β particles.

Residual polarization field

After the polarization has build up the electric field is deformed. There are regions of decreased, but also areas of increased electric field, since the integral over the field has to be conserved to the externally applied HV. When the HV is switched off, the electric field is reduced by the amount of the HV field. The integral over the residual polarization field must be zero. In the areas where the field was increased the field is still positive, but where the field was decreased the field is now negative. Regions that were field free now have an electric field of the same strength as the HV field, but pointing in the opposite direction.

After the measurements where 600V was applied the switch-off test was performed. The β source was applied (without the α source) under HV for an additional time of about 1 hour to polarize the diamond as much as possible with this source, which would reflect the operational situation. The source was removed and the HV was switched off. Then a measurement was performed where only the α source was applied to probe the residual electric field.
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Figure 7.40.: Measured and simulated TCT pulses of sCVD_2011 at 200V. Slightly polarized (\(\sim 25\) minutes after HV on), diamond orientation: side 2.

Figure 7.41.: Measured and simulated TCT pulses of sCVD_2011 at 200V. Highly polarized (\(\sim 50\) minutes after HV on), diamond orientation: side 2.
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Figure 7.42.: TCT measurements at 600V with the diamond sCVD_2011 after removal from the BCML system. Measurements are taken immediately after the switch-on of the HV, hence the detector is not yet polarized.

Figure 7.43.: Measured and simulated TCT pulses of sCVD_2011 at 600V, slightly polarized (~18 minutes after HV on), diamond orientation: side 1. Measurements of electrons took a much longer time to reach this polarization level, maybe the source was slightly mis-placed and the radiation environment was not strong enough.
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Figure 7.44.: Measured and simulated TCT pulses of sCVD_2011 at 600V, highly polarized (\(\sim\)80 minutes after HV on), diamond orientation: side 1. No measurements of electrons are available at this polarization level, maybe the source was slightly mis-placed and the radiation environment was not strong enough.
Figure 7.45.: Measured and simulated TCT pulses of sCVD,2011 after polarizing at 600V. Measurements were taken immediately after the HV was switched off. The electric field is still positive at the cathode, but negative at the anode. In measurements with α particles an electron drift is always measured, for whatever side is used to inject the particles. In the negative field area a negative pulse is measured and expected.
Also the simulation of the electric field was performed for high amounts of induced charge, to obtain the electric field distribution at the situation of a high level of polarization. Figure 7.45(a) shows the distribution of the trapped charge. Figure 7.45(b) shows the electric field while the HV is switched on and the electric field after the HV was switched off. Due to the strong hole trapping, field free regions are created near the anode (left side of the plot).

The type of charge carrier that drifts depends on whether the electric field is positive or negative, and in which direction the charge can drift. On the right side (cathode), where the electric field is still positive, electron drift is expected, since the charge drifts from right to left. The measured pulse would be the same polarity as during the measurement with HV on. On the left side (anode), where the electric field is now negative, also electron drift is expected, since the charge drifts from left to right. The type of the charge carrier drifting has changed here due to the HV switch-off, and a pulse with the opposite polarity compared to the HV-on measurements is expected.

Figure 7.45(c) shows the measurement after the HV was switched off, where the α particle is injected on the cathode, where the electric field is still positive. Figure 7.45(d) shows the measurement, where the α particle is injected on the anode, where the electric field is now negative. The simulated TCT pulses reproduce well the measured signals. The polarity of the measured pulses is as expected. Measurements were done with both orientations of the diamond, which revealed the same results.

This measurement confirms that, even at the relatively low particle rates used for the TCT measurements, regions are created in the diamond, which are completely free of electric field. At the radiation environment where the measurement was performed, the zero field is about 180 µm wide, which means the diamond is still active in 60% of its volume. In the much more intense radiation environment of CMS, the polarization buildup would be much stronger, which explains the reduced signal strength observed during operation.

### 7.8.4. sCVD_2011 after surface treatment

The measurement with this diamond clearly shows that the trapping responsible for polarization happens in the bulk, and not at the surface. In order to confirm that the diamond metal contact is not the source of the problems this diamond was processed. The surface was Ar/O plasma etched, about 10-20 µm from both sides. In order to create a polarization free contact a layer of diamond like carbon (DLC) was sputtered on the diamond surface. The DLC contacts have a high surface resistivity. This would, together with the diamond capacitance, create an RC filter, which destroys the fast signal shape of the TCT. The DLC was coated with a layer of aluminum to remove the surface resistivity of the contacts.

Figure 7.46 shows measurements at 200V for electron drift (figure 7.46(c)) and for hole drift (figure 7.46(d)) after the treatment. The pulses measured before surface treatment are shown as well (figures 7.46(a) and 7.46(b)). The legend indicates the time in minutes since the HV was switched on. Clearly a deformation still takes place after the treatment, which shows that the polarization could not be removed by the surface treatment. The shape of the signals of the polarized detectors changed. Prior to surface treatment hole trapping near the cathode was measured with negligible amount of trapped electrons. The electric field is visualized in the left picture of figure 7.46(e). The measured pulse is increased in height for the measurement of electrons, and a decrease in pulse height for the hole measurement is observed. After the surface treatment, a decrease in pulse height was observed for the measurement of electron drift, and an increase in pulse height measured in hole drift. This indicates a dominant trapping of electrons near the anode, resulting in an electric field as
(a) Electron drift, before surface treatment

(b) Hole drift, before surface treatment

(c) Electron drift, after surface treatment

(d) Hole drift, after surface treatment

(e) Sketch of electric field for the cases of pure hole trapping and pure electron trapping. Left plot shows the electric field before edging, right plot shows the electric field after edging.

Figure 7.46.: TCT measurements of the diamond sCVD_2011 at 200V before and after plasma etching of the surface and sputtering DLC electrodes. The legend indicates the time since the start of the measurement. The polarization process happens before and after surface treatment. The measurement before surface treatment (figures (a) and (b)) shows hole trapping at the cathode. The shape of the polarized pulses change after treatment and electron trapping at the anode is measured (figures (c) and (d)). The electric field for both cases is visualized in figure (e).
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Figure 7.47.: TCT measurements of the diamond sCVD_2012 at 200V after removal from the BCML system. The data was taken immediately after the HV was switched on and no polarization has built up yet.

visualized in the right picture of figure 7.46(e). The reason for the change in signal shape is not understood. It is likely that the hole trapping happens at interstitials. During the acid cleaning processing the diamond was heated up to roughly 250°C. Usually no annealing is expected in diamond at this temperature, but it was shown in [New02] that self-interstitials are mobile at fairly low temperatures of around 550 K. The temperature could have been enough to mobilize and remove the interstitials, leaving only electron traps.

An annealing study where the TCT signals are measured at different annealing temperatures could give further insight into the properties of the defects responsible for polarization.

7.8.5. Measurements of sCVD_2012 after irradiation

Th sCVD_2012 was measured with both sources at 200V and a strong polarization was observed, much like the sCVD_2011. Figure 7.47 shows the measurements for both types of charge carrier drifts for both sides of the diamond. A simulation of the TCT measurement was performed using the parameters for the drift velocity as measured by M. Pomorski (see table 7.1), and not the parameters measured with the irradiated sCVD_2011. For the calculation of the trapping, a CCE of 80% was used, as the measured CCD prior to irradiation was about 83% (see figure 7.29(b)). The simulation matches well the measured pulse, which leads to the conclusion that drift velocity and mobility are close to the values measured with the unirradiated sCVD_test1 detector and the values of unirradiated sensors published in [Pom08].

The polarization process was simulated as well. Figures 7.48 and 7.49 show the results for two different levels of polarization. This diamond shows very similar curves for both orientations of the diamond, hence two equivalent measurements are shown in one plot together with the simulated pulse. A spike at the start of the pulse in each measurement looks dominant in the plot. However also visible is an oscillation overlaid with this pulse. This peak appears sharper and higher due to these oscillations.

The simulation reproduces the simulation well. Only in the highly polarized state the latter part of the pulse in the hole drift measurement (figure 7.49(d)) is too high and too short. The measurement shows a more smeared out pulse. The general agreement with the simulation
shows that a buildup of positive space charge (e.g. by hole trapping) near the cathode is the dominant reason for the polarization. This result is in good agreement with the result from the sCVD.2011 detector.

The oscillations in the measurements are caused by a resistivity in the connectors at the detector modules. In a new measurement campaign the connection was improved and the oscillations disappeared. One result of these measurements with the sCVD.2012 detector is shown in figure 7.50. The level of polarization in this measurement is comparable to what is shown in figure 7.49(d). As comparison, the simulation of this level of polarization is plotted as well. The peak at the start of the measurements is less pronounced and agrees well with the simulation. As seen in the first measurement campaign, the width of the latter peak is significantly wider in the measurement.

7.9. Limitations of the simulation model, and possible improvements

The model presented in this chapter helps to understand the measured TCT signals with the aim to understand the electric field and the fixed space charge distribution. The two parts of the simulation, estimation of the electric field and estimation of the TCT pulse, have to be reviewed separately.

If no macroscopic defects are present and the edge of the metallization is not taken into account, the trapped charge does not vary in the plane parallel to diamond surface. The electric field vector is always perpendicular to the diamond surface and the distribution of space charge varies only along the electric field. Hence a 1-D calculation of the electric field is possible without the need for assumptions.

The estimation of the TCT pulse for a given electric field is also calculated in 1-D in the model presented here. One component of the drift behavior, however, can’t be calculated in 1-D, the coulomb force created by the charge carrier cloud itself. While the charge carrier cloud drifts through the diamond bulk, it expands longitudinally as well as transversally to the drift direction. This leads to a reduced charge carrier density and hence to a reduced coulomb force. In order to estimate this effect correctly, the charge carrier density has to be calculated in 3-D. In the model presented here, the longitudinal drift was artificially blown up to represent this effect, which works sufficiently at high electric fields. When the electric field is reduced due to polarization, the estimation of the TCT pulse is not good any more in low field regions. This is mostly visible in figure 7.49(d). The peak in the latter part of the pulse is wider and lower in the measurement, compared to the simulation. A simulation tool which allows 3-D simulation of charge carrier drift in diamond is Silvaco Atlas\cite{Sil}, however 3-D simulations are very computing intense. One way to improve the speed of the simulation, but still obtain results of the same quality as 3-D, would be to use cylindrical coordinates and assume a rotational symmetry around the drift direction.

7.10. Potential defects responsible for trapping

From the TCT measurements it is evident, that both electron and hole trapping is happening. It is possible that the defects trapping electrons are a surface effect, where it is evident that the defects trapping holes are distributed in throughout the bulk, which is expected for traps generated by irradiation.
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Figure 7.48.: Measured and simulated TCT pulses of sCVD_2012 at 200V. Slightly polarized (∼25 minutes after HV on). Both diamond orientation are shown.
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Figure 7.49.: Measured and simulated TCT pulses of sCVD_2012 at 200V. Strong polarized (∼45 minutes after HV on). Both diamond orientation are shown.
Figure 7.50.: Measured and simulated TCT pulse for hole drift of the sCVD_2012 detector. The simulation is the same as presented in figure 7.49(d), however the measurement was repeated after the bad connection responsible for the oscillations of the first measurements was removed.

Figure 7.51.: Photo-absorption spectra of irradiated diamond samples [Day92]. (a) type IaA diamond irradiated, (b) type IIa diamond irradiated, (c) type Ib diamond irradiated and annealed, (d) type IaA diamond irradiated and annealed. Mostly mono-vacancies are created in irradiation (GR1 band). In type Ib diamond nitrogen-vacancies (NV centers) are created during annealing. In type IaA diamonds, where nitrogen is in coupled in pairs (A center), the vacancies are also trapped at the nitrogen centers resulting in the H3 band.
In optical measurement of irradiated diamonds it was shown that mostly mono-vacancies are created, which can be either neutral (\(V^0\)) or negatively charged (\(V^-\))[New02]. Figure 7.51 shows the photo-absorption spectra of diamonds irradiated with electrons, before and after annealing [Day92]. The GR1 band corresponds to the presence of \(V^0\), which is mostly created in irradiations. In [Pom08] diamonds were irradiated with protons and with neutrons and analyzed with photo-absorption spectroscopy and with photo-luminescence spectroscopy. Also here the most dominant defects created during irradiation are mono-vacancies.

Shown in the TCT measurements is that hole trapping is mostly responsible for the polarization in diamond. Positively charged traps are sought. Vacancies are known to be either neutral or negatively charged, but in [Dan08] evidence for a positively charged state of the mono-vacancy was shown. Also self-interstitials would act as an acceptor and therefore trap holes. Self-interstitials are also found in the neutron and proton irradiation studies of [Pom08], but with much lower significance than the mono-vacancies. The change in charge trapping properties after the surface processing of the sCVD 2011 diamond could be related to the heating during the acid cleaning, where an annealing of the self-interstitials could have occurred. The change in trapping would indicate that indeed interstitials responsible for the hole trapping.

7.11. Conclusions on radiation damage analysis

In this chapter various aspects of radiation damage to diamond detectors were analyzed using data obtained during operation of the BCML system, laboratory analysis of irradiated detectors, and irradiation of diamond detectors in test beams. A model was developed to describe the effects of polarization due to trapped charge in the diamond bulk. A good agreement was found between the model and the measured data, which confirmed that polarization is the major effect responsible for the decrease of detector efficiency in the BCML system with increasing integrated luminosity.

The hyperbolic fit to the data of signal vs. fluence does not describe the decrease well. The hyperbolic fit, which is usually used to describe radiation damage in diamond, is based on a model that takes only efficiency loss due to charge trapping into account. This model is not applicable to a detector that suffers from polarization, which happens at significantly lower fluences than signal reduction due to charge trapping.

By performing TCT measurements to monitor how the diamond polarizes the electric field distribution could be understood. A simulation code was developed, which main input parameters are the distribution of electron and hole traps, their relative strength of trapping, and their relative lifetime. The simulation calculates the space charge distribution in a radiation environment of MIPs, and from this the electric field distribution. Then TCT pulses, equivalent to measurements using a \(^{241}\text{Am}\) \(\alpha\) source, for electron drift and for hole drift are estimated. Due to the good agreement between simulation and measurement the electric field distribution could be recreated and an insight into properties of the responsible charge traps was found. It is evident that defects trapping holes, which are equally distributed through-out the bulk, are mainly responsible for the buildup of polarization.
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8.1. Summary

The LHC Run 1 was a successful data taking period, both for the CMS experiment and for the Beam Condition Monitor “Leakage” (BCML). The BCML was a key system during the operation of CMS and will continue to remain important for future runs. Without functioning BCML, the Silicon Tracker would not have been permitted to activate its HV during collisions and the status of the beam conditions would be unknown. BCML performed well, only on very few minor incidents the electronics failed and a LHC beam dump was asserted. The important operational points are summarized in the following:

- In the beginning of 2011 the original BCM1L readout system was abandoned and the detector channels were included into the BCM2 readout system, forming the overall BCML system. This extension of BCM2 doubled the amount of abort channels and hence increased the safety and redundancy of the system. The amount of monitoring information increased as well.

- On very few occasions, the electronics showed failure. The tunnel cards spontaneously reset twice and the low voltage failed once, which lead to a beam dump, as the protection against beam loss events could not be assured any more. The re-injection of the LHC was permitted immediately by deactivating the involved tunnel cards from the beam dump, and the faulty electronics was replaced during the next possible access to the experimental cavern. In two incidents, a HV power supply failed, which did not lead to a beam abort, since the presence of the HV is not a precondition for the beam permit. No data loss of CMS during collisions was attributed to a failure of BCML, since in a failure case, the LHC beam is dumped.

- On several occasions, beam loss events were measured, but were not significant enough to cause a beam dump. However, they were most useful to better understand the LHC machine and the performance of the BCML system. During LHC machine commissioning beam losses are created artificially, either in a collimator scan or an aperture scan. These losses were interesting to study but never posed any threat to the silicon detectors of CMS, as the intensity was very low and the CMS Tracker was not switched on. During operation, several significant events of unknown falling objects (UFOs) were found. Fortunately, they were not exceeding the abort threshold. These types of events could be of dangerous intensity, and BCML would have the capability to protect the silicon detectors in CMS by dumping the beam. Another type of observed beam loss events were due to bad vacuum, mostly in 2011, where a damaged beam screen connection sparked many times and created an electron cloud. These events are usually of longer duration and are not likely to cause permanent damage. Nevertheless they are unwanted, since the CMS data taking efficiency is adversely affected.
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- Two BLM ionization chambers were added to the system in the beginning of 2012. They were each placed on top of the CASTOR table, directly behind BCM2, one tube per end. These detectors provide a good dynamic range and no radiation degradation is expected. The proximity to the BCM2 detectors and the fact that they are in the same readout system as BCM2 makes them ideal to normalize the BCM2 readings and thereby monitor non-linearities and instabilities in the diamond sensors.

- One flaw of the original BCM2 design was the dimensioning of the HV filter. Due to an extremely high filter resistor, the supply of high current could not be ensured over an extended period of time. The danger was having high detector currents just below the beam abort threshold, which would not dump the beam but would drain the filter capacitor and the HV over the diamond would decrease. The full abort functionality would not be assured any more in this case. An additional abort threshold on the 5.2 s integration time window was implemented to avoid this situation. Unfortunately, the detector current during normal operation was close to this level. Therefore, all HV filters were modified by lowering the filter resistor, allowing a higher supply of current. The filter parameters are still very good and all RF noise on the HV line is filtered efficiently. Thus the special abort threshold could be removed.

- One unfortunate issue with the tunnel card electronics are the noise spikes. Occasionally, a very high value is reported, which is much higher than the usual readings during operation. It was shown in this thesis that the maximum height of those spikes does not increase with higher detector currents (except for the increase due to actual detector current). Therefore, these spikes do not impose the threat of a false beam abort. The maximum spike value has to be taken into account when new beam abort thresholds are defined to avoid false beam aborts. The number of spikes increases linearly with the detector current. Unfortunately this cripples the ability of the system of good monitoring for short integration times.

The major observation presented in this thesis was the decrease in signal efficiency. The diamond detectors were not expected to change their efficiency significantly in the first years of LHC operation [Mül11]. By monitoring the signal in comparison with the instantaneous luminosity a change in efficiency was measured. The radiation damage observations in this thesis are summarized as follows:

- The signal measured by the BCML detectors was found to scale linearly to the first order with the instantaneous luminosity, as expected. The ratio of detector signal and instantaneous luminosity showed signs of long term degradation. The amount of signal decrease was correlated with the hadronic particle fluence indicating radiation damage. Especially the BCM2 detectors on the -Z end, which are placed directly in front of the calorimeter CASTOR, showed significant loss in signal efficiency. The heavy CASTOR calorimeter created a strong increase in neutron fluence on the -Z end compared to the BCM2 location at the +Z.

- The radiation damage could be quantified by performing FLUKA Monte Carlo simulations of the CMS detector and obtaining the simulated amount of particle fluence per integrated luminosity. The “displacements per atom” scoring of FLUKA was used to convert the fluence to the newly introduced 24 GeV proton equivalent scaling. Thereby the decrease in signal could be expressed as a function of 24 GeV proton fluence and directly compared with irradiation studies performed by the RD42 collaboration. The
measured radiation damage constant is significantly higher than the RD42 prediction. Moreover, the radiation damage constant reached lower values towards higher levels of irradiation, implying that the damage curve could have an additional non-hyperbolic component. The shape of the decay curve was qualitatively recreated using calculations of the electric field distributions with a fixed space charge buildup. The loss of signal efficiency was thereby shown to be due to field free regions, caused by polarization of the diamond.

- In a test beam irradiation using 23 MeV neutrons and two single-crystalline diamonds in the standard BCM2 readout, a damage curve was measured, confirming the findings of the BCML damage curves. The damage constant of the hyperbolic damage curve decreases in value with higher fluences, but is still significantly higher than the RD42 reference value. The measured range of k-values is consistent with the numbers measured in BCML.

- Several diamonds were removed from BCML after operation and the charge collection distance (CCD) was measured and compared to measurements performed prior to installation. The loss in CCD is consistent with the expectation based on the RD42 irradiations. The decrease of signal efficiency during operation is significantly stronger than the change in CCD. The effect of charge trapping after irradiation therefore does not explain the loss in signal efficiency.

- A special measurement method using the transient current technique (TCT) was prepared. Unlike a measurement with a silicon detector, where the signal shape is stable over time, the diamond changes in signal shape due to build up of polarization. This is investigated by starting to measure with an unpolarized detector. A MIP source is applied next to the α source, which probes the electric field. The charge deposited by the MIP source is comparable to the operational environment and leads to polarization of the detector. The process of the diamond polarizing takes several minutes, which makes it possible to monitor the development and to measure TCT shapes at different levels of polarization. In a high rate environment, as in luminosity production, this would happen in a few seconds.

- A simulation model was developed, where the distribution of traps is configured and the charge build up due to MIP particles is simulated. The electric field is calculated by integrating over the trapped charge. Based on the electric field, TCT pulses can be estimated. By tuning the simulation to the measurements an understanding of the electric field distribution and an approximated trapping distribution was found. All measurements are in support of strong hole trapping throughout the bulk.

8.2. Outlook

Given the experience with the BCML system until now, the system could be improved for further operation. The LHC will deliver during its normal lifetime an integrated luminosity of about 300 fb\(^{-1}\), 10 times more than delivered so far. In the HL-LHC phase, an integrated luminosity of 3000 fb\(^{-1}\) is expected. New ways to maintain the BCML system are sought. Planned and potential upgrades are:

- Operating BCM1L with the front-end “tunnel card” electronics being placed in the service cavern and \(\sim\)100 m cable between sensor and electronics gave good experiences.
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The noise level was almost as low as with BCM2 and several order of magnitude below the more problematic spike noise. The advantage of this design is the placement of the electronics in a radiation-safe and accessible area. Thereby, maintenance is much simplified. It is planned to move the tunnel cards of BCM2 to the service cavern, too. During the long shutdown 1, appropriate cables will be pulled. The change of the system will not be done before the technical stop in 2015, as for the start up of the LHC after the long shutdown, a reliable and tested system is needed.

• The BSC2 scintillating counters were removed from the BCM2 wheel since the particle rates, measured during 2011 and 2012, were above the dynamic range of the detector. This provides a lot of free space inside the wheel and the possibility to install new prototype detectors. One idea is to place a fast particle counting detector as complementary measurement to the leakage current measurement of BCM2. The newly developed BCM1F front-end amplifier is a suitable candidate. As the BCM2 location has a more intense radiation field compared to the BCM1 location this would also be a good test to predict the performance of the BCM1F in the future.

• As shown, the polarization is a significant problem for the BCML detectors. Although the total amount of signal is still sufficient, a constant reconfiguration of the system is needed in order to maintain the same level of protection. A more stable detector technology is sought that still fulfills the requirements of having a fast detector, radiation hard and without the need for cooling. Different types of detector material could now be installed in long shutdown 1 and evaluated as possible replacement of the pCVD for the high luminosity operation of the LHC.

The newly developed heteroepitaxic diamond-on-iridium material [Ber09] is a very potential type of diamond, which can be produced in big wafers like a poly crystal diamond, but provides homogeneity like a single crystal diamond. This material would be ideal for large surface pixel or strip detectors. It has not been tested in a high rate environment yet, however this could be done in BCM2. It would be interesting to investigate if the performance during operation is comparable with single-crystalline or poly-crystalline diamond, and if a signal decrease due to polarization is observed.

Sapphire (Al$_2$O$_3$) is also an interesting material for the application as beam loss monitor [Ign10]. This high band gap material is produced in a Czochralski process and is therefore significantly cheaper than diamond. The charge collection efficiency (CCE) is only about 5-10% due to the fairly high number of impurities. This, however, can be compensated by using a higher detector volume. A low CCE leads to a low change of CCE due to irradiation and thus to a higher relative radiation hardness. Sapphire is not a good detector material if a thin sensor with high charge collection is needed, for example in pixel or strip detectors. However in applications where the low CCE can be compensated by using more detector material, like in a beam loss monitor, it is a cheap alternative to diamond.

• Still, diamond is a viable detector material. Methods to avoid or minimize polarization should be developed. Often, the metal electrodes are directly brought on to the diamond surface. A method to reduce the polarization at the surface is to use a graphitic layer. Electrodes made of diamond-like carbon (DLC) coated with metal could reduce the polarization. This has not been tested in a high rate environment yet, but could be done with a prototype detector in BCM2.

A method of actively removing polarization is to apply light on the diamond. Red light
is sufficient to clear the traps responsible for polarization. This was proven effective in low rate environments. Tests at high rates have not been performed yet. It would be interesting to study the signal efficiency at controlled high rates under controlled mount of depolarizing light. This could lead to a polarization free diamond by constant illumination of the diamond.

Another technique is the usage of alternating polarity HV, also used in the work of this thesis to obtain polarization free CCE measurements. By constantly changing the drift direction of the charge carriers the bulk charges up homogeneously and the polarization is much substantially. At high intensity radiation fields, the switching frequency needed to maintain a polarization free detector increases. This has not been tested in a high rate environment yet. A novel detector could be developed and tested in the BCM2 location to show that this method of avoiding polarization is a viable technique in operational conditions.

The TCT measurement technique used in this thesis has high potential to obtain a better understanding of the polarization effects in diamond detectors. Many different aspects could still be improved:

- Due to the different lifetimes of traps they saturate at different levels of occupancy for a given particle rate. At different HV, different amounts of trapped charge is needed to polarize the diamond. If the measurements are performed at many different HV the different types of traps can be separated by their level of saturation.

- Alternating polarity HV is also a viable option to be tested in TCT measurements. The alternating polarity would not completely remove the polarization, since the trapping of electrons and the trapping of holes is different. Nevertheless it would give further insight into the trapping mechanism.

- The method of red light illumination could be tested with the TCT as well. Tests done so far in the scope of this thesis have not revealed useful information, but more detailed testing could show the effectiveness of illumination in avoiding polarization.

- A simultaneous measurement of TCT using α particles and measurement of CCE using MIP particles could connect the pulse shapes to the actual signal performance of the detector. This could be a final proof that the polarization is responsible for the loss of charge collection.

- The model to predict the shapes of TCT pules presented in this thesis is limited by its one dimensional character. The disturbance of the electric field by the charge carriers themselves can only be calculated, if the charge carrier density is calculated correctly in three dimensions. A compromise to reduce the required computing resources would be a two dimensional calculation in cylindrical coordinates where a rotational symmetry around the direction of the drift is assumed. A software capable of calculating a charge carrier drift trough diamond in three dimensions would be Silvaco Atlas. 
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Appendix A.

Beam abort thresholds

The beam abort thresholds of running sum 12 (83.9 s) integration time for all channels included in the abort are given in table A.1. The abort thresholds were updated twice. The BCM1L channels were activated in the abort with the first threshold update.
## Appendix A. Beam abort thresholds

### Initial thresholds

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Detector</th>
<th>DAB card</th>
<th>channel</th>
<th>Initial thresholds</th>
<th>Thresholds since 29.08.2011</th>
<th>Thresholds since 15.08.2012</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BCM1L -Z far</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>87873922 204.6</td>
<td>73553177 171.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCM1L -Z up</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>135960561 316.6</td>
<td>98918337 230.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCM1L -Z near</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>129644221 301.9</td>
<td>92825886 216.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCM1L -Z down</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>104286111 242.8</td>
<td>77693456 180.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCM1L +Z far</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>98240648 228.7</td>
<td>77951616 181.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCM1L +Z up</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>89607286 208.6</td>
<td>69826315 162.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCM1L +Z near</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>132339414 308.1</td>
<td>92275981 214.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCM1L +Z down</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>196930210 458.5</td>
<td>127051318 295.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCM2 -Z inner top</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>126000000 290</td>
<td>390527041 909.3</td>
<td>238698554 555.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCM2 -Z inner far</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>126000000 290</td>
<td>199123384 463.6</td>
<td>135160926 314.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCM2 -Z inner near</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>126000000 290</td>
<td>263300833 613.1</td>
<td>126145384 293.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCM2 -Z inner bottom</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>126000000 290</td>
<td>240163762 559.2</td>
<td>123210182 286.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCM2 +Z inner near</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>126000000 290</td>
<td>716178979 1667.5</td>
<td>413980118 963.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCM2 +Z inner top</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>126000000 290</td>
<td>906825226 2111.4</td>
<td>520634850 1212.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCM2 +Z inner far</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>126000000 290</td>
<td>709923118 1652.9</td>
<td>409761176 954.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCM2 +Z inner bottom</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>126000000 290</td>
<td>899393726 2094.1</td>
<td>434497063 1011.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A.1.: Running Sum 12 abort thresholds
Appendix B.
Parametric fits to signal decrease

B.1. Alternative fit functions

As seen in chapter 7, the hyperbolic fit is not a good description of the decrease in signal efficiency due to polarization. A parametric function is sought, which provides a better fit for the purpose of extrapolating to higher fluences. In addition to the normal hyperbolic curve, two modified fit functions are justified here and tested against the data:

1. The hyperbolic fit corresponds to the decrease of the charge collection distance (CCD) as derived in chapter 7.1, equation 7.7. CCD and \( \Phi \) are not measured directly, hence equation 7.7 cannot be fitted directly. One can assume that the measured signal \( S \) proportional to the CCD and the integrated luminosity \( L \) is proportional to the fluence. In case of the simulation, the signal \( S \) is replaced with the size of the active volume, and \( L \) is given by the simulation steps. The fit equation is given by:

\[
S(L) = S_0 \left( \frac{1 + S_0 \cdot k' \cdot L}{1 + S_0 \cdot k' \cdot L} \right)
\]  

(B.1)

\( k' \) is the radiation damage constant, but in different units, and \( S_0 \) the signal of the un-irradiated detector. \( k' \) is not comparable with \( k \) of equation 7.7 since the proportionality between \( \Phi \) and \( L \) depends on the detector location.

2. A hyperbolic fit with an offset \( c \): It was suggested by M. Pomorski [Pom08], that the damage curve converges against an offset. This was explained by the fact that polarization squeezes the electric field out of the bulk, leaving a small active volume, which does not change in size significantly.

\[
S(L) = S_0 \left( \frac{1 + S_0 \cdot k' \cdot L + c}{1 + S_0 \cdot k' \cdot L + c} \right)
\]  

(B.2)

3. A hyperbolic fit with an exponent \( \epsilon \): The fit of the hyperbolic curve to parts of the data showed a decrease in k-factor with higher fluence. This was also seen in test beam irradiations by C. Kurfürst, where the exponent was suggested [Kur13]. The exponent was just added to \( L \) of equation B.1. For the fits here, a slightly different function is used. A hyperbolic function with exponent is used, where the function is infinite at \( L = 0 \):

\[
S(L) = \frac{1}{k' \cdot L^\epsilon}
\]  

(B.3)

A shift to the left, \( L_0 \), is introduced to facilitate the starting conditions:

\[
S(L) = \frac{1}{k' \cdot (L + L_0)^\epsilon}
\]  

(B.4)
Figure B.1.: Alternative fits to decrease of active detector volume due to polarization. The decrease is best described by a hyperbolic function with exponent (equation B.7).

$S_0$ is the signal of the un-irradiated detector, which can be used to calculate $L_0$:

$$S_0 = \frac{1}{k' \cdot L_0^e} \Rightarrow L_0 = \frac{1}{\sqrt[2]{k' \cdot S_0}} \quad (B.5)$$

From equation [B.5] in equation [B.4] follows:

$$S(L) = \frac{1}{(\sqrt[2]{k' \cdot L + \frac{1}{\sqrt[4]{S_0}}})^e} \quad (B.6)$$

The final fit function has an exponent over the whole denominator:

$$S(L) = \frac{S_0}{(\sqrt[2]{k' \cdot S_0 \cdot L + 1})^e} \quad (B.7)$$

As the exponent $e$ is a free parameter, but included in the unit of $k'$. Hence it is not possible to compare $k'$ parameters of fits on different data sets. Of interest is the value of the $e$, which defines the shape of the curve.

**B.2. Fit to simulated decrease of active volume**

The alternative fit functions are applied to the simulated decrease of active detector volume as presented in chapter 7.2.3. In figure B.1 the results of the fit of equations [B.2] and [B.7] to the simulated data is shown. Although the residuals of the fit using the hyperbolic with offset is significantly smaller than the standard hyperbolic (seen in figure 7.6), a pattern can
B.3. Fit to decrease of sCVD detector signal of BCML

Fit function | hyperbolic + offset | hyperbolic with exponent
--- | --- | ---
CCD₀ [µm] | 320 | 457
k'[steps/µm⁻¹] | $6.3 \times 10^9$ | $4.5 \times 10^9$
offset [µm] | 121 | 0
exponent | 1 | 0.33

Table B.1.: Results for the fit parameters obtained in the fits to the simulated decrease of active detector volume.

![Signal development of the sCVD 2011](image)

![Signal development of the sCVD 2012](image)

(a) sCVD,2011

(b) sCVD,2012

Figure B.2.: Different fits to the data of the sCVD diamonds. A hyperbolic function is not a good fit to the data. A hyperbolic fit with exponent provides the best parameterization.

be seen in the residuals, showing that this is not an ideal function. The hyperbolic function with exponent show the best fit to the simulated decrease in signal strength. The result parameters for the fits are presented in table B.1.

B.3. Fit to decrease of sCVD detector signal of BCML

As seen in chapter 7.3.3, the hyperbolic fit is not a good description of the damage curve measured with the BCML detectors. For the extrapolation of the signal efficiency towards higher fluences a good fit function is need. It was shown in simulations that a hyperbolic function with exponent could be a better fit function (section B.2). A fit using a hyperbolic function with offset (equation B.2) and a fit using a hyperbolic function with exponent (equation B.7) is tested against the signal data obtained with the sCVD diamonds installed in BCM2.

Figure B.2 shows the different fits for both diamonds. The normal hyperbolic fit, equation B.1, shown is blue, shows generally the worst fit. The fit with offset (equation B.2, shown in green), and the fit with exponent (equation B.7, shown in red) work comparably well, when fitted to the sCVD,2011 data (figure B.2(a)). The sCVD,2012 received an about 4 times higher fluences than the sCVD,2011 and more data is available in the flat part of
Appendix B. Parametric fits to signal decrease

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fit function</th>
<th>hyperbolic</th>
<th>hyperbolic + offset</th>
<th>hyperbolic with exponent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$S_0$ [nA]</td>
<td>9.83 ± 0.34</td>
<td>9.71 ± 0.02</td>
<td>10.5 ± 0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k'$ [fb$^e$/nA]</td>
<td>0.25 ± 0.01</td>
<td>0.29 ± 0.00</td>
<td>0.29 ± 0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>offset [nA]</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.28 ± 0.01</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>exponent</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.83 ± 0.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table B.2.: Results for the fit parameters of all three fit functions for sCVD 2011.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fit function</th>
<th>hyperbolic</th>
<th>hyperbolic + offset</th>
<th>hyperbolic with exponent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$S_0$ [nA]</td>
<td>8.4 ± 0.87</td>
<td>8.4 ± 0.46</td>
<td>9.8 ± 0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k'$ [fb$^e$/nA]</td>
<td>0.50 ± 0.12</td>
<td>0.75 ± 0.12</td>
<td>0.52 ± 0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>offset [nA]</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.49 ± 0.12</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>exponent</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.53 ± 0.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table B.3.: Results for the fit parameters of all three fit functions for sCVD 2012.

the curve. Here, the fit using the offset diverges from the slope of the data, but the fit using an exponent gives a qualitatively good result. The parameters for each fit is given in table B.2 and B.3. The exponent obtained in the measurement (0.33) is higher than in the result from simulation (0.53 and 0.83). It is yet unclear, what influences the exponent. The exact level of polarization is a stabilized condition of trapping and de-trapping it strongly depends in the number of traps and on the particle environment. A more detailed model is needed to predict the exact shape of the damage curve.

### B.3.1. Prediction of signal strength at 300 fb$^{-1}$

Important for the operation is whether the signal strength of the diamond detectors is sufficient to survive until long shutdown 3. It is expected that the LHC will deliver an integrated luminosity of 300 fb$^{-1}$ until then. A good fitting function is needed for a reliable prediction. Although it is only an empirical function, the hyperbolic curve with exponent is the fit function which gives the lowest residuals and is the best available description to make an extrapolation towards higher integrated luminosities.

Equation B.7 is fitted to the data of BCM1L and BCM2 inner on +Z, shown in figure B.3(a). The fit is extrapolated to an integrated luminosity of 300 fb$^{-1}$, shown in figure B.3(b). For BCM1L it predicts a relative signal strength of about 29 % and for BCM2 inner about 6.7 % at 300 fb$^{-1}$.

If the abort threshold cannot be lowered any more to compensate for the loss in signal efficiency, it is considered the limit for the detector not properly working any more. The limit for lowering the abort thresholds is given by the maximum height of the noise spikes, which are different for each channel (see chapter 4.3). To include enough safety margin, a minimal abort threshold of 700 ADC counts is proposed, which corresponds to a detector current of 3.4 µA. The abort threshold at full signal efficiency is 30.2 µA, hence the minimum signal strength for a detector is 11.3 %. This limit is shown in figure B.3(b). BCM1L should survive 300 fb$^{-1}$ without any problems. The BCM2 inner detector would hit this limit around 127 fb$^{-1}$. The abort threshold can still be reduced, if the tunnel cards are checked for the exact number of the maximum height of the noise spikes. The thresholds have to be chosen carefully enough, so that a false beam abort due to spikes will not happen. Additionally, the HV can be increased. The calculations shown here are based on data with 200 V. The signal increase
B.3. Fit to decrease of sCVD detector signal of BCML

Figure B.3.: Signal prediction of abort channels to 300 fb$^{-1}$. Figure (a) shows the quality of the fit using the hyperbolic with exponent (equation B.7). In figure (b) the fit is extrapolated to 300 fb$^{-1}$. The minimal signal strength required for a proper abort functionality is shown. BCM1L will stay above the minimal level until LS3. The BCM2 inner detectors would hit the minimum level at about 127 fb$^{-1}$, if the signal loss is not compensated by increasing the HV.

is almost linear with HV, if the reduction of signal is due to polarization. The HV can be increased up to 500V, but the chance of erratic dark currents increases. Raising the HV should only be done, if the diamond is removed from the abort system and monitored for several days of operation for erratic dark currents, before the abort functionality is reactivated.

On the other hand, these predictions are based on data from the 3.5 and 4 TeV era. Post LS1, with 6.5 or 7 TeV beam energy, the damage per unit of luminosity will be slightly higher. The exact moment for the failure of parts of the system is difficult to predict, but the system has enough reserves to survive until up to long shutdown 3.

B.3.2. Operation up to 3000 fb$^{-1}$ (HL-LHC)

BCML does have enough reserve to provide a proper abort functionality until LS3. For the HL-LHC phase fresh detectors should be installed, where the mode of operation has to be reevaluated. The target luminosity of 3000 fb$^{-1}$ puts high requirements on the radiation hardness of the BCML detectors. A possibility would be to increase the detector signal, by using several diamonds in parallel for one readout channel. Also the tunnel card electronics is currently being redeveloped. If the spike problem can be solved, much lower abort thresholds would be possible.